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Savings accounts serve ev
ery class of people. For the
laboring man, the young
man in business, the suc
cessful man of middle age,
and the young married
couple, a savings account is
a reserve fund to fall back
on in time of need and, at
the same time, a safe, profit
able investment that is not
affected by conditions or
market ups and downs. We
invite your savings account
at this safe banking institu
tion.
*

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Safety

Service

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. is a Ma me corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine oinks having total resources of more
than $80,000,000 Over 85 per rent of tbe Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. is owned by Mai e capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have nad long and successful experience
in banking and financial operation.
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cerning Situation of the Lobster industry

NATIONAL BANK

ADVANTAGES
A National Bank such as the North National Bank
is under the strict supervision of the United States
Government. It is carefully safeguarded. Another
advantage is that it affords a protection of double
the amount of its Capital stock. This strong, old
Bank has a Capital of $100,000.00 and Surplus and
Profits of $174,000.00. A Bank of safety for your
funds.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

THREE CENTS A COPY
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Thad C. Carver Now Presi
dent of the Noted Airship Base Manager Wincapaw Makes Public An Important
Report From Vacuum Oil Company
Corporation

New honors have com* to Thad C.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
SLrtnTTSs oVeMataeh depart°f Pralt’ KanSM’ a"d “The following correspondence sub herein will give you what you are
Prom the Press Herald of Jan. 29
mitted to Tlie Courier-Gazette this looking for."
■comes these words: "The lobster ment, to be controlled by the Gover- ! haven, Maine. The Wichita Eagle of
and »>, ..Plana- 1
situation of Maine is in a deplorable nor and his council. Pay this offi- Jan. 23 thus tells the story:
t°ryGibson:
J
condition,
and
only
a
duty
on
Canacial,
whether
his
title
be
commisf
"Thad
C.
Carver,
president
of
the
MR. CURTIS’ EPIGRAM
William H. Wincapaw, base mana"Replying to your letter of Dec. 16,
_____
dian lobsters will save the lobsters "‘nV?' ^hector or king, a salary that People's Bank at Pratt and for years
will be worth his while- to- put
_______
all his „a leader..........
in the
...........................
aviation industry —
ol ger of the Curtiss-Wright Flying our laboratory has analyzed the
‘We Must Run As Fast As We Can To °fT?<u ”e
, .. „ .
,
samples, Nos. 1 and 2, submitted and
in....
* i
„ ■ . » 1 It is a shame for the fishermen of time into this department and report Wichita, yesterday was elected presi- Service, to The Courier-Gazette:—
Derre^on ’
'
“ Pe"°d °f Maille t0 be
a predicament.
i We only turn to the State survey
,_qieeting i
the analysis made by one of the
No. 2
No. 1
and find the Sea and Shore Fisheries
what he has been doing. Give
“Mr. Cessna s position and respon- [ three oil Jcompanies 0' the cylinder Fuel,
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, president of the of Maine is the only department that and
6.0%
8.0"
more attention to the ground fish
Curtis Publishing Company, Phila- has made any kind of a showing
0.46
0.14
such as cod, haddock, etc. Cooperate ----------------------------------------------- 1 oil used in our planes at Rockland. Ir.sol. in P. E..
! This clears up the matter of whether Insol. in Chloroform, 0.04
0.24
Jelphia, last night told uie committee
The survey speaks of the 10 Hi inch , more fully with the Federal governj or not the cement dust was causing Ash,
0.04
0.01
af 100. social organization in Miami ilobster but the 10% inch measure [ment in protecting the spawning fish
; our trouble with motors."
Trace
Trace
Water,
has not existed for several years, in their season.
Beach, Fla., that advertising will The measure being used now is 3%
152
P. M. Gibson, branch manager of Vise, at 210 deg. F..
147
Lobsters: Abolish the ruling asknake fortunes.
the automotive department of the
The ash content was mainly iron
inches, and being legal permits the ! ing lobster fishermen to make a re
I Vacuum Oil Co, to Captain W. H. oxide. There was no lime present to
The policy of some advertisers to fishermen to take from 10 to 15 on a [ Port of their daily catches. Enforce
j Wincapaw:
indicate any contamination from the
save expenses by cutting down on hundred count which were formerly the law in every country—don’t say
"Attached you will find a copy of nearoy cement mill. The small per
..ieir advertising, is "foolish," he said, illegal. Ten lobsters on a hundred, [ that, one county is so near the Bos' the analysis made by our laboratory centage of ash, of course, shows that
__ ___ _____
idding: "Everything
that_______
is done is_ with 2000 men fishing, tallowing a ; ton market that it is hard to enforce
of the samples which you recently very little wear has taken place in
built on advertising" and' intelligent weekly catch of 100 lobsters to each ■ it,
brought into this office. We hope , the motors from which these oils
engaged
during winter 1 The Maine lobster fishermen have
advertising will make your fortunes. person
""
that the information contained •. were removed.”
lie said his company spent $1,000,000 months) means that many more I not had and are not having an equal
last year in advertising and plans to lobsters to be marketed each week, j chance with those in Massachusetts
Retiring wardens: If we are to ' or Canada. The reason is this—
spend $2,000,000 this year.
A BIG BUSINESS DEAL
"In a period of depression,” he said, retire anybody in the fish game, let Canadian 9-inch lobsters are shipped
’we must run as fast as we can to it be those who have made fishing a j into Massachusetts, sold to the
consumer as chicken lobsters at a
livelihood for 40 to 50 years.
stay where we are."
With an appropriation of $65,000 price much less than Maine lobsters
One of the most important busi- ing the tank delivery boat Elsie M.
annually for the Sea and Shore can be handled. The remedy is this
The transaction has been pending
I ness deals which has been made in
PARK THEATRE
Fisheries department, the only thing —instead of fooling around, trying
I Rockland for a number of years was for some months, but the deeds did
.he taxpayers are confronted with is to get a duty on Canadian lobsters,
completed this morning, when Austin not pass until a few moments before
"No Limit" is the title of the new the statement that the lobster situa cooperate with the Federal govern
j M. Moody sold his extensive oil this paper went to press.
Clara Bow picture. She is cast as a tion is in a deplorable condition and ment asking for a uniform law.
Mr. Moody, who is a member of
pretty usherette who, through a the proposition to retire wardens on ' Have a measure that is legal in every
i plants at the Northend and on Park
pay. We certainly have a won State. There will be no difficulty in
the Board of Aldermen has devel
stroke of good fortune, finds herself half
!
street,
to
the
Gulf
Refining
Com

an impartial enforcement of the fish
derful outlook for this department.
oped his plant from a small begin
the temporary owner of a Park
pany.
A suggestion: Why ask the fisher- laws.
Finally—In my opinion, had this
Avenue apartment and a gorgeous men to make a report of their
The deal carries with it all of the ning, and the successful outcome of
Rolls Royce. But oddly enough , catches each day. If this is just to department used part of its time
! paraphernalia connected with Mr. his venture stamps him as one of th#
Clara makes the rather startling . the lobster fisherman it is just to the working for fish industries to be es
Moody’s important holdings, includ- city's most successful business men.
Thad
C.
Carver
discovery that all is not as it should dealer, likewise any firm or corpora- tablished along our coastal counties
be in her apartment. It turns out [ tion, though it be farmer, fisherman, of Maine, there would not be as
that the apartment is the rendezvous storekeeper or what not. To me this j many vacant fishwharves as at pres- j ....... .
. .
lp„pnpf1 and '
RED CROSS NEEDS YOUR HELP
of gamblers who believe that she is is not getting anywhere, and know- ent.
.
...
„h„,.
th„ tap
the new owner and operator. Clara, ing the fisherman some, I believe if | One man put it something like 1llew111
na®>p d pp 5 h° thp
against her better judgment, decides a fisherman gets a good catch today | this—the docks arc going to ruin, the ' “D it.was announce oy tne new ;
to carry on; take her fling while she heis not telling anybody.
wharves are caving^m just ttrUck
Knox County’s Relief Fund Has Reached $1800 Mark
1 of earnest men to
How to correct the situation:
still has the chance. But when she
business
for
many
years,
since
they
Freeman S. Young
Every Dollar Necessary To Aid Million Sufferers
Abolish the Sea and Shore Fish- I again.
meets young Douglas Thayer i Nor
and Walter Beach were working toman Foster), supposedly one of New —
■
■
! gether in the upbuilding of the Travel j
York’s blue bloods, she falls in love
Air company.
HE SCORNS SPEEDY LOCOS
with him. He, in his own particular
_________
__ , Knox County
is
thoroughly , before spring and every last dollar
"It begins
to look__
like____
the______
old days
fashion, falls In love with her.
of aviation" in Wichita when Travel j aroused to the necessity for aid to | of the quota is needed.
Thayer, however, turns out to be
Seven two-man teams combed the
Air was being built up to one of (he 1 the suffering thousands in the
a suave crook. Clara does not find Albert Sharpley, Our Well Known Umbrella Mender, Is a leading aircraft manufacturing com- drought Stricken areas of 21 western business section Thursday with good
this out until she has become his
/-.■ i . ..
__ i xi an: i_L_
panies in the nation. Several of the states as this splendid array of con results and the towns of the county
wife and accidentally sees him and
Globetrotter and No Mistake
old faces are ln the picture now and tributors testifies. This county's are steadily adding their contribu
his accomplices pull a sensational
quota is $3200 toward the national tions. A happy sign in the growth of
..........................
j others may be added.
holdup. From this point on the
“With the old Travel Air organiza- goal of $10,000,000. Not tlie slight the fund is the very large number
story's action takes several unusual
The familiai*figure of Albert Sharp- cook, but a mascot, because the ships ■ yon were Thad Carver, Clyde V. est doubt remains that the Red Cross
and highly dramatic turns as Clara.
(Continued on Page Two)
'aced with exposing her husband to ley, the aged and philosophical urn . 1 on which he served as chef were never
hlg I Cessna and Walter H. Beach, as well j will be feeding a million persons
the police, fights desperately to pro- brella mender, reappeared on Main j
and kettles Salt wter anyhow. themselyes in aviation Two of this ,
A WEATHER PROPHECY
tect him. There is a climax that is street the other day after an absence
A FEDERAL DUTY
Every port of importance in the famous triumvirate now are members
as unusual and different as it is ex of more than four months. With a two hemispheres came to know his of
Cessna organization.
-------Sam Morrell of Lewiston Foresees
citing and interesting.
“Optimistic reports came from the On Lobsters and Scallops
February a Stormy Month, Coming
The attraction now playing is little loose change in his pocket, with j°Uy rotund features, and the odor
In and Going Out
f bls
™*tin8 and a«
officers spoke en"Africa Speaks" and is one of the his umbrella kit on his back, and °
-CanadiWanted
By
Crie
Cathay to Madagascar. Every sea- j thusiastically of the future of the
most unusual films yet screened.— with no ticket for anywhere Sharpley man. who ever shipped on the same Cessna company. A definite program
Sam Morrell of Lewiston, prognos
adv.
an Influx
started the middle of September for veisel swore by him—and some at of development will be worked out in
ticator of weather signs and sympthe immediate future and new Cessna
Seattle.
him, be is Quite Iree to admit.
A Federal duty on the importation \ toms, presents to the public for apSTRAND THEATRE
He hadn't progressed much beyond
With the feeling that he is getting models will be brought out shortly
I of Canadian lobsters, as the only I proval his prediction for the month
George OBrien. who portrays the Cbica6° before he found business con- ad^’r°^d firmi5?htoteaNewVYetrerio- it was announced.
"Mr. Carver has been in Wichita for J means of “saving the Maine lobster of February, during which, Sam
leading maie role in “Fair Warning" ditions much worse than they had jettons not to go to sea any more, and the past two days. He is a prominent industry from disaster" was urged in claims, comes the heaviest fall of
refuses to stand for any doubles in been pictured in the eastern newspa- while health permits it he will in- figure in state banking circles and is the biennial report of the Sea and snow, precipitation being always at
his pictures. No hazard Is too great pers Even the rain didn’t seem to be stall turnbuckles in erratic parasols exceptionally well known in the aviaShore Fisheries Commission, sub its greatest. He warns of a tardy
for him and he has taken some
™ In
good « MK.»«-«'X
KS'S’c'SX'X.nT
mitted to the Governor and Council spring, basing his prediction on the
chances that even a professional
recent action of our interplanetary
speaking of health. Albert Sharp- is concrete evidence of his faith in Wednesday.
I double would hesitate to take, and there was no comfort in that for
The lobster situation in Maine is ' system, which is the path he invarij Though he has had many accidents. an umbrella mender, so he started to j^y never knew anything else but. the future of aviation.
Expressing himself as pleased with , in a deplorable condition," wrote H ably follows, to derive his lore.
When he was in the sixth grade he
O’Brien is always physically fit and countermarch for Rockland.
So many motorists sympathized ranked as a seven-point child and the new arrangement, Mr, Cessna said ; D. Crie, director of the commission. I Temperature for February will be
, when he is injured he recuperates
with the 87-year-old pedestrian that never cried for Castoria. The health he had great faith in the men with Canadians, “who caught three times 1 normal to below normal. Precipitaquickly.
jjas stUCk
him 87 years, to- whom he now will be associated.”
as many lobsters as are trapped in ' tion will be normal to above normal.
He has boxed, played football, he didn t have to do mucn walking,
_______ and his only worrying was occasioned gather with most of his original tan.
____________
Maine, for half the price," glutted the 1 The warmest part of February will be
handball, golf, baseball, basketball
and kindred sports, but he likes by speculation as to where his next sitting on a dry goods box and puffing ________________________________ | Boston markets, forcing prices down- I the first week. The month will be
the recipient of three storm periods;
ward, he said.
swimming better than an/ form of meal was coming from. And a on his omnipresent pipe he repreathletie exercise.
philosopher who smokes a pipe which sents a picture of contentment that
“There are approximately 20,000 the first occurring between the 1st
In “Fair Warning," he performs is almost his own age doesn’t even wouid have been beyond the genius
people in Maine depending entirely and the 6th; the second, between the
some amazing feats of a dangerous worry a great deal about that.
of a Michael Angelo to portray,
upon the lobster industry for a living 10th and the 16th; which, if there is
and thrilling nature and this pro.w,^b tbe aid of
numerous
At jast accounts he had not turned
and the fishermen have to sell their any difference will be the worst of th#
duction was completed without his 'lifts' Sharpley traveled 1540 miles a hair over the Wickersham report,
catch almost at cost prices. Canada three; and the last between the 22d
meeting with accident.
in four days and became quite con- the Einstein theory or the cement
charges a duty of 25 per cent of the and the 28th. During thp last three
In his previous picture, "Last Of temptuous of the big locomotives duE[ investigation.
value of live lobsters and 30 per cent; weeks there will be more or less sudthe Duanes." he took many chances
whose path he so often crossed.He believes that the world is a good
of preserved on all shipments from den change in the temperature and
and came through unscathed up to
Sharpley began mending umbrellas p]ace to ]ive in_rajn or shine, and
e Frances Page of Bueksnnrt and
the United States. It seems only fair weather. And it is during the first and
last week of the month that the earth
the last day of production, when a
when he was only about so high but that’s saying a mouthful for an urn-Eunice F MacLeod of Gilman
vt we should do the same."
Crie complained of Canadian ves shocks will be felt. And February will
microphone fell and hit him on the
though each job meant Inevitable brellamender.
soldland and buildings in Warren in
head and knocked him out, but this, "raise" there wasn’t enough romance
Mr sharpley also specializes m i Fred s Pa„e
B
sels fishing Maine waters and said come and go away stormy.
of course, was not the result of ac- in it to suit his youthful desire so he sharpening of lawn-mowers, and
American boats and equipment were
cepting hazard. It might have hap- signed up as cook in the merchant that's why he has never penetrated
Carrie L- Drake of Camden sold seized when caught fishing in Ca YOUR FAVORITE POEM
----■-------------J
land
and
bu"'**
—
”
—
-™
pened to anybody.
' marine and
in the course of seven , Aroostook Countv where the duration ! land
and building in Hope to Elroy nadian waters. He recommended a
.-—J si__ _
V Rncnrorro
Beverage.
Louise Huntington, beautiful and _______
voyages ___
around
the world learned of grass is about the same as the V.
duty of 50 cents per gallon on Ca
If I had to live my life again I would
'-harming stage actress, is O’Brien’s how to make the unromantic and un- midnight sun in Norway.
Hans O. Heistad of Rockport sold nadian scallops, which he said now have made a rule to read some poetry
and
llKte« to some music at least one*
leading woman. The feature will be savory messes which pass muster on
AIT in all Mr. Sharpley believes in land in Rockport to Edith V. Buzzell enter the United States free.
a week The loss of these tastes is a
at this theatre Monday and Tuesday, shipboard because the salt air is cre- the simple life. Asked as to his re- J of Rockport.
Other recommendations included loss of happiness.- Charles Darwin.
I —adv.
ative of appetites. He was not only a ligion he said he had "never had time
retirement on half pay for wardens
r-ienn t xmrtnn ir-ira i
» M It
h, has never M
S*SR£2> ££5C who had been in the sea and shore JIM BLUDSO, OF THF. PRAIRIE BELLE
.«
.............................................
, time to vote because he doesn t stay so,d )and wUh thc buildings thpreon fisheries service ten years or longer Wall, no! I can't tell whar he lives.
Because he don’t live, you see;
and reached the age of 70; state li Least
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
, on one spot long enough.
j to Hobert w. Jamieson of Camden.
ways, he's got out of the habit
censing of all sea fishermen, and a
But.he has stayed on earth long)
Of livin’ like you and me.
x
OF THE
enough to make lots of friends and ' Aldorus Jones of Washington sold tie-up of fishermen with the Grange, Whar have you been for the last three
year
land with buildings to Fred E. Jones which he said would lead toward
earn everybody's good will.
That you haven’t heard folks tell
of Washington. Land and buildings improvement of marketing methods. How
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN
Jimmy Bludso passed in his checks
in Washington.
Thc night of the Prairie Belle?
Rockland, Me.
Lewise Nutt of Camden sold land
WITH THE BOWLERS He weren't no saint.—them engineers
Is all pretty much alike.~
with buildings on same, to Fannie A.
wife in Natchez-under-the-Hlll
Mudgett of Camden.
The Five Aces beat the Dragons432 One
December 20, 1930
And another one here. In Pike;
I
pins
at
Carr's
alleys
Wednesday
A
keerless
man in his talk was Jim.
Hill N. Dane of Rockland sold land
And an awkward hand ln a row.
J. ALBERT JAMESON. President
EDWARD F. GLOVER, Vice President
and building to Eugene M. O’Neil of night. Outside of that the game was But he never funked, and hr never lied.—
HARRY 0. GURDY, Secretary and Treasurer
I reckon he never k no wed how.
Rockland. Land located in Rock [close. Mitchell had high string (124i
I and on high total led the next nearest
DIRECTORS—Putnam P. Bicknell, A. Judson Bird, Thomas H. Chisholm,
land.
And this was all the religion he had.
man by 41 pins. The summary:
! Robert U. Collins, Ernest C. Davis, Charles H. Duff, Edward F. Glover, Harry
To treat his engine well;
Five Aces—Lindsey, 277; Shields, Never
be passed on the river.
O. Gurdy, J. Albert Jameson, E. Mont Perry, Walter H. Spear.
To mind the pilot's bell;
| 303; Stone, 283; Clukey, 273; Mitchell,
“ON MY SET”
And if ever the Prairie Belle took Are,—
344;
total,
1480.
ORGANIZED MAY 18, 1888
times he swore.
Dragons—Lynch. 285; Hinckley. HeA’d thousand
A bit of welcome news to all of
hold her nozzle agin the bank
Till the last soul got ashore
us is that Miss Kitty McLaughlin [ 267; Atwood, 299; Pomeroy, 257;
RESOURCES
; Dummy, 240; total, 1348
All boats has their day on the Missis
is to be “on the air” Sunday eve
• • • •
sippi.
ning at 9.30 from Station WGBS,
On the same night that the Five
And her day come at last,—
870.670 on
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate
The
Movastar
was a better boat.
Aces beat the Dragons 132 pins they
in “Chamberlain Brown's Great
Ixians on Shares
33,437 (Ml
But the Belle she wouldn't be passed
spanked
Central
Maine
almost
as
bad,
Stars
of
Broadway,"
hour.
The
And
so
she
cunv tcartn’ along that
Furniture and Fixtures
1,374 55
their victory margin being 129 pins.
night—
hour is devoted chiefly to the
■)ue from Borrowers
98 82
The
oldest
craft
on the line—
They were certainly placing the role
Cash .................................................
4.780 29
a nigger squat on her safety-valve.
drama. Miss McLaughlin will
of buzz saw that nigh„. Elliot had With
And her furnace crammed, rosin and
sing two numbers, and has
high string (115) and Shields had
pine.
919,360 66
high total. The summary:
named tentatively a number
The
fire
bust out as she dared the bar.
Five Aces—Lindsey, 287; Shields,
from “The Chocolate Soldier”
And burnt a hole ln the night.
LIABILITIES
310; Stone, 281; Clukey, 288; Mitchell, And quick as a flash she turned, and
and the tuneful "Toujours,
made
297; total, 1463.
i'Amour, Toujours,' by Friml.
For that wlller-bank on the right.
Central Maine—Elliot, 276; Maxey, Ther
Accumulated Capital
784,149 53
The broadcast is given from the
was runnin’ and cursin', but Jim
261; Daris, 270; Merrill, 258; Thomas,
yelled out.
Advance Payments ...
34,439 81
Lincoln Hotel, 44th street, ac
Over
all the infernal roar.
269; total, 1334.
Matured Shares
24,400 00
companied by the hotel orches
'Til hold her nozzle agin the bank
« • • •
Guaranty Fund
17,582 05
Capture that precious
tra.
Till the last galoot's ashore."
Thursday night, at Carrs'alleys the
Profits .........................
25,218 57
record of your child’s
the hot. black breath of the
Bills Payable
33,500 on
The Senate has announced that it
^±14,C°in?eal,?hrte *0<*land Through
burnln’ boat
growth with photo
70 70
will make its own investigation of the
S*?°b “ P1™'a Jead wh*ch "a?
Forfeited Shares
Jim Bludso's voice was heard.
.
And they all had trust ln his cussedness.
unemployment situation. Only a
m
graphs. Have a picture
And knowed he would keep his word.
919 360 66
pessimist believes unemployment1 L ^..'v . .
g HarJa as
8
sure's your're born, they all got off
made once a year.
,, .
•*..
i
. sv, ♦ o* 114 was just two points better than And.
Afore the smokestacks fell,—
^DWieao Union8 “
Porter's althou«h
latter bad hi8tl And
Bludso's ghost went up alone
-San Diego union.
The summary.
1,168
I Number of Shareholders
In the smoke of the Prairie Belle.
Champney’s Studio
573
j Number of Borrowers
--------------- —
j Ford Motor Co.—Black, 249; Cope- He weren’t no saint—but at jedgmeut
Foot
of
Limerock
Street
12,094
Number of Shares Outstanding
A man arrested in Russia with i land, 248; Porter, 305; Jameson, 271;
I'd run my chance with Jim.
ROCKLAND, ME.
5,508
Number of Shares Pledged for Loans
Longslde of some pious gentlemen
bombs in his possession, stated that McPhee, 291; total, 1364.
14-15
That wouldn’t shook hands with him.
723
Number of Loans .................................
he was working for the good of man- j Rockland Body Shop—Johnson, He seen his duty, a dead-sure thing—
embf r of
And went for it thar and then;
kind. Apparently he was interest- 250; O. Nelson, 279; Harjula, 275;
Photographers’ Ass’nof Ambrica
Christ ain’t a-going to be too hard
ed in uplift of some sort.—The J Newbert, 262; E. Nelson, 255; total And
SANGER N. ANNIS,
On a man that died for men.
Humorist.
1
1321.
—John Hay.
Bank Commissioner.
Do well the duty that lies be
fore you.—Plttachus.

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E
RATES: lEuropeait)
Booklet
Single $2.50 to $ '.00 daily
on
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Application
,H H.Masi Din/ng Room Service Unsurpassed

368 MAIN STREET

WOULD

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln r?

Convenient to all point* ol interest—Modem in every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches which
airrounri the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

_
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ROCKLAND TOOK

RED CROSS NEEDS YOUR HELP

BOTH

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. Jan. 31.1931.
(Continued from Page One)
Personally appeared Frank S. Lj’ddle,
Witu on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette, of contributors. No group is doing Mrs. G. K. Mayo .......................
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 29, 1931, there was printed a total of this great work. Everybody is par H. F. Mayo ................................
C258 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Camden .......................
ticipating with contributions rang Friend,
Notary Public.
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred ............

Camden’s Court Stars Completely Outmatched By Orange
and Black—Plenty of Roughness
1.00
1.00
1.00

Special low price on

In two of the roughest games that! law performed capably for the Meing from 25 cents upward. Approxi
Humphrey, Tenant's Harbor 500 have ever been played in the Camden gunticook quintet. The summary:
But godliness with contentment is
mately 130 different contributors arc Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall ....... 2.00 Y. M. C. A. gym, the Rockland High
Rockland
great gain.—I. Tim. 6:6.
Ladies' Aid. M. E. Church ....... 5.00; School basketball teams took both
listed below:
Rockland P. O. Employes ..... 26.00 ends of a double header with the boys' Knowlton, rf .......... 0
» ♦ * •
Joseph Wiggin ........................... 5.00i
AT THE CAPITOL
F. O. Jameson, Warren ... >.....
5.00 Pa rent-Teacher Association .. 25.00 score at 15 to 9, while the girls had Flanagan, If ............ 4
little trouble in defeating the Me- Ellingwood, c .......... 0
Edward Gonia .......................
2.00 gunticook sextette by a 40 to 20 count. Gay. Ig ........
Included in the flood of bills in St. • George Chapter Ameri
3
can Red Cross ................
25.00 J. Lester Sherman .................... 5.00 Every corner of the gymnasium was McAlary, rg .............. 0
troduced in Legislature this week are
2.00 George Wooster ......................... 2.00 packed for the fray and many who
the following from this section of the Caroline I. Jameson .............
—
—
—
Itooevik Club ........................... 5.00 A Friend
1.00 could not obtain seats stood outside
State:
7
1
15
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury .. 5.00
2.00 and watched the game from the win-.
Camden
Burkett, Union, would appropriate Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., 2.00 Veazie Hardware Co.
Confidential Loan Co. .......... 5.00 dow.
GPP
$2000 to town of Rockport for repairs Ida and Myra Blunt, Thom
Harry Berman ......................... 2.00
Whatever fears may have been en- Redman, lg ............. 2
0
4
to the road known as Oak street.
aston ......................................... 5.00 Ensign Ot* ............................ „ 2 00 tertained in regard to the Camden Alexander, rg ......... 0
11
Littlefield, Monroe, would close A. P. Blaisdell ..........................
5.00 E. C. Payson ............................ 5.00 girls’ team were quickly dispelled as Greenlaw, c ............. 0
0
0
Mixer pond, Waldo, to all except fly St. Clair & Allen ................... 10.00 G. B. Butler ............
5.00 the score shows. The decisive victory Nash, rf ................. 0
3
2
fishing.
H. C. Chatto .............................. 5.00 Dr. B. E. Flanders ................... 5.00 came as a surprise to many as the Miller. If ................. 10
2
5.00 Huston-Tuttle ..........................
1.00 Camden team is supposed to be one Morris, If ................. 0
Littlefield, Monroe, would limit B. A. Murphy, Friendship .........
0
0
Mr. and .Mrs. Fred A Carter .... 10.00 Maude Staples ......................... 1.00 of the best in the State, and was supcatch from Swan lake to five trout.
Due to the increased production of gas we have a larger supply of coke
—
—
—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Smalley
10.00
Frank
Fields
............................
1.00
Snow, Bluehill, would increase sal
posed to have been able to give the
A. F. McAlary .......................... 5.00 Orange and Black the hardest battle
(which is a by-product in the manufacture of gas) than our regular
ary of Judge of Western Hancock Mu Mrs. Marietta Hatch, Friend
Reefree, Edwards of Colby.
ship ........................................ 2.00 Diligent Dames ......................... 10.00 of the year. With the accurate shoot four 8's.
nicipal Court from $750 to $1000.
Anonymous. Thomaston ........
2.00 Rockland Rotary Club ............ 25.00
customers and employes can use. For a short time we offer this coke,
Ford. Brooklin, would appropriate Lucy Rhodes ,.... _.................... 2 00 Friend from Rockville ............ 10.00 ing of the Misses Howard and Matt The girls' summary:
son and the stellar defense work ot
Score, Rockland 40„ Camden 20.
$1500 to town of Sedgwick for repairs Osmond Palmer. Jr..................
1.00 Friend from Burkettville ...... 2.00 Bernice Smith and Phyllis Snowman,
at the plant, at the reduced price of $10 a ton.
Rockland lineup: Mattson rf, Edna
to the Sedgwick Ridge road.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Karl..........
2.00 No Name, Rockland ................ 1.00 while the center zone was doing its Howard
If,
Brewer
c,
Lawrence
sc,
St. Clair, Knox, would legalize mar Carrie E. Brainerd ................. 5.00 No Name, Thomaston .............
1.00 share of the passing, the Capiden Howard sc. Snowman rg, Smith lg,
riages solemnized by Justices of the Superior Gas & Oil Co...........
3 00 Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller .... 25.00 crew was helpless. Although they Billards lg.
It is an exceptionally fine grade of coke . . . clean . . . fast burning . . .
Peace and Notaries Public on or after Sea View Garage ...................
3.00 Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White .... 10.00 were completely outclassed. Miss Fos Camden lineup: Pearson lg, Trask
July 13, 1929.
Marv Harriman ...................... 1.00 Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie . .. 10.00 ter of the Camden team held her own
economical fuel.
Weeks. Dresden, would provide pen A. W. Gregory ........................ 10.00 Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Jackson .... 5.00 against the other stars of the eve rg, Dwinal c, Thomas sc, Foster if,
sion of $375 annually for Evie More- Philip Sulides .........................
2.00 Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sonntag .... 20.00 ning. She was easily the outstanding Heald rf. Ralph If, Plaisted rf.
Points
scored
by
Howard
22,
Matt3.00 girl for the losers piling up 16 of the son 18, Foster 16,' Heald 4.
ien Studeley, Bremen, from teachers' Annie Carini ...........................
1.00 A Friend ...................................
pension fund.
Fred Carini ............................. 1.00 Mrs. David Talbot ................... 25.00 20 points. Thomas, Camden sideSnow, Bluehill, would shorten open Carl Morse ............................... 2.00 Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy ..... 5.00 center, also played a good passing
Lincoln Academy defeated Thom
season on deer in Hancock County Carl Benson ............................. 5.00 Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Conley ..... 5.00 game.
aston High in Thomaston last night
1.00 Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton .. 25.00
by beginning closed season on Dec. 1 J. A. Kittredge ......................
In a game where everything seemed 22 to 20. The scoring was evenly
Gold Bond Stamp .......... -......
1.00
instead of Dec. 16 as at present.
Total to date .......................$1,857.80 to 60 but biting during tlme-°Uts !tie divided for the winners in a closeiv
1.00
local boys' team outplayed the Cam fought game.
Hills, Northport, would appropriate R. Lewin ..............
The Thomaston
1.00
Cash
..........
..........
den quintet and took a firm grip on lassies won over the Lincoln girls.
$2000 to the town of Liberty for re
2.00
Henry
Sleeper
.....
the
second
place
position
in
the
Knox
pairs to the Liberty Village-Union
23 to 14. The summary of the boys'
1.00
Carl Hoffses .......
and Lincoln League. Both teams jPame:
road.
1.00
Margaret Marston
were roughing it, but a new referee in
Hills, Northport, would appropriate Ted Day ..............
Lincoln Academy (22)
1.00
1 this vicinity, by the name of Edwards.
$2000 to town of Morrill for repairs Earl Barron ............................
1.00
| called only 14 fouls on both teams
to the Morrill Village road.
1.00
James Dondis ........................
throughout the entire contest.
Bates, If
Hills, Northport, would appropriate H Joyce ..................................
.25
With the spectators sitting practic............ 2
Local Office, 447 Main Street
$2000 to town of Northport forrepairs Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Clark ....
3.00
I ally on the playing surface, ,the two ?a.,
, c .............. 2
to the Wadlin’s Corner-Beech Hill Sadie Marcus ..........................
2.00
teams did not have a very good Fuller, lg ................ 1
Rockland, Maine
road.
1.00
Freeman Perry ......................
I chance to display their wares. Neither 1 pmmmer, rg .......... 1
100
Hills, Northport, would appropriate Alfred Condon ......................
team was able to do any heavy scor
Telephone 530
2.00
22
8
$2000 to town of Belmont for repairs Carl Borgerson ......................
ing, but both played a bitter defens.ve
10.00
to the Belmont Corner-Greer's Corner Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody ...
Thomaston High (20)
battle all evening. The greater part
1.00
Martfey T. Perry ....................
road.
of Rockland's points were gathered on
1.00
long shots by Art Flanagan, while Day, rg .................
Whitney, Friendship, would appro Samuel Rubenstein ..............
2.00
Studley
Furniture
Co
.............
priate $5155 to reimburse Thomaston
Walt Gay shot his baskets from a Johnson, lg .......
1.00
Fred
C.
Dyer
..........
..............
close range. Both of these players Feyler, c ...............
for damages caused to land owner be
2.00
13-15
were the highlights in the local vie- Felt, rf .................
cause of reconstruction to bridge over Cash ........................................
1.00
Bessie
Sullivan
......................
' tory with Flanagan playing a great' Morton, If ...........
Mill River brook.
2.00
V7
floor game While the Rockland for
Bailey, Whitefield, would appropri Thomas Economy .................
5.00
Gasoline is selling eight gallons for
What man descended from is only,
"There is no hitching-post in the
ward was easily the outstanding play
20
ate $910 in favor of C. A. Boynton, Helen McBride ......................
1.00
G.
M.
Simmons
......................
universe as far as we know," says at best, a theory. What he has de $1, but the price of bread is the same
er on the floor, Redman and GreenReferee, Wotton
Whitefield, to reimburse him for in
1.00
Lobster Grill .........................
Einstein. We were sure he would scended to, thanks to the power of as last year, which proves, of course,
juries to his son by a State truck.
1.00
clear everything up nicely when he the press, is no mystery whatever.— down 20 per cent, if one could live on
Snow, Bluehill, would require Han- Harry Brown ............... .........
Frank:
Let's
get
engaged?
5.00
WARREN
Leesburg Commercial.
came.—The New Yorker.
CAMDEN
gasoline—Detroit News.
ccok County treasurer to pay county No Name ...............................
Maude: Very well, but who will
10.00
funds of $500 annually to the County Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell
you
get
engaged
to?
1.00
There are ten this year in the Miss Evelyn Platt arrives from
Law Library and $1000 annually to No Name ..................... ...........
5.00
No Name Co...........................
graduating class of Warren High, Colby College today to spend the
the Law Library Association.
2.00
The Girl: "So you've seen daddy, seven of whom will have parts as fol- weekend with her mother Mrs. HerBishop, Lincoln, would authorize No Name .................................
1.00 darling? Did he behave like a lamb?” lows: Valedictory. Miss Helen Hills; bert Platt of Lawrence. Mass., who
County Commissioners of Lincoln No Name ................................
1.00
Suitor
igrimlyi:
“Absolutely! i salutatory. Vernon Packard; history is visiting at W. P. Gould's MeguntiCounty to issue bonds totaling $75,000 Leroy Patterson ....................
1.00 Every time I spoke he said 'Bah!'
Josef Vinal; prophecy, Kenneth Cous cook street.
from time to time to retire outstand A. M. Hastings ......................
3.00
ins; address to the undergraduates,
ing bridge notes and raise funds for Rockland Pharmacy ............
1.00
Teacher: "Tommy, tell the class Marion Oxton; presentation of gilts. Mrs. Sidney Norton entertained
the county’s part in the cost of Leon White ...........................
2.00 something about Lindbergh's great Arnold Castner; return gift, Marshall the Twilight Twelve Thursday eve
bridges which may be built under the Charles Tibbetts ....................
ning.
2.00 feat."
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Lurvey
•
White.
provisions of the Bridge Act.
1.00
Levy's
Shoe
Store
................
Tommy:
"I
never
saw
them,
but
I
St. Clair, Knox, would incorporate
George Gardiner returned Thurs Mrs. P. J. Good will entertain the
100 1 can tell about Charlie Chaplin’s.”
Friends-In-Council Tuesday after
Blueberry Farm Walker Company at George Brackett ...................
day
from Portland.
5 00 i
_______________
noon at her home on Elm street.
Melvin Heights, Camden, for supply Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Flint ...
Adele Feyler has been quite ill.
E.
E.
Simmons
....................
100
Pat:
"How
do
you
like
your
false
ing water in that vicinity.
The Catholic Church is sponsoring
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
spoke
to
the
pupils
Harry
Flint
..........................
teeth?
”
100
St. Clair, Knox, would appropriate
a card party to be held Feb. 16, at
Mr
Herrick
at
A.
P
...............
of
the
Pleasantville
school
Wednes

2
00
Mac:
"Fine.
Made
$200
the
first
$149 to Knox County Fish and Game
Refresh2.00 week grinning |ar toothpaste ad- day afternoon, stressing obedience American Legion hall
Association of Rockland for one-hall William jGlendenning ...........
and
the
importance
of
study.
The
ments
will
be
served,
Jack
Green
..........................
2.00
vertisements.
”
the expenses of installing screen at
talk was much appreciated bv both
At a special meeting of Camden
Tom Anastasio .....................
the outlet of Leonard's pond.
“Well the depression can't last pupils and teacher, Mis. Lina Smith. Commandery. K. T. next Tuesday
Bishop, Lincoln, would authorize George Tarr ........... . ..........
Mrs. Leland Philbrook now has the |
there wil1 l5e work in the
forever."
the County Commissioners of Lincoln Oscar Duncan ......................
Order of the Temple.
Business Man: "No, neither can I." telephone—2-4.
County to sell interests of the county George Blethen ...................
Mrs. Francis Louraine of Rockland
in the jail property, so-called, Wis Naum & Adams ...................
Mrs. A. T. Norwood, Mrs Leroy
“So you have been bedridden for Norwood and children Ann. Lois and has been a recent guest of Mrs
casset, also a lot adjoining the First Lucien Green ......................
three years?”
Parish Congregational Church prop Alton E. Perry .....................
Mary, were guests Tuesday of Mrs. Clarence Fish.
"Yes, the doctor came three years H. L. Robbins in Union.
Mrs. Eugene Thomas entertained
erty and to extend to tne owners ot Harold L. Karl ....................
ago and said I was not to get up
said First Parish Church a right-of- Employes A. Lamb...............
Alvah Achorn of Waldoboro is I the Friday Reading Club yesterday
L.
A.
Walker
........................
until he came again, and he hasn't clerking in the Cloverdale store.
afternoon. A covered dish luncheon
way extending over the courthouse
Fireproof Garage .................
ONLY FRESH NATIVE PORK AND PURE
returned yet.”
,
was served at 12.30. Miss Georgia
lot.
Mrs.
Hurley
Oliver
......................
S. E. Norwood spent Tuesday Matthews was the reader.
St. Clair. Knox, would incorporate
SPICES USED IN THIS SAUSAGE
A man bought some sausages and , ln Rockland with Mrs. Adella Veazie.
The Parm Bureau will meet at
the Knox Water District to serve the William Gregory .................
asked his landlady to cook them for
Miss Adelaide Holt was hostess to Grange hall at 10.30 Thursday. Mrs.
City of Rockland and the towns ot N. M. Lofman ......................
a dinner party Tuesday evening at the Harold Nash will be in charge and
20.U0 his breakfast.
Camden, Rockport, Thomaston and A. C. McLoon Co..................
Chisholm Brothers .............
Congregational parsonage. The table the subject will be “Main Dishes and
5.00
“How'll I cook them?” she asked.
Owl’s Head.
L. B Cohen*.........................
* ♦ * •
1.00
“Fry ’em lihg fish” replied the was most attractively decorated in Left Overs.”
100 I lodger.
yellow and green colors and the meal
The story of a wild Maine moose W. J. Sullivan ......................
A full attendance is desired at the
2.00 j The next morning when the land- served by candlelight. Guests pres meeting of Canton Molineaux. Patri
that killed a gentle milk cow was pre A. L. Babbidge ....................
Willow
Street
Market
..........
ent
were
Miss
Doris
Sylvester,
Miss
lady
served
them,
she
remarked:
“
I
sented to the Legislature Wednesday
archs Militant, next Monday evening
50(1 hope you'll enjoy your breakfast, sir; Alice Stevens, Mrs. Doris Sawyer and as business of importance is to be
with a resolve requesting $150 dam Perry's Laundry ..................
E.
W.
Larrabee
....................
L.
C.
Sawyer
of
Camden.
100
but
there's
not
much
in
these
things
ages from the State to reimburse Coyt
discusesed.
10.00 when they're cleaned out,”
Mrs. H. L. Robbins. Henry Boggs 0!
Ingraham, a Waldo County farmer, Knox County Motors
Rummage sale at the A. H. Parsons
House
Sherman
......................
5.00
Union and Mrs. Ernest Hastings ot store on Feb. 5-7, the proceeds of |
for loss of the animal. The measure
2.00
C.
C.
Walker
The
following
ad
reminds
one
of
South Warren were guests Wednes which will go to the Camden Com- i
was introduced in the Senate by Sen
ator Small of that county. The cow, C. M. Havener ............... . ........ 1.00 the want ad for “a strong horse to do day of Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
munity Hospital. Sale opens each ]
R.
D.
Stewart
..........................
1
°°
1
tbe
work
°*
a
coun
t
f
y
minister:
”
according to the "statement of facts''
Mrs. Susie Philbrook has been morning at 9.30 and closes at 8.30
Anonymous
...............................
3.00
i
“
Man
wanted
for
gardening,
also
was found in the pasture with both
spending a few days with Mrs. Leland p. m. There will be a food table and
hips broken. Moose tracks were Harold Bradford ..................... 0 00 to take charge of a cow who can sing Philbrook.
also a table of new articles.
size y
L.
W.
Benner
...........................
;
00
j
in
the
choir
and
blow
an
organ.
”
abundant. A moose was seen within
Dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and
The broadcast over WLBZ at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
L.
Spear
half a mile of where the cow was
Modern Pants Co...................... 10.00 • Legal Professor: “Now, will some Mrs. Benjamin Watts were Mr. and Bangor by the Camden-Rockport I
found.
Lions Club Wednesday night, came '
E O. Philbrook ........................ 1.00 member of the class please give me Mrs. Harvey Buber.
» • • •
3.00 1
Ann McCraw, daughter of Mr. and in fine and was greatly enjoyed. The
An annual appropriation of $20,000 Parker Worrey ........................ 2.00 three examples of common property?”
Aleck the Smart: “Yes, sir—ciga Mrs. Henry McCraw of West Rox program of one-half hour was most
for construction of State armories Frank W. Farrel ......................
bury, is visiting her grandparents, Mr. entertaining and the Lions are hop
would be provided by a measure to be R. W. Davis ............................. 1.00 rettes, matches and umbrellas!”
ing to broadcast again in the near
and Mrs E. E. Jameson.
introduced in the House. The appro Mrs. C. M. Blake ..................... 2.00
100
Medium: “Ah, I hear the knocking
The Social Club met at the Stone future. They received 28 telegrams j
priation would be in addition to the Friend ,.......................................
from delighted friends who were'
100 of your late wife!"
schoolhouse Thursday afternoon.
present fund of $25,000 yearly for the A. W. Cushman ......................
listening in.
Patron: “That so? Who’s she
rental of armories by the State. Ad J. A. McKeen ............................ 100
Earl
Storer
of
Rockland
is
visit

Last day of the I.O.O.F. Food Fair i
jutant General Hanson explained that I. 3. Simmons .......................... 100 knockin’ now?”
ing his father, Edward Storer, for a in the opera house. Dancing this I
the Smith measure would eventually A. R. Havener ........................ 100
few days.
evening with music by Dean’s or- I
mean State ownership of armories Gilley & Duncan ..................... 10.00
Faye, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. chestra. Vaudeville acts as usual.
E. H. Rose ........................ 100
for its national guard; of the 27 ar Mrs.
George Martin, is visiting her aunt,
The Philathea class of the Baptist I
KITCHEN LORE
mories now in use in Maine, only one, Lions |Club ............................... 25.00
Mrs. Clarence Benner, in Waldoboro. Church met last evening.
in Portland, is owned by the State. Bald Mountain ........................ 3.0(1
William Piper who is at Knox Hos
ty
Bert Maxey ............................. 100
Today at the Comique Fannie ,
The federal government has warned L.
pital for treatment, is showing im- Brice in "Be Yourself,” will be the '
C. Jackson .......................... 100
JANE
ROGERS
the national guard of Maine that Harry
jpovement.
French
..........................
2.00
attraction; Monday and Tuesday,'
certain armories now in use were not ASthur Baker .......................... 5.00
Leland Philbrook went to Portland “Her Man;” Wednesday and Thurs
adequate for the proper protection ot Knox Book Store ....................
1 00
day, Eddie Cantor in “Whoopee;” j
1HE wise housewife will take Tuesday.
federal property loaned to the State, Dr. L. M. Richardson .............. 3.00
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett. Mrs. Friday, “Eyes of the World;” Satur
Hanson said.
care
to
serve
salads
frequently
F. W. Woolworth ..................... 5.00 during the cold, winter months. It Isa Teague and family, Arnold l eague, day, William Haines in "Remote 1
NO NEED TO WALK HOME TO DINNER THIS COLD WEATHER WHEN
H. Spear ..................... 5.00 is during this period of the year Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock. Mr Control." Coming attractions in- |
Owing to the stormy weather our Walter
YOU CAN EAT DOWN TOWN FOR 35 CENTS
"dollar sale" will be continued through Tom Stone ............................... 3.00 that fresh green vegetables are ex and Mrs. Fred Starrett, Hollis Star elude “Min and Bill;” “Hook, Line i
Addie
Holmes
..........................
2.00
and
Sinker;
”
“
Abraham
Lincoln;
”
I
rett,
Aden
Feyler,
Edwin
Teague
and
the week beginning Feb. 2. E. B. Mrs. 8. W. Lawry ..................... 5.00 pensive and none too plentiful, and
Limit;”
“Hells
Angels;” j
salads help to take their place by Charles Webb attended the luneral "No
Hastings & Co.—adv
Home Methods Bakery
4.00 providing the family with an ap services of Mrs. Frank Teague at “Charley’s Aunt;” “Morocco.”
Charles Emery ........................
100
Regular meeting of Knox Temple, |
petizing source North Waldoboro Thursday after
K. M. Kuhn .............................
100
P. S., takes place Tuesday evening
of the needed noon.
V. Chisholm .............................. 5.00
'
vitamins and
There will be a child health meeting and a full attendance is desired.
A te
W. Kimball ..................................... 50 ,
mineral salts.
at
the
Congregational
vestry
next
Frank Thompson ..................... 100
Selection of Wednesday at 2 o’clock. Everyone is
IN PAY You
E
Ralph Nutt ............................... 2.00
just the right invited.
Ralph .Conant .......................... 100 i
Ctf
BETORt
salad to har
MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
—bySea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
A fine baked bean supper and social
Mr Crockett ............................ 1 00 !
monize or con
G-Ee, M ARTY-YOU UOOK. “OH WBLL,-I'M NOT SO FAR OFF /
WELi, POLLY-A NNEPeoples Laundry ..................... 5.00
DEEPER,
trast with the evening was enjoyed Saturday at the
ALU SET
Munsey Garage ....................... 5.00
40 FUNNY- ALL iN
other dishes is home of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Phil
IftflMOR'S ABOUT THE MOST DURABLE
MASQUERADE.'
James Jones .............................. 100
IN DEBT
important, brook. Guests present were Mr. and
MEDIEVAL. ARM OH- ANOj DINNER Suit eveR INVENTED—
■&
Corner Drug Store Inc............ 5.00 The more substantial salads are Mrs. Rolland Thompson. Mr. and Mrs.
-|orai v i ng- a i—O. . ▼ ANO THE ONLY THING- MORS DURABLE,
Mrs. Al. Campbell ...................
100 usually most enjoyed when served Kenneth Thompson of Friendship.
than this car. i got at
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie 5.00 as the main dish. A lighter salad, Mr. and Mrs. Percy French and Har
CAR' TOWMTTO,
Senter-Crane Company .......... 25.00 for instance one in which grape old French, Mrs. Eugene Durgin, Mr.
BE AN
G. M. Derry .............................. 100 fruit or oranges are the chief in- . and Mrs. P. D. Starrett and Mrs. Susie
A, Y
ARMORE01
Elmer C. Davis ......................... 2.00 gredient, is preferable when the Philbrook
GArc'-en,
Mrs. Frances Bicknell ............
100 I main dish is a roast or fowl, the
'
’
KJ^OT?,
tartness
of
the
citrus
fruits
offering
One
of
the
lesser
movie
officials
Miss Pease ............................... 100 '
j
McDougall-Ladd Co. .............. 10 00 j a refreshing contrast in flavor. In insists that the ten-cent motion pic
Frank Tirrell ............................ 5.00 preparing French dressing for cit ture will soon be with us again. Ute
IS A
) Walter H. Butler ..................... 5.00 . rus or green salads, orange juice trouble is, however, that they'll con
may be used as a suave substitute tinue to charge $1 for it.—New York
Evening Post.
W. A. Hartshorne ................... I-00 ! for the vinegar.
Anonymous ..............................
2.00
Florida French Dressing
j Anonymous .............................. 3.00
The natural food of the mosquito,
Combine two tablespoons sugar,
Anonymous .............................. 5.00 one-half teaspoon salt, and dash of a science note points out. is the sap
The cars we sell have never masqueraded as anything else but just what they are. That’s how we built up
The Anonymous Five
25.00 i paprika with juice of two oranges it finds in lAves, and also, we
J. H. Flanagan .......................
100 ' anj juice of one lemon. Mix with should think, the one it find; holding
.
z
our enviable reputation!
Mr nnd Mrs. E. J. Morey ....
2.00 three-fourths cup olive oil. Beat hands on country lanes after dusk.—
North Haven Branch ............... 50.00 j with egg beater just before serving. Boston Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird .... 10.00

COKE
$10 a ton

( at the plant)

f

Try a ton and NOTE THE DIFFERENCE!

SMILES

Central Maine Power Co.

<1

SATURDAY SPECIALS
AT FOODLAND

11c

PURE LARD

SANITARY ONE POUND PACKAGE

Home Made Sausage Patties
lb 19c

Macaroni

Pig Liver
10c lb

Iceberg Lettuce

3 pounds,
10 pound box,

* 3 large heads 25c

Fancy Florida Oranges

"

COOKING APPLES
Native Baldwins

Very Large Grapefruit

doz 19c

pk 19c

3 for 21c

Perry’s Market
PENOBSCOT GRILL

TANK4
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Every-Other-Day
i

Eugene R. Spear of the telephone
Last night at Carr's: Federate
company is working for a few weeks 1378, Street Railway 1360.
in
Bangor
where
a
new
building
is
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
being erected.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Kiox Lodge, I.O.O.F., will confer
Feb. 6—Rotary Club ladles’ night at
the first degree Monday night.
Thorndike Hotel.
A rehearsal of the Universalist
Feb. 6 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
' U) Sunday School orchestra, with Mrs.
Supt. E. L. Toner is moving into his
Feb. 8—Concert ln Strand Theatre by . Helen Wentworth directing, will be
new residence on Summer street.
Rockland City Band.
Feb. 9—Valentine meeting of Parent- held at the Copper Kettld this eve
Teacher Association at the High School.' ning at 6.45.
The Central Maine crew was on
Feb. 12—R. H. S. Junior' Class play, j
“Peg O’ My Heart.”
the jump yesterday repairing a bro
Feb. 13- High School’s Klppy Karnival. J The postponed meeting of the ken trolley wire in Rockport.
Feb. 18—Lent begins.
Feb. 18—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re- | Universalist parish will be held in
the vestry Monday evening at 7.30,
cital. Temple hall.
Weather at 7.30 a. m.—Wind
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday (ob-' when many important matters will northeast; light snow falling; tem
served on the 23d).
be
discussed
and
acted
upon.
perature eight degrees above zero.
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Forty

TALK OF THE TOWN

Club at Thorndike Hotel.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.
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2=for=l Sale
of Wall Papers
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$ Planes, Pilots f
SERMONETTE

Eternal Life
People are sooner or later
obliged to face the question of a
future life. Science cannot dem
onstrate its possibility, neither
can it deny what it cannot prove.
Eventually there will be no con
flict between science and religion
because both finally will reveal
God. Religion is the hope of be
lievers because it 1s equipped with
faith. It is the nature of science
to scoff; of religion to trust.
Because every bit of hope that
tends to the strengthening of faith
in the great beyond should be
shared with others the writer has
prepared six articles:
I: Behold I show you a mys
tery.
II: Cast not away therefore
your confidence.
Ill: Heaven.
IV: Christian hope.
V: I know that my Redeemer
liveth.
VI: Across the centuries.
The first two face the objection
of the latest scientific thought;
the next two the promises of the
Saviour; the fifth the vibrant
faith of the Apostle Paul; and
the final one the words of a living
man who like Paul thinks things
through.
W. A. H.

Having heard so much about Clara
Wonderful beyond words is the
Bow lately there will doubtless be Africa talking picture at the Park.
increased interest in her talking pic The patrons sit spellbound through it.
ture “No Limit,” which is booked for
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet the Park next Monday and Tuesday
Miss Ellen Daly, superintendent of
Monday evening at Grand Army
Knox County General Hospital, will
Hall with suppei at 6 o'clock.
Lester H. Shibles, State 4-H Club tell the Forty ?Club the story of that
leader, was guest speaker at the Bel institution Mortday.
Harry W. French has resigned as fast Rotary Club Wednesday noon,
treasurer of the Veteran Firemen's presenting a most interesting address
Remodeling operations have been
Association.
on the club activities. L. A. Walker completed at Arthur F. Lamb's clean
of this city was among the guests.
ing establishment, and design to in
Arthur Rogers nas conquered an
crease the efficiency of the fast grow
attack of the grippe and is again
The BPW Club will hold its ing establishment.
razoristically fit.
monthly meeting Thursday evening
with supper at 6.30, Miss Ethel PayRuth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
Mrs. Ivy Hart of the high school son and Mrs. Maud Hallowell in night with supper at 6. Each mem
faculty is ill, and Miss Katharine charge. The class in business Eng ber is asked to take reading matter,
lish will be conducted by Mrs. Lena pertaining to Abraham Lincoln, as
Veazie is substituting for her.
Sargent. Mrs. Nettie Lord, chair observance of his birthday, Feb. 12.
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts j man of the health committee, will
charge of the program, and
The Church School of Missions of
meets Monday afternoon in the Uni- ■ have
versalist vestry at 4 o'clock, with ' Miss Ellen Daly, superintendent of the Littlefield Memorial’Church will
Knox
Hospital,
will
be
the
speaker.
meet in the vestry Monday evening at
Captain Nina Beverage in charge.
j
6.45. The Guild and Auxiliary are to
The second in a series of delight come prepared to sew. The scripture
The
Congregational
Woman's
Association will hold its monthly ful dancing parties was given Thurs verse is to contain the word "Faith.'
business meeting Wednesday after day evening at the Gonia cottage,
Seven schools in Knox, Lincoln
noon in the church vestry at S Crescent Beach, with Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Ludwick, Mayor and Mrs. C. M. and Waldo Counties were expected
o'clock.
Richardson and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. to compete in their annual winter
Lewiston Journal: "A Rockland .Morse as hosts. The 14 couples carnival at Community Park this
item, reads that the Highland
ind car /danced to snappy tunes played bj afternoon. The program begins at
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
had a tipsy fit, being derailed. Is it (ha Silver King Orchestra under the 1.30 and will last until dark, with the services for tomorrow will be
probably
100
contestants
vieing
for
related to the Toonerville trolley?" direction of Emma Harvey. Buffet
appropriate for Septuagesima Sun
lunch was served. The next party, honors.
Very distantly.
day: Holy Communion at 7.30 at St.
to take place in three weeks, is to
John Baptist Church; church school
Deputy
Sheriffs
Ludwick
and
Phil

E. A. Dean received a truckload o{ be a costume affair, and already
lips raided the residence of Michael at 9.30; choral euch^rist and ser
cabbages yesterday from China, a Vivid plans are underway.
Howard on Rankin street yesterday mon at 10.30; vespers at 7 p .m. at
distance of 60 miles, also one from
afternoon,
seizing a still which is said St. John's, Thomaston.
Warren: said cabbages to be trans
The New England Sportsmen's and to have been in operation when the
formed into sour krout.
Motor Boat Show opens in Me officers arrived; 4% quarts of alcohol,
The Rockland Spiritualist Society
chanics building, Boston, Feb. 7.
Miss Kitty McLaughlin will broad The show will be a zoo of American 19 bottles of home brew, a capping presents Mrs. Julia A. Barker of Au
machine
and
120
empty
bottles.
gusta tomorrow in lecture and
cast from Station WGBS (Chamber- wild life, with 100 cages of live gome
messages demonstrating spirit com
lain Brown’s Stars of Broadway) animals found pn this continent,
The
February
term
of
Knox
County
munication. Meetings as usual in
Sunday at 9.30 p. m. WGBS oper including the fur-bearers many of
Superior
Court
convenes
next
Tues

G.A.R. hall at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
ates on 254 meters and 1180 kilo which are no longer found in New
day with Associate Justice James H. Miss Bertha McIntosh will sing.
cycles.
England, the bay lynx, the Canada Hudson of Guilford presiding. The
lynx, mountain lions, timber wolves, traverse jurors will not report until These meetings are open to the pub
lic.
Knox County citizens who saw the coyotes and numerous pens of elk,
• • • •
Sells-Floto circus in Portland two reindeer, common deer, bison and Thursday. There appears to be only
years ago, will be interested to learn moose. Hundreds of wildfowl will a small amount of civil and criminal
The
First
Church
of Christ, Scien
that a verdict of $90,000 has just occupy a big centrally located pond, business ahead and only one naturali tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
been awarded against Tom Mix for and there are to be countless tanks zation case pending.
streets, holds Sunday service at 10.30.
breach of promise. Mix was the fea of game fish, including every species
The resignations of Harry W. The subject of the lesson sermon to
tured artist with the Sells-Floto of salmon and trout taken by anglers
French, treasurer; George W. Doak, morrow “Love" Sunday School 1s at
show in 1929.
4 jn this country and Canada.
foreman, and C. M. Lawry, secretary, 11.45 and Wednesday evening testi
meeting at 7.30. A reading
have been received by the officers of mony
The members of Clara Barton
room is located at 400 Main street
Guild are preparing a children’s opWhen do the holidays come this the Rockland Veteran Firemen’s As and is open week days excepting
eretta "Afternoon Tea" to be pre-., year? That's a subject that always sociation. Mr. French is definitely holidays from 2 to 5 p. m.
sented in the Universalist vestry Sat4 interests everybody and here's the out of the organization, but Messrs.
• * * •
Washington's Rirthdav
Birthday (Feb.
(Feb. Doak and Lawry remain on the board
urday afternoon. Feb. 21. at 2 o'clock. * answer: WMMiwtrni'i
At the Congregational Church to
The operetta is very tuneful, and 22) on Sunday and observed, the of directors.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
should attract grown-ups. as well as 23d; St. Patrick's Day (Marcli 17) oh
Tuesday; Patriot’s Day (April 19) on
Chairman L. W. Benner of the preach on the subject “Can the
children.
Sunday and observed the 20th; Me Knox Water District committee Desires of Men Be Successfully Out
Several members of Golden Rod morial Day (May 30) on Saturday; states that the establishment of lawed?” The sermon will have spe
Chapter, O.E.S., attended the in St. John's Day (June 24) on Wed such a district has nothing to do with cial reference to the Eighteenth
stallation of Grace Chapter lrr nesday; Independence Day i Jiily 4> local taxes, and that no community Amendment. The Sunday School
Thomaston Wednesday evening. On on Saturday; Labor Day, Monday, in the districct can be assessed or will convene at the noon hour. The
the program were readings “The Sept. 7: Columbus Day (Oct. 12) on called upon for money. Mr. Benner Comrades of the Way will meet in
Harp Weaver” by Edna St. Vincent Monday; Thanksgiving Day. Thurs states that an article will appear in the vestry at 6 o'clock.
Millay and “Grandpa and Grand day, Nov. 26: Christmas ,Da(Dec. this paper next, week explaining mat
ma" . given
by
Miss Dorothy 25) on Friday. Lertt begins Feb. 18, ters more fully.
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor, at
Harvey, a pupil of Miss Adelyn Palm Sunday is March 29. and
the Universalist Church at 10.30 will
Easter
Sunday
is
April
5.
Make
your
Frank
W.
Robbins
of
Rockland
Bushnell, which won marked ap
have as his topic "School of the
Ilians now, and shop early.
street had blueberry pie for dessert Spirit.” Tlie quartet will sing the
plause.
yesterday. This te not an uncom anthems "He That Dwells in the
At the last meeting of the
Three new members were yesterday mon feature of any menu in the ! House of the Lord." Eville and “Thou
Chamber of Commerce directors the taken into the Rotary Cub—Charles blueberry district, but the berries Wilt Keep Him in Perfect Peace."
matter of the proposed water district E. Linscott, warden of the State which furnished the filling for this Speaks.
Kindergarten meets at
was discussed. A yes and no vote' Prison; Clarence H. Shaw, sales man paiticular pie were canned 68 years 10.30; Knickerbocker Class at 11.45
among the members was authorized, ager for Sea View Garage; and Albert ago by Mr. Robbins’ mother-in-law, and church school at noon. Junior
and this is now being taken by mail. S. Peterson, of Fuller-Cobb-Davis, the late Aramantha Wilson. Self Y.P.C.U., with Jane Welch as leader
The signer simply states whether he bringing the club membership to 55. sealing cans had just made their ap convenes at 4 p. m. and senior
favors such a move or is opposed to The program was in the hands of the pearance and Mrs. Wilson deter Y.P.C.U. at 6. A church meeting will
it. Absolutely no attempt is made Fellowship group with Dr. William mined to see how long canned ber be held in the vestry Monday eve
to bias the sentiment, but after the Ellingwood as speaker. He stressed ries would retain their propertes. ning at 7.30. Chapin Class will meet
check has been made the Chamber the thought of the increasingly better Strawberries which she canned at J Tuesday evening with supper at Mrs.
of Commerce will proceed on a pro relations to be seen in professional the same time were found to be de E. F. Berry's at 6 o'clock.
gram which it believes for the best and business circles. Ernest Thorn licious 30-odd years later, and she
♦ • » ♦
interest of the community.
ton of Belfast and John Bird, Joseph would have been much pleased to
“
Christ
And
My Problems” will
,Brewster, Herbert Mann and Col. E. know that the blueberries opened 68
According to an opinion filed by A. Robbins of Camden were visiting years after canning were as good as be the subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
Judge Peters in the U. S. District Rotarians. Dr. Popplestone “the Hy though packed yesterday.
ing at 10.30. The quartet will sing,
court Wednesday, it was not the ing doctor of Swan’s Island" was a
fault of the crew of tfie tug Pejepscot guest. Plans were completed for the
Fire in the Winter stret home of ! “Lord of Our Life," Nevin and "Oh,
that a motor boat was destroyed and ladies’ night which will be observed Louis Zdvardos gave the department ! Fcr the Wings of a Dove,” Knight,
that George B. Smith was severely next Friday in the main dining room a busy half hour yesterday morning j A growing church school will meet
burned in Rockland harbor on Nov. of the Thorndike Hotel. The custom- and resulted in about $1,000 damage I at noon, and the Christian Endeavor
20, 1929. Smith, Elliott Smith, ancf ,<£ry $25 was contributed to the Red to building and contents. The blaze meeting is at 6 o'clock, topic,
Frank Faulkins brought suit against Cross fund.
evidently originated around the "Heroes." leader, Kenneth Hooper.
the Pejepscot Paper Co. of Bruns 1?
kitchen stove and was confined to The people’s evening service comes
------wick, owner of the tug, alleging per
that section of the house through at 7.15 with songspiration period fol
Inclement weather, slippery walk the good work of the department lowed by special music by the quar
sonal injuries in one case and prop
erty damage to all three. A petition ing, etc., do not dampen the interest Dense clouds of smoke shrouded the tet, "Tarry With Me O My Saviour.”
for' limitation of damages to the? “Shown in the meetings of the Speech neighborhood and gave the appear Pinsuti. Mr. MacDonald will give
value of the tug was filed in JanuarjA Readers Club. Thursday sentence ance of a much larger fire. The his reasons for not believing in “A
a year ago and hearing was held practice was conducted by Mrs. building is owned by V. F. Studley General Resurrection and Judg
Nathan L. Witham, current events and the loss partly covered by in ment.” Our happy prayer and praise
subsequently.
by Miss Anni^ Frye and the story by surance. Mr. Zdvardos had no insur | meeting will be held on Tuesday eve
rhe recent destruction of the Mrs. Ralph Ayers. Detailed plans ance. He is employed as bootblack ning at 7.15. In this meeting begins
■sidential yacht Mayflower recalls for the eastern zone conference to at the shop between Senter Crane's ! another "Bible Book Month.”
. » « .
it it was this craft which brought be held in Springfield. Mass., Feb. and Spear's shoe store. Later in the
■ late President William H. Taft 20-21, were shown on the bulletin day a chimney blaze at the Frank
“Tlie Simplicity That Is in Christ"
Rockland. Mr. Taft was set board, also an invitation that has Post residence, Thomaston street, I is the subject of Mr. Kenderdine's
lore at Maine Central wharf, been extended to Mrs. Freeman necessitated a call from Engine 2. morning sermon at Pratt Memorial
ere he was met by the local com- Brown, president, to pour at the tea No damage.
Methodist Church. The choir will
ttee, and later received popular for visiting delegates and friends to
J sing "O Rest In the Lord," Men
ilaten as he rode through the city be given at the Springfield League “THE VENICE OF THE ORIENT" delssohn, and "The Spacious Firma
eets at the head of an automobile ‘headquarters Friday afternoon. Feb.
Such is one of the names given to ment,” Heyser. Sunday School con
rade which will never be forgotten*
* 80. Many interesting events are be- Manila of the Philippine Islands venes at 12. The Epworth League
the dust begrimed occupants otf 4ng planned for the conference, in The name comes to it because it te will meet at 6 p. m. and the theme
, rear cars. It te quite possible cluding a roll call of organizations, situated on both banks of the Pasig for discussion will be one of special
it there may still be living some with responses by the presidents or River and enjoys some canal life from interest presented by Miss Alena
ckland citizens who have beep, their representatives, addresses by Dr. the river. These waters provide a lot Young. At the evening service “The
jard the Mayflower, and possibly Harvey Fletcher and Miss Betty C. of bridges for the city suggestive of Abundant Life" will be presented in
Wright of the National organization, the Rialto of the old world. Thirty- stereopticon pictures,, and the servtertained there.
the presentation of scientific and five years ago. the city had no drain ■ ice of worship will also be from the
Jwing to the stormy weather our educational papers, a banquet and age system and a heavy rain made screen. The young people's orches
illar sale" will be continued through,*, tea,
lea and outings including a trip to boats on the streets a necessity. tra will be present and the chorus
; week beginning Feb. 2. E. B■‘ -Deierfleld, a colorful colonial village, Around the Intermuros or Walled choir will sing. Invite your friends.
and winter sports at Hinsdale.
stings & Co.—adv
city which is most typical of its The mid-week service of prayer and
Spanish days, were walls and a moat praise will be held Tuesday at 7.15
Your attention is called to. and dating back to 1590. two miles long p. m. The subject this week will be
•e invited to inspect the
are invited to listen to the 8-tube and twenty-five feet high. Today, “Where Your Treasure Is.”
ne of rings ever shown at you
. Leon J. White, jeweller, model Majestic Radio at $69.50. the moat is given up to fine drive
• • • •
eet, opposite Hotel Rock- This price is complete with tubes. ways, and only the bridged river and
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
Your attention is also called to the canals remind the tourist of a city
Littlefield Memorial Church, will
fact that any radio may be pur
of islands.
take for his morning sermon the
lulia A. Barker, distinguished chased under the convenient plan of
text, "The Grace of God." The
rchic, of Augusta will demonstrate $5 down and $2 per week. Eastern
Our
Dollar
Week
has
been
such
a
rit communication at G.A.R. hall, Radio CO., 228 Main street, Rockland, success that we are going to continue choir will sing, “Oh, be joyful to the
Lord," Lacey. There will be a junior
tt Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m — —adv.
anotner week. Special—a lot of Panel church service held in the vestry at
„
12-14
Mirrors
at
1-3
off
the
regular
price.
10.30 led by Miss Olive Bragg, for
New yellow gold basket mountings
children from five to eleven years of
are available. $10 and up at Leon J. Gonia’s.—adv.
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,t. an
age. Sunday School is at 11.45 a. ni.
White's, jeweller. Main street, oppo11 be open Saturday nights here- W1
Clearance sale of Wall Papers con with a place for everybody; B.Y.P.U.
*sRie Hotel Rockland.—adv.
ter.—adv.
8-tf
tinues all next week. Papers reduced at 6.15 is led by Brainerd Thurston
Public supper, Episcopal Church. 1-3 to 1-2 the regular price, in some topic. “For What Shall I Live?" and
Saturday night 5 to 7 o'clock. Baked cases even larger reductions. Bundle evening service at 7.15, sermon sub
AIN1ER LIME RICKEY beans, cold meats, etc.; 35 cents.— papers at any old price. Gonia's.— ject. “Reading current events in th?
adv.
light of Bible prophecy.” The choir
new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev- t aav.
will sing, “A hand held out,"
prago——a perfect mixer
Sweeney, and a girls’ trio will sing
Lotta J. Darling, well known and
;ten in every Friday evening at
1855
1931 “His wonderful love.” The Lord's
popular psychic reader, has by spe
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
supper will be observed. Prayer
cial request arrived in Rockland
Distributed by
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.30
where sire will remain a short time
Rockland Produce Co.
Waldoboro and Rockland
On Thursday evening at 7.30. the
ofily. All wishing readings would do
Highlands
w on sale al Tillson Avenue
Men's Bible Class will meet at E. G.
well to call early and avoid the rush.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
Miniature Golf Course
Colburn's 144 Camden street with
Parlors at 23 Park street.—adv.
146-29
_____________________ 122S-tf Rev. J. C. MacDonald as speaker.
12*14

!

—and—
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|.j. Passengers
|
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■
♦
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Commencing Feb. 5—For 1 Week

(By F. V. F.)

Quite a number of people are still
availing themselves of penny-a-pound
rides at the airport Sundays. To
morrow will be the last Sunday that
tickets issued by local merchants will
be redeemed so anyone having enough
for a flight had better go up and
get their ride, or if they have not
enough to make up their own weight
turn them over to someone who weighs
less.
• • • •
During the last cold spell we had
some of the toughest conditions lor
seaplane flying that we have experi
enced since the island run was start
ed. It was not so bad for the passen
gers as for the pilot. They sat In the
waiting room until the plane was
ready to leave, but Jerry had to get
into the plane, start the engine and
warm it up before loading his passen
gers. This was usually a matter oi
half an hour, by which time he was
thoroughly cold. Then it would take
10 or 15 minutes taxieing to get the
loaded plane off the water, due to
the weight of frozen spray which ac
cumulates on the wings and struts.
The passengers fly in one direction so
they are not up long enough to get
chilled, but after Jerry has been tend
ing his boat for a few minutes in the
open before starting on the trip, he
has time to get plenty cold going
over and coming back.
After twice being unable to start
87-K on the ramp where it had been
cooling all night, and being forced to
start with the passengers from the
field in 114-H, the point of embarka
tion was transferred from the landing
to the hangar. This simplified the
matter of starting the engine but did
not remedy the trouble with ice form
ing during taxieing. There is no ele
ment of danger in that, but it is very
disagreeable to have to taxi around
in sub-zero weather trying to get up
enough speed to take off with the
plane gradually assuming the appear
ance of an iceberg. The solution
which Capt. Wincapaw finally arrived
at was land planes. With a perfectly
reliable engine you are just as safe
between here and Vinalhaven, North
Haven, or Stonington, as in a sea
plane. The pilot when flying a land
plane on any of these island trips has
sufficient altitude at all times to
reach land in some direction with a
dead motor.
One day Jerry had so much trouble
with the ice that he finally found it
necessary to pull it back on the ramp
and pound it off the wings and hull.
This delayed him an hour in starting
so that he did not get in until alter
dark. Then he found the tide had
ebbed and he could not get the plane
onto the ramp so he was forced to
take off again and bring her up to the
field.- It sounded rather weird, buzz
ing overhead in the dark and the cold.

BUY NOW FOR FUTURE USE
10c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 10c

15c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 15c
25c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 25c
50c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 50c
AND ALL OTHER GRADES INCLUDED

1931 GOODS ALL IN

BAND AND BORDERS WITH ALL PAPERS

C. M. BLAKE’S
TELEPHONE 1061

ROCKLAND

NORTHEND

14-15

but as is often the case with these
unusual happenings it was not very
comfortable for Jerry.
If passengers realize the difficulties
pilots and mechanics have to contend
with during zero weather we feel cer
tain. they will be more patient when
the plane does not take- off on the
minute.
♦ » • »
Sunday Pilots Treat and Bean set
out separately to do a little barn
storming but the people just didn't
want to ridq at tho places they went
to, in spite of tfie nice warm cabin
ships and the mild weather. This
barnstorming may not be regulated by
chance but there are certainly so
many unknown elements contributing
that it might as well be pure chance.
* * * *
Tuesday night Bean flew the Travel
Air over to Vinalhaven on the eve
ning run. He picked up six Rockland
men who make a regular weekly busi
ness trip to North Haven and Vinal
haven, going over on the steamer and
returning by plane. Heretofore it has
been necessary to make two trips in
order to bring them all back but
with the sea frozen over It is pos
sible to send the Travel Air and pick
them all up at once. The men were
F. A. Maxey, for St. Clair and Allen;
Nelson Carr, William Weed and C. E.
Merritt, representing the National
Biscuit and Sunshine Biscuit, respec
tively; Fred Jordan, of John Bird Co.;
and Henry Jordan of the Rockland
Wholesale Grocery.
« ♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday Capt. Wincapaw set out
for Boston about 8.30 a. m. in the

Travel Air. Bean piloting. He planned
to return Thursday but was held in
Boston on account of weather condi
tions. Adriel U. Bird, who had busi
ness in Boston, accompanied them on
the trip.
• • • *
Dr. Popplestone of Swan's Island
came in today tor express his appreci
ation to Jerry and to Curtiss-Wright
for the emergency service rendered in
transporting Miss Marion Van Horn
from Swan's Island to Rockland. She
was suffering from acute attack ot
appendicitis but by bringing her over
herq in the plane it was possible to
operate on her before her condition
became too grave to be remedied.
That makes two out of three lives
saved undoubtedly through use ot
that service.
• • * •
Leon H. Tang<uay has a position with
Stearns Marine Co. of Boston as head
of its aviation department. It is a
very recent development as far as
“Tang” is concerned, and apparently
came to him with no effort on his part,
it just goes to show that a good man
can get a job in the worst times.

“ON MY SET’
Irvin Cobb devoted his atten
tion to art in last night's broad
cast. “A Futurist," said he. “be
gins where a cubist leaves off,
and grows worse.”

The list of Canadian stations
last night included CHNS of
Halifax. It was rtiy first experi
ence with it this winter.

BORN

MESSER—At Union. Jan. 28. to Mr. nnd
Mrs. Sidney H. Messer, a daughter,
Jaquellne Vera.
DEARBORN-At Union. Jan. 26. to Mr.
nnd Mrs. Bert H. Dearborn, a son,
Weston O.
KENNEDY—At Union. Jan. 27. to Mr.
and Mrs. George H. Kennedy, a son,
Arthur Milton.

DIED
INGRAM—At South Thomaston. Jau.
29, Jean, widow of John Ingram, aged
85 years. 9 months. 3 days. Funeral
Saturday at 2 o’clock.
QUIMBY—At Thomaston. Jan. 30. Sarah
E.. widow of Albert Quimby, aged 77
years. 7 months. 5 days. Funeral
private.
STOWELL At Rockland. Jan. 30. Wil
liam L. Stowell, aged 21 years, 5
months. 8 days. Funeral Monday at
2 o’clock from late residence, 118 Cam
den street.

HIS MA.STI
lnaUM*«<G«f. Ma. i M >~J S*i.v. a. 4IUUI

VictorRadio
As reliable as the Virtrola

$112.50 up
Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
124-tf

LAMB’S SPECIAL
FOR 1 WEEK ONLY
FEBRUARY 2-7, INCLUSIVE

LADIES’ COATS
Winter Coats—Summer Coats—Light
Coats—White Coats—Fur Trimmed Coats
—Any Coats except Fur Coats

CLEANSED and PRESSED

$1.00
Regular Price $2.00 and $2.50
We have a well equipped plant and eight experienced people who must be kept busy. This is your oppor
tunity to get “Lamb’s” Quality Work at Bargain Prices. No charge accounts at this price.
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

ARTHUR F. LAMB
Cleansing

Dyeing
Rockland, Maine

Pressing
1-41C

.
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The

Mazaroff
Mystery

did. where 1 lodged—and Just went
off."
“Where did you meet Doctor Ec
cleshare?” asked Manners.
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache
lor World
veteran, is engaged,
“Where it had been arranged.”
in London, by a. man calling him
replied Parslave, promptly. “Near
self Salim Mazaroff. aa a traveling
Reiver's den. He was to he there
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on
and give me orders and my travel
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ing money. And there he was!”
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
“Just so!" Eccleshare said.
Merchison, a.nd later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are hie wife
“There I was!—and I think I’d bet
and daughter, who have long be
ter tell you. ns things are. precise
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
Possibly, 1
name, he tells Holt, i» Merchison. , ly what happened.
He nad left hla wife shortly after
onght to have told all this befor*
their marriage, before the birth of
But I had reasons—for silence.”
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
I felt that at last there was go
fails to return to the hotel, and
ing to he some revelations as to
there is no explanation of hia dis
appearance.
the murder of Mazaroff which, up
to then, had never been made. And
CHAPTER II—Holt meets Miss
I began to feel a curiously sicken
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
ing sense of apprehension, not un
goes to her cousin's (Verner Courthope) shooting box, hoping to learn
connected \»ith the events of the
of Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Courtprevious evening. Eccleshare knew
hope’s is a man named Armintrade
something!—so, too, probably, did
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff Po- i Parslave. But—what?
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
“I say, I had reasons for keeping
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
silence," continued Eccleshare, set
Mazaroff s body is is found in “Reiv
er’s den.” He has been shot. The
tling down to talk to us. "I had 1—
dead man’s lawyer. Crole, with Maystrong enough for me. Perhaps I've
thorne, private inquiry agent, ar
been wrong—peril a ps in these cases
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
—murder!—nobody should keep si
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
lent under any circumstances.
large sum, and was in the habit of
And yet—you’ll see, as men, that I
making a display of them incau
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
had reasons, and weighty ones.
anything of value, are found on
Now I'll tell you—as it seems ab
Mazaroff’s body.
solutely necessary—precisely what
happened to Parslave and myself
CHAPTER ITT—Mrs. Elphinstene
scoffs at the Idea that “Mazaroff”
on the night on which Mazaroff met
is Merchison, and produces apparent
his death. Let me begin at the be
proofs •'( his death. Maythorne
ginning. Before I went up north,
finds something at the scene of the
murder, and pockets it.
A gun
to Marrasdale, I’d decided to sell
found near the spot is identified as
my practice—had sold it. in fact—
the pfoperty of Musgrave, landlord
and’to leave England for South
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him.
America and a quite different life
—prospecting, shooting, hunting,
CHAPTER IV.—Evidence at the
and that sort of thing. I wanted
inquest proves “Mazaroff” was Merto take with me a man who'd be
chison. His will, made a few days
before his death, leaves all his
useful to me—preferably a country
money, an immense amount, to Holt.
man; a gamekeeper, used to out
Mazaroff had the will in his posses
door life, was the sort of man I
ion. and it is missing. A shiftless
character named Parslave Is found
had in mind. At Marrasdale I came
to have left Marrasdale moor hur
across Parslave—as you can see for
riedly. From Mazaroff’s papers It
yourselves, lie’s Just the wiry, mus
is learned that Herman Kloop. then
in London, has been a close friend
cular sort of chap that was wanted.
of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.
He is, as he’s said just now, a
lone man—notliing to tie him to
CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crole
England, lie's thoroughly up in
“Mazaroff” had two remarkable dia.rnonds in hia possession.
It is
woodcraft and that sort of tiling;
learned that he had offered to sell
in short, he was the very man I
these to Lord and Lady Loeke. Lord
was looking for. I broached the
Ix>eke saya “Mazaroff” had one of
these stones and Armintrade the
matter to him, and we very soon
other
Maythorne brings his clerk.
came to terms. There were cer
Cottingley, into the affair as an in
tain things that lie could do for
vestigator. Sheila comes, alone, to
Holt’s rooms, in London.
May
me here in London, so I arranged
thorne is there.
that he should come up in advance
of me and stay at my house until
CHAPTER VI.—The girl has
my return. We arranged further
Merchison’s missing will, which she
has ’stolen” from her mother. Her
that on the night after Clough
explanation seems to link Mrs. El
thwaite fair, which he had to attend
phinstone with the murder. Mayon business, he was to meet me,
r >rne produces a brooch, the ob
ject he had found at the scene of
and 1 was then to give him money
t'nn murder. Sheila does not recog
and some final instructions and lie
nize it.
was to leave for Newcastle and
London.”
CHAPTER VIT.—Parslave Is seen
on the street and followed to Ec
“Why by Newcastle?” asked May
cleshare’s house. A watch is kept
thorne. “It's a detail, but why not
on the place. Mr. and Mrs. Elphin
by Bla,ck Gill Junction and Carlisle?
stone come to London. The latter
refuses to make any explanation as
—the more usual western route?"
to her possession of Mazaroff’s will.
"Pll tell you,” answered Ec
Armintrade explains he bought two
cleshare. "Parslave has some in
rare diamonds from "Mazaroff," at
Marrasdale moor, and gives the pur
terest in a bit of cottage property
chase price to Holt, aa "Mazaroff’s”
In Newcastle; as he was leaving
heir.
England lie wanted to see a solici
tor in Newcastle who manages that
CHAPTER VIII—Sergeant Man
ners and a Scotland Yard man, Corkproperty and to give him some in
erdale, visit Maythorne
Manners
structions about it. So we ar
tells him Parslave was seen •the
ranged that, after seeing me, lie
night of the murder, with E« < leshare, near where Merchison’s body
was to cross the moor to that lit
v. as found. Eccleshare’s explain
tle branch line that runs east of
tions completely exonerate himself
Marrasdale, catch the last train to
and Parslave. Both men, however,
declare they saw Mrs. Elphinstone
Newcastle, stay the night there, see
at the scene of the murder, tha.
his solicitor in the morning, and
nigh t.
then go on to King’s Cross. All of
which, he will tell you himself, he
CHAPTER VIII. CONTINUED
did.”
"Very well—and—your meeting
No one answered. Manners moved
that night?” asked Maythorne.
“Pm coming to that, now,” con
uneasily in his chair; the man from
tinued Eccleshare. “I had told
\,ov Scotland Yard preserved a
Parslave to meet me on the path
p.mite-like countenance; May
between High Cap lodge and the
thorne show’ed what seemed to he
Woodcock about eight o'clock. I
indifference; Crole and myself
strolled out to meet him, as soon
looked on. There was a brief si
as dinner was over at Courthope’s.
lence—broken hy Manners.
That would be about ten minutes
“I should like to know what
to eight. We met a little to the
Parslave there has to say about
further side—the side nearest the
his movements that night!” he said.
Woodcopk—of Beiver’s den. As far
“A rare lot of trouble he’s given
as I can recollect, it would then be
us!*•
Just after eight o’clock. We stood
“I’m quite sure that Parslave
a few minutes, talking. Then—”
hasn’t the slightest notion that he
“A moment, if you please," inter
gave you any trouble,” remarked
rupted Maythorne. He produced a
Eccleshare. “You forget, I think,
memorandum book, and laying it
that Parslave can’t read—so he
open on the table before him, drew
hasn't learned anything from the
Eccleshare’s attention to a rough
newspapers. But — Parslave, tell
diagram penciled on one of the
Sergeant Manners what you did
pages. "Here’s a sketch that I
that evening you left Marrasdale.”
made the day of my arrival at the
Parslave, thus bidden, screwed
Woodcock,” he said. "A sketch of
up his face to the feat of remem
the paths across the moor. Now
brance.
there are two paths that lead from
“Cloughthwaite fair day that
the direction of High Cap lodge
was!” lie said. “I’d been there.
and go towards the Woodcock. One
Come away from there end o’ the
leads directly across the front of
afternoon. Then I went home, and
Beiver’s den, at the very foot of
according to orders—doctor’s or
the rocks—we’ll call that the high
ders. there—changed clothes. ’Cause
er one. The other is some fifteen
why? I was to go to London that
or twenty yards lower down—
night. Got my supper then, and
amongst the heather; we’ll call that
after that walked along to the
the lower one. Which path were
Woodcock. I went in there and
you and Parslave on?”
had a pint—the strange gentleman
Eccleshare bent over the diagram
as was stopping there, he come
for a moment, twisting it round so
into the room where there was a
as to get a clear idea of Its ge
reg’lar crowd of us. drovers and
ography. He put his finger on a
shepherds and such like. He stood
spot.
treat all round—drinks and smokes.
“We were about there," be said.
Gen’rous he was. Then he went
“On the lower one. But—T don’t
away. I stopped a hit longer, then
know if you’ve made It quite plain
1 went off. To meet the doctor
—those two paths (one, the lower
there—bv arrangement. I met him.
one's a mere sheep track) almost
That’s all as I did that night—bemeet on the west side, the High
fore h aving.”
Cap lodge side of Beiver’s den,
“Did you ever mention to any
near Cowie’s cottage. They're only
body that you were going to Lon*
separated there by a yard or two.
don?” asked Maythorne.
Then tlie lower one goes away
“No, master. I never did,” replied
through the heather to the top side
Parslave. “Hadn’t no cause to.
of High Cap lodge; the other one
I’m a lone man—neither kith nor
passes High Cap lodge on the lower
kin. nobody to leave. Paid up, I
side at fifty or sixty yards distance
and breaks into the moorland road
to Cloughthwaite."
~
TISK DIAMOND BRAND.
A
"Well,” said Maythorne. “Any
Ask---- -------■ * ' Chl*vho«*teri
way—you and Parslave were on the
PillsI
*
boxes.
lower one?”
Take no other. Buy of yonr
“We were on the lower one—per
Drnarlut. Ask forClII^inCM.TEB S
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for 8ft
haps a hundred yards from Beiver’s
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE den. And.” continued Eccleshare.
SYNOPSIS

f,H CHESTER S PILLS

“as T was saying, we stooTl There a
few minutes talking. It was then
quite dark, but a clear, starlit night.
We were Just moving away, in the
High Cap lodge direction, when we
heard a shot fired. It seemed, as
far as we could make out, to be in
Reiver’s den, or just beyond It—
I think It must have been In
Beiver’s den, because there was a
distinct echo from the rocks. We
heard nothing follow — no cry,
scream, anything of that sort. Nei
ther of us took any particular no
tice—I think we each had the same
idea; that it was a gamekeeper who
was after something. In fact, we
heeded it so little that we went on
talking about onr own business for
a minute or two after the shot was
fired. Then because It was time
for Parslave to be getting on to
catch his train we moved—coming
over to the other path because It
leads directly to the moorland road.
We had just got on it when we
heard steps coming along from the
direction of Reiver’s den. There
were some high, thick bushes close
by, and—I really don't know why
we did It, but we did!—we sort
of Instinctively moved into their
shadow, where it was quite dark.
And then, n minute later, walking
very swiftly a woman passed us."
“A woman!”
It was Manners who let ont this
sharp exclamation. Like all the
rest of us he had been following
Eccleshare closely; now he showed
signs of excitement; clearly, some
notion had suddenly come to him.
“A woman 1” repeated Eccleshare,
quietly. “A woman—tall, slender,

“Precisely—as to (lie cause ot
death,” assented Crole. “Now, why
didn't you tell the coroner and the
jury what you’ve told us Just now?"
“And—If I may put a word In,"
said Manners, quickly, “why didn't
you tell us—the police—all you’ve
just told us about Parslave. when
you knew quite well that we were
looking for him?”
“As to your question. Manners,
I wasn’t aware of the hue-and-cry
for Parslave to the extent you
think,” answered Eccleshare. “Slv
time wasn't spent in the Marras
dale district, so much as on the
eaat side of nu’ host's house. As
to yours. Crole—well, I’ve told you
I possibly made a mistake—no
doubt I did. But I had reason for
silence. They’re easily summed
up. The person that Parslave and
I saw hurrying away from Reiver's
den, where, presumably, murder
had just been committed was—a
woman 1”
Crole summoned our undivided
attention with a swift glance round
the table. He went forward to Ec
cleshare.
“Now, Doctor!" he said. “Don’t
let’s beat about the bush any long
er—let’s get at the truth, however
unpleasant it maybe. Did you form
any opinion as to who that woman
was?”
Eccleshare made a gesture of dis
like at the situation. But he bowed
his head aDd replied without hesi
tation.
“I did!—certainly!”
“Who was she?”
“Mrs. Elphinstone!”
“You feel sure of that?”
“Positive—without doubt. Ask
Parslave1”
Crole turned sharply on Parslave. And Parslave threw up his
head with a jerk.
“What do you say, Parslave?
Who was the woman that passed
you?”
“Mistress Elphinstone, sir—no
doubt on It! Never had no doubt—
myself.”
Crole turned again to Eccleshare.
“You said It was dark, then, but
clear, star-lit How did you recog
nize her?"
‘Figure, walk, profile," replied
Eccleshare. “I’d no doubt at the
time, and I’ve none now.
The
woman who passed Parslave and
myself Just after—nt least almost
just after—we heard the shot fired,
was Mrs. Elphinstone.”
“That’s why you kept silence?"
suggested Crole.
“I thought things out, next morn
ing.” answered Eccleshare. “I kept
silence—Parslave. of course, had
gone. I—well, I didn't want to give
a woman away. And after all—
there might be explanations.”
“Explanations!” exclaimed Crole.
Ex—”
“Here's something that needs ex
planation,” interrupted Maythorne.
“Doctor Eccleshare and Parslave
agree that they heard a shot fired
near Reiver's den soon after eight
•A Womanl’
o’clock. Old Mr. Hassendeane told
us. Crole, when you. Holt, and my
walking very quickly Indeed—we
self met him there, that he heard
heard her breathing, sharply. She
a shot fired, about ten o’clock.
was past and gone, like a flash.”
Now then—which of those shots
“In which direction?” asked May
was it that killed Mazaroff? Rthorne.
member!—neither Eccleshare nor
“Towards Marrasdale,” replied
Parslave saw anything of MazuEccleshare.
roff near Reiver’s den at elclit
“And then?” suggested Maythorne
o’clock.
And yet if the eic t
after a brief pause.
o'clock shot killed him. he must
“Then Parslave and I went on
have been ahout there when they
again—he was getting pressed for
were. What do you make of that?"
time. We neither heard nor saw
“Don’t know—it needs thinking
anything there. We passed Cowie’s
out,” answered Crole. “But—to my
cottage. You say Cowie saw us
mind, the pertinent thing is this:
together. Probable—but we never
Doctor Eccleshare and Parslave
saw him. We walked quickly across
are both dead certain they saw
the moor, struck the high road, and
Mrs. Elphinstone come away from
parted. I went into High Cap
Beiver’s den, where, afterwords
lodge, and Parslave—but let ParMazaroff’s lifeless body was found,
slave tell you what he did."
robbed of money, valuables, papers,
We all turned to Parslave, who
and his will. Now then, neither
still gat perched on the edge of a
Manners nor Corkerdale know this
chair near the door, twiddling his
—and I’m going to tell them, as
thumbs.
police officers. A few nights after
“Went straight along the road to
the murder, Mrs. Elphinstone was
Petherby station, then,” said Parfound to he In possession of the
slave. “Caught the nine-fifteen
will! How did she get it?"
train—last train that Is—to New
castle. Got to Newcastle at tenfifty. Put up at a temperance, near
(To Be Continuedi
the station, for the night. Went to
see Mr. Graham, the lawyer, as
soon as I’d had my breakfast next
OUR JUNIOR PUZZl.F.
morning—'bout ten o’clock, that 'ud
be. When I'd done with him, got
a bit of a snack, and then caught
the twelve-ten express to London.
Got to King’s Cross at a quarter to
seven that evening. Came straight
here—and been here .ever since."
“Let me ask Mr. Parslave a ques
tion while I think of it.” said (Sole.
“Parslave!—do you mean to say
that since you left Marrasdale.
you’ve never heard of the murder
there?—from the neswspapers?”
“I can’t read, sir,” answered Parslave. “I’ve no scholarship. Can't
neither read nor write."
“But you’ve been in the company
of Doctor Eccleshare’s housekeep
er,” continued Crole. “Do you mean
to say that she’s never read any
thing about it te you—out of the pa
pers?”
Parslave shook his head.
“No, sir—she hasn’t,” he replied.
“Don’t seem a paper-reading woman,
that. Her reads f’lem story papers
—tales—such like. But I ain’t seen
her a-reading of newspapers.”
“Well, but you’ve no doubt been
In the habit since you’ve been here,
of going out to have a glass of ale
at some public house or other,” per
sisted Crole. “Have yon never
heard it mentioned at such
times?”
“No, sir,” answered Parslave,
with solemn assurance. “Never! I
always go out to take a pint of ale
at the public up the street, but I
ain’t never talked to nobody—don’t
understand this London talk—’tis
WHAT DOES PUSSY SAY?
all so much furrin language to me.
And I ain’t never heard nobody
Bessie wants to know what
talking of the murder.”
Pussy says. Bessie says she
“You can take It from me, Mr.
seems to be savin
ting quite
Crole,” said Eccleshare, “that Parplainly. Now.
want to
slave never heard of Mazaroff’s
know what ILilly said
murder at all until last night, when
Pussy says, take a pi ncil and join
I returned home. I told him—we
all the numbered dors together,
had a talk last night about our own
starting with dot number one and
experiences near Reiver’s den that
evening—in the light of what we
ending with dot number twentyremembered, of course.”
five.'' The word is a noun of four
“That's just what I want to ask
letters.
you some questions about. Doctor,
said Crole. “It seems to me that
we’re getting nearer a solution of
this mystery than we've ever been
before. Now, you won't mind if I
ask you a few straightforward
questions?”
“Ask me anything you like,” re
plied Eccleshare.
honey
“You were at the Inquest on
— Jhe Reliable family
a/idtAR
Mazaroff’s body at the Woodcock,'
Couch syrup compound
said Crole. “You gave evidence—'
"Purely professional evidence,’
OVER 100 MILLION 80TTLEJ USED
interrupted Eccleshare,
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Adventure in the

Blood

by

KITCHEN LORE

By MARTHA WILLIAMS
JANE ROGERS
ENJY kicked aside the bear
skin before the hall fire.
"Now, let’s talk ousiness—with
1OT only as a healthful and de
the bark on,” he said.
licious fruit, but also as an im“What business?” asked Uncle
■ portant flavoring agent, the orange
Benjamin.
! deserves a prominent place in the
“Making my fortune.”
1 cuisine. This latter use of the
“Why not marry it?”
is not so well known as it
“Against my fine scruples. I I orange
know Trent has a hundred thou deserves to be. but along with
the orange
sand and a father—let us hope in ; limes and tangerines,
never fails to
heaven. She has also a swarm of
lend a piquant
fortune hunters pestering her con
touch to the
stantly. I won’t join ’em. With
recipe in which
out vanity I’m up to average, hut
it is used.
I’ll never set any financial rivers
Both the
afire unless I first set a spring
grated rind
branch—”
and juice can
“I see 1” from Uncle Benjumin.
be used with
“You’ve been readiu’ grandpap’s
appetizing ef
old diary—all about that burning
fect in the
spring lie found, in
the
mountains
.
.
,
preparation of sauces, garnishes or
when he crossed them coming from - 8tufflng8 for meats or fowl. In seirisirinln
.
_
Virginia. Isn't Itit onnillfh
enough tl»o»
that ha
he _lecting
oranges for flavoring, It is
bought that spring and we've had best to choose the thin skinned
to pay taxes on It ever since? May varieties; and since the amount of
be there is some little oil round juice is important, to remember
about It. but not enough to go risk that size for size, the heavier fruit
ing good money for. Put the whole is always the juicier.
thing out of your mind, hoy! 1
Roast Duckling a la Mignon
tell you 1 won’t let you have a
Prepare a duckling for roasting
cent for such wildcattin’."
“But you will 1” from Benjy ob in the usual manner, adding one
teaspoon of grated orange rind to
stinately. “You want Trent In the
the stuffing. Place in a hot oven
family—so do I—badly. But I
for 15 minutes. When the fat be
don't want her despising me as a
gins to run, baste every 15 minutes
leech, willin’ to live on her money
with a syrup made from the juice
instead of working for my own.
three oranges, one teaspoon ot
Listen 1, I’m nil that’s left you, the of
thin applesauce and one-half cup
last of the Cannwres. You've got
of sugar. Garnish the duckling
that fifty thousand in pickle for me,
with thick slices of orange on beds
when you die. Let me have It—
of water cress.
now 1”
Uncle Benjamin sighed a huge
sigh, got up, held out a hand of ac
quiescence, saying: “Boy—if you
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
will, take the money, with my
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
blessin’.’’
Benjy went—wailing only to pack
when
and bid Trent a gay good-by. Ill’
METHYL BALM
did not explafh further than. 'Til
show you rather than tell you—
will bring almost instant relief?
some day."
A scientifically compounded ex
The hurt of his going made her
ternal application that should be
nil but hate him a full week—then
in every home. Sold only at
the swarm, ever-thickening, inter
vened. and In its adulation her hurt
Johnston’s Drug Store
was somewhat salved. Indeed, she
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
was gayer Ilian ever—went to the
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
city for two months of opera and
75 cents
the playhouses, then to several and
Mtt
sundry winter resorts, but finding
their gayeties waning, not to say
frazzled, came home—to the relief
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
of Uncle Benjamin.
He had been “cussln* mad” with
FLUGRIP
his nephew throughout her absence,
Keep the bowels open and taka
lint the most lucid statements of
the fact had elicited no response
BROWN’S RELIEF
from the absent one. So when
Trent asked him straight nut for
on rising and retiring
news, he could only temporize—look
Norway Medicine Co.
wise and hint darkly that anything
might happen, most any day now.
YIELD TO
And to that, she countered finely
CHINESE
with;
"Why, yes! You may get wed
ERB
ding cards. I found the nicest man
Don’t suffer another minute from
blind, itching, protruding or bleed
down in Florida—handsome, and
ing piles without testing the newest
rich, and everything—with a yacht
and fastest acting treatment out. Dr.
and a private car—and all the wom Nixon’s Chinaroid, fortified with
en, married, single and semi-at rare, imported Chinese Herb, with
amazing power to reduce swollen
tached. quite, quite mad about him.
tissues, brings ease and comfort in
He says he is coming here around
a few minutes, enabling you to work
Easter. If he does, will you prom and enjoy life while it continues its
soothing, healing action. Don’t de
ise to be very nice to him?"
lay. Act in time to avoid a danger
“No."- snapped Uncle Benjamin; ous
and costly operation. Try Dr.
“I’d a heap rather shoot him. Trent, Nixon’s Chinaroid under our guar
do promise me to wait a while— antee to satisfy completely and be
worth 100 times the small cost or
say six months longer—if anything your
money back.
doesn't break hy then, I shall know
C.
II. Moor & Co.. Rockland
what to think."
She turned away her head—he
saw her shoulders heave faintly—
but In a minute she faced hiiu 1
POULTRYMEN
laughing a hard laugh. "He shall
have six weeks’ longer grace," she
ATTENTION!
said, “then I shall go and find out
We Want Your
things for myself. And if I find a |
LIVE POULTRY
wife—well, I'll make her a fine pres- I
cut, and tell him all about the Flor- I
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
ida man.”
|
She kept her word when the six I Call or write and trucks will call.
I weeks had raced hy. “I know where '
COIIEN BROS.
' lie went," she said coldly Io Unde
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
| Benjamin. “You must come witli |
WARREN, ME.
I me to find out If lie is still there—”
Telephone Warren 2-3
' Uncle Benjamin groaned aloud. He
Reference: Any poultry raiser
I had no need of finding out. the very.
lOR-tf
last of the insurance money had
' heen withdrawn from the bank, and
with only a word of explanation,
from Benjy, namely: “Options!"
S
The boy must be mail—dean
daffy, thought the uncle. To throw
away thns two fortunes, and the
► EMBALMINGS
dearest girl in the world.
But the elder man held ids peace
MOTOR AMBULANCI
while they journeyed, first by train,
Since 1340 this firm has faithfully
then hy motor car, at last hy jolt
served the families of Knox County
ing, springless carts into (lie deep
LADY ATTENDANT
heart of the hills. And there,
ragged, unkempt, ambushed in a
Hay Tel. 450
781-1
fleece of beard they' found Benjy.
spare even to gauntness, with deepBURPEE’S
set, burning eyes, and a look of lis
ROCKLAND, ME.
tening for something that might
never come.
He leaned on a long rifle, and
'had a telescope slung across his
PARISIAN BEAUTY
chest. The knoll he stood on was
SALON
bare, and high, a sort of rounded
Complete Beauty System
crag lifted above the welter and
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
riot of hills. All about him bud
ded trees rioted in waxing sun
Rewaving
shine, but he seemed all hut life 67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
less, like a man in a dream.
Phone 898
Something waked him violently—
150tf
a great silken rushing roar, all but
drowning sharp human yells, stac
cato, and in volume. Benjy stag
DF.NTAL NOTICE
gered slightly—threw up his hands,
DR. J. H. DAMON
steadied himself, then catching
sight of the newcomers cried aloud: is back in his office for the winter
"Just in time. At Iasi a gusher! and will make appointments each day
And don’t forget. Uncle Benjamin,
from 10 to 2
we together have options on every
!30TStf
thing for ten nules around.”
“You were willing to risk !os
ing me for them.” Trent said, hold
ing her face in her hands.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
“No—I fought for them to keep
from losing you," Benjy said, fold
Osteopathic Physician
ing her tight in Ids arms.
(Copyright)
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

B

e miracles af ancient tunes —
Like. Jonah. and. the whale;
Jhe balking ass that Balaam, -rode;
t
Jhe erase that oould. not fail —
May prove that God. abides somewhere,
oat better far ’•o me,
Jhe old. farm has her miracles ,

Nc

'Jbat all can. heoa and. see

In anxious call of rnother beasts
And coo of turtle done,
Jhe xinderstandinq heart discerns'
Jhe miracle of LoveJhe miracle of Life and. Death.
Stands boldly on display,
,
UJhen. new-born things lie dead, at birth—I
A. scrap of useless clay. \
rugged cup
'.-red sun.
_______________ oilier.
When day is nearly done. '
Jhe miracle of Spring each year
Arrives on tree and. vine —
Mo trouble on the farm oh all x
Jo prove a Power Divine

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

PILES s

1/7

0
HERSEgt
Rl/PE£A

THERE ARE 11 MISTAKES IN THIS PICTURE
Hew good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.
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2

1

3

4

1

5

1 12

II

lb

15

14

8

■

18

171

2b

25
1

17

30

29

1

1

32
34

33

37

35

40

39

4b

51

42

50

49

47

51

HI

Mb

44

43

IO

21

24

13

21

9

* ?>

2<J

19

3b

7

1

53

54

5b

55
HORIZONTAL ,
1-Portion
6-To travel on foot
11-Alters the color
13- Viper
14- Skill
15- Manufacturing city
of Prussia
18- God (Latin)
19- Right side (abbr.)
20- A beverage
21- 2000 pounds (abbr.)
22- Even (Poet.)
24-Falsifiers
26- Point of compass

(abbr.)
27- A high Turkish
official
29-Cease
31- Observed
32- A metal
33- Hauled
35- A singing voice
36- The (Fr.)
38-To canonize
40-Masculine name
(short)
<3-Each (abbr.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
44- Point of compass
(abbr.)
45- Negative reply
46- To grow old
48-Boils gently
50- Feminine name
51- A strong twilled
worsted stuff
53-Weeds
;5-Negotiate
36-Froth

VERTICAL
1- Steady gaze
2- Draft animal
3- lnsect
4- Musical note
5- Point of compass
(abbr.)
6- A color
7- A thoroughfare
(abbr.)
8- Augment
9- Joins
10-Lying flat
,12-At sea

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16- Disturb
17- Organ of hearing
23- Wants
24- Rows
25- Shore bird having
long legs
25-To be sentimental
in love
28-Meridian (abbr.)
30-Worthless leaving
34- Lack
35- ln a new way
36- Smallest
37- Anxicus
39-Feminine name
41- Mountain range in
South America
42- To drink the
health of
47- Before
48- Place
49- Pen for swine
50- Masculine name
52-Southern State
(abbr.)
54-Of age (Latin,
1
abbr.)

n ENERM SERVICE

The Beit Safeguard

So great a protection, so immense
a value is the knowledge of what
we don't know.—Woman's Home
Coninunion.

A RADIO EXPERT

|H|O L L >(V/ o 0 d|
. 1° U O 1 N D
JPQ.& T T 1 E Sj

SERVICE
R. W. TYLER
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 725.
Vlnalhaven 815. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9 30
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 440; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B

H STINSON. General Agent.
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Every-Other-Day

Fight Against “Sun Starvation” Meets
Approval of U.S. Public Health Service

CIVIL SERVICE
ROLLAT PEAK
Classified Employees Total
Is the Highest Since
World War.

-»KMaN

Miss Frances Guinau, popular Broadway aetivss, believes in sunshine as an aid to health and
beauty. She is shown here taking; a carbon arc sun bath between rehearsals of her new musical
comedy “You Don’t Say So.” The lamp is one of the “screened” type, approved by the V. S. Public
Health Service
HE use ot artificial sunshine screened" devices producing short points out that some lamps are so
as an escape from “sun star ultra-violet rays in unnatural inten designed as to screen out the dan
sity.
vation” under modem living condi

gerous short rays of ultra-violet
"Since the amount of natural light light and are safe for use in the
tions lias received the approval of
from
the
sun.
especially
its,
ultra

home.
the U. S. Public Health Service.
violet ray content, varies with the
“These lamps.” it states, “arc so
In an official bulletin just issued,
geographical location, the season of designed that the ultra-violet, light
the first comprehensive statement the year, and such local conditions
on this subject ever released by a as the amount of dust, smoke and and heat radiation emitted by them
are combined as nearly as possible
government agency, the Service goes moisture in the atmosphere under
in the same proportions as in natur
on record as approving the use of some conditions, reliance must be
al sunlight. Since the radiation from
health lamps which give an ap placer) on sources of artificial radi them is very similar to sunlight
proximate duplication of natural ation, ’ the statement reads.
they may to a certain extent be used
sunlight At the same time it warns
Discussing the types of lamps be in place of, or as substitute for sun
the public against the use of “un ing sold to the public, the Service light.”

T

WALDOBORO

NOW OPEN-T/ie New

HOTEL
“.4

EDISON
hott-l worthy of its ituinr"

47th St., just west of Broadway, New York
In the centerof the city’s business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur

nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shouer,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large

closets, etc.

1 OOO ROOMS
1 OOO BATHS
RADIO in every room
SINGLE from *2.50

DOUBLE from •4.00
SUITES from *7.00
Special rates fqr
permanent guests

For banquets a beautiful
ballroom sealing up to
1200 persons is available

William F. Th onia nil
Manager
Telephone PEnn. b-KOOO

PRINTING
Permit us to create
a personality in your
printing work . . . such
personality as you would
prefer in the human
salesman that you would
employ.
We plan and print
. . . booklets, inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
announcements, office
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mrs. G. H. Schofield and Miss
Gladys Bailey were in Portland over
the weekend.
Robey R. Wiley has returned from
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay is attending
the meeting of the Maine Federation
of Women’s Ciubs in Augusta.
Mrs. S. H. Weston entertained the
Star Club Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell was elected presi
dent; Mrs. A. L. Shorey, vice presiI dent; Mrs. Ida Porter Soule, secre
tary: Mrs. I. P. Bailey, treasurer.
Mrs. Florence Shuman is visiting
her sister in Gorham.
Mi'S Annie O. Welt has returned
from Portland where she was called
bv the illness of her brother, Lowell
Welt.
Arthur S. Cressey of Gorham is emoloyed in Bossa’s drug store, taking
the place of Harold Clark during his
illness.
C. H. Howard of Augusta has been
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Dora
•ioward Yorke.
The Ramblers defeated the Camden
Athletic Club 39 to 33 in a swift game
yf basketball and the Cubs lost to the
Texacos 14 to 16, at the Medomak
athletic hall Thursday evening.
The Woman's Club was pleasantly
entertained Tuesday afternoon at the
ionic of Mr'. A. L. Shorey. Mrs. J.
K. Lovell read an interesting paper
an "The Food Problem.” bringing be
fore the members the serious situation
which would confront the world in
future years. Current events were
diccjstcd Those present were Mrs.
3. H. Weston. Mrs. Emma T. Potter
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke. Mrs. A. N. Smith.
Mrs. A P Jackson, Mrs M. I. Lee,
Mrs. A. F. Fond, Miss Marion Clark.
Mrs. Earle Spear. Mis. John Redman
Mrs. W. H. Ciowell, Mrs C. B. Stahl.
Mrs. W. G. Labe. Miss Grace Yorke.
Mrs. J .T. Gay. Mrs. Lovell and Mrs.
Shorey The meeting of next week
will be with Mrs. H. H. Kuhn.
* • • *
Miss Irma Waltz
Miss rrnia Waltz. 54. died Monday
after a long illness. She was the
daughi'-r c. Lennon C. and Maria
(Drcsseri Wa'tz and was born in
Waldoboro. She is survived by five
sisteis, Mrs. Mary t;. Achorn. Miss
Laiia A. Wal z. Mrs. I.ougarda Rowe.
Mrs. Eda M. Hoak of Waldoboro and
Mrs. Bessie L. Kingsbury of Portland.
Funeral services were held Thursday
it the home of her sister. Mrs. Mary
d. Aohorn, with Rev. George W. Col
lins. pastor of Hie Baptist Church
officiating. The body was placed in
the receiving tomb at the German
cemetery.

ROCKVILLE
Dm ing the past week Chickawaukie
pond has been the scene of considerabi- activity
lee harvesting has
been in lull operation. The Samoset
ice has been cut well in the center oi
the pond. Ice houses owned by
Whalen, Havener and the Rockland
Coal Co are being filled. Mr. Whalen '
ha- about completed his harvesting.!
Several inches of snow ice nave to be
removed, but the blocks are of excel- |
lent size and clearness.
It is an unusual sight to see loxes
around one's field or playing in the
pasture. However, one of the sly
little animals was seen crossing the
pond Sunday, and Monday morning
some of the men of the village wit
nessed two foxes playing on the hill
side of the Barrow? farm, only a ]
snoit distance from the main high- 1
way.
Mr and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett attended
the regular meeting of the Spanish ;
V. ar Veterans and me Ladies' Auxliary Wednesday evening in Rockland.
Miss Mary Bird was one of the solo
ists at the musicale given Tuesday
evening at the home of Mrs. David
Talbot in Rockland. Mrs. E. H.
Perry was a guest, accompanying
Miss Bird.

Another gangster has been arrested
in Chicago. Probably for parking his
i machine-gun in front of a fire-plug.
J—Buffalo News.

Washington.—More civil service
employees are on the payrolls to
day than at any time since the
World war, It was revealed in the
civil service commission’s report to
congress.
"There were,” the report stated,
“608,915 employees in the execu
tive civil service on June 30, 1930.
as against 587.665 at the end of the
last fiscal year, a net Increase of
21,250 employees.
"There are now 462,083 positions
subject to competitive examinations
under the civil service act, a gain
of 16,126 during the year.'.’
Veteran preference regulations.
It is stated, have resulted In the
appointment of 159,332 veterans to
tlie classified service since 1919,
this figure representing 24.64 per
cent of all appointments; and from
the issuance, March 3, 1923, of the
executive order providing for a 10
point preference for disabled vet
erans, up to June 30 of this year,
9,258 disabled veterans were ap
pointed, of whom 1,892 were ap
pointed in the last year.
The great gain during the year
of 10,211 employees, was made hy
the Department of Commerce, ac
counted for In large part by the
temporary force of census work
ers; and the greatest reduction of
personnel, a total of 2,879, was
made by the Navy department. A
few establishments show a slight
decline.
Postal Workers Increased.
The War department increased
Its force hy 3,022 the Panama
canal by 2,202, the Interior depart
ment by 2,001 and the Department
of Agriculture by 1,741.
The postal service, with 316,995
employees, had a net Increase of
2.200, and the other services of
19,950 during the year.
Women, according to the report,
“are making rapid and substantial
advances in federal establish
ments.”
Tlie commission renewed Its rec
ommendations for restoration of
the classified service of the posi
tions of deputy collector of inter
nal revenue and deputy marshal,
and its extension to include field
Presidential positions which are
non-policy determining, such ns col
lectors of internal revenue and cus
toms, and postmasters, dispensing
with confirmation hy the senate.
Progress of Women Noted.
Emphasizing its policy in the
matter of extensions under the re
tirement law, the commission reaf
firms its belief that “in order to
effectuate the primary purpose
of the act, continuance for more
than four years beyond the retire
ment age must be confined to those
employees who are engaged on Imporary work which cannot he
satisfactorily completed without
them.”
It is recognized, the report states,
“that the separation of an experi
enced employee still able to serve
acceptably after he is four years
past retirement age is a loss to the
government; hilt it must be borne
to secure relief from the greater
losses resulting from superannua
tion in the service.”
Discussing the results of finger
prints In keeping undesirable ap
plicants out of the federal service,
the commission reports that “5.037
of these persons iiad police records
either minor or serious.”

Jail Mutineers on Yacht
of Wealthy American
London.—Chinese ringleaders of
a recent mutiny at Singapore
aboard the American auxiliary
yacht Shenandoah, owned by Gib
son Fahnestock, were sentenced to
a month’s Imprisonment. The Chi
nese were closing in on the cap
tain when Fahnestock, a New
York and Washington millionaire,
took a hand and helped the officers
herd the crew hack to their quar
ters, where they were subdued.
Fahnestock’s wife and daughter
and two other women were aboard.

U. S. Apprentices Wed;
Lose Printing Jobs
Washington.—Five young men
who married in haste were given
an opportunity to repent at leisure.
They were apprentices at the gov
ernment printing office, where Pub
lic Printer George H. Carter hn«
a hard and fast rule that there
shall be no marrying or giving in
marriage during the apprenticeship
period. Their forced resignations
were “without prejudice” to future
civil service positions.

Englishmen Playing Auto
Poker Fined in Court
Middlewich, Cheshire, England.—
Auto “poker” has come to England.
A policeman found five men ex
changing money with the passing
of each motor car. He learned they
were gambling on the license plate
numbers and placed them tinder
arrest Each man was fined $1.20.

Pee-Wee Mo^ey Soon
Wears Out, U. S. Finds
Washington.—The Treas
ury department ia worried
because the nuw small g*;c
paper money apparently .
not lasting as iong as the
larger bills, a house commit
tee was told. The treasury
is getting back more $5 bills
and fewer $20 than with the
larger money.
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expense of reshingling one-half the
McCurdy. Ernest Nystrom, Frances
NORTH HAVEN
roof when the need arises as it prob
Rogers. Helen Searles, William
ably will within two years.
Vlnal. Ercell Widdecomb.
Just Look At Nice Records Children who have not been ab- Mrs. Herman Crockett was in Everyone recognizes the splendid,
Rockland Wednesday.
enterprising spirit of Mrs. Brown in
Thev're Hamzina I In On spnt this year: Garfield Belyea,
y re Flanging Lp Un Alice Pinkerton, Phyllis Shaw. Her- Dr. Daniel Woodman, accompanied pushing this work through to a suc
Purchase Street
bert Hilgrove's name has been added by Miss Grace Lawrence, Knox Coun cessful issue, and the island com
_____
to the dental honor roll. Children ty field nurse for the State depart munity and summer friends owe her
Purchase Street. 'General Notes): T^PiV'ng
most stars in rPading ment of health, visited the Thorough with other members of the com
mittee. Miss Blanche Cushing and
Teachers and pupils are enjoying ',.7,
Doris Fogg, Gloria
‘be new pictures of "Old Ironsides' ™!lLs' ®arbara Boadman, Stanley] fare and North East schools Thurs Mrs. Hanson Crockett, a hearty vote
which have recently been hung in McCurdy Ernest Nystrom, Frances; day for the physical examination oi of thanks. The old church is now
each room. Proceeds of the candv BoSers- Erce 11 Widdecomb, Dorothy the pupils. Monday the other school in good repair and ought to keep
so for another 25 years. It is hoped
vid sandwich sale provided the nec- Fo'ey' Martha Chapman.
will be visited and the work complet that sometime this spring there may
essary money for framing. Thanks . A substan*lal sum of money has
to Mr Gregory who did the work bpp" ,recp,vpd from the Cheque Club ed. Forty-four were examined. The be a few between-Sunday services in
it a considerable discount, there is f° belp buy nillk for the underweight North East school shows ail the pupils the church similar to those held in
ill a bit of money left for some c L?rpn', ...
.
,
. ,
there to be gold star ones. This the fall in the North East schoolPlayground apparatus, to be purTbp cblldrpn have decorated the means that examination shows no house. which proved so helpful and
rinsed in the spring.
sand tablp tb1s month to represent i physical defects, and also means that were so well attended.
T) rouch the generosity of three a barnVarcl The children in charge in May this school receives a certifi THE OLD CHURCH AT PULPIT HARBOR
of the local service clubs, supplies ™PF.P Jampa.
' Donald Kallock, cate from the State health day. Only Above the spruces' tops I stand.
sight of all on wave and strand;
or r c hot lunches have been well ^,I1,amKT Ylna1' „ABce
pink,erton- two scholars in the Thoroughlare In
Landmark am I for shins at sea
orovided The Lions Club donated Er"ps‘ Nj'stro"1' Barbara Boadman. school show underweight and those For sailors when they look toward me.
re, and su-ar; the Neighborhood
Children whose names were on but 10 per cent, which is an excellent
I chart their course, that they may keep
Club a case of soup; and the Itooe- tbp bpardthls
for neat, papprs showing. OI the 44 scholars ex The
channel straight and safe and deep.
vik Club, a case of soup and maca- aPP ™
a Ma™arPt amined in both schools, 34 show teeth From Island knolls, from here and there.
-oni It is all gratefully received.
’°bns0IL, Stanley McCurdy. Gloria defects, mostly of minor degree, this Beauty I add to landscapes fair.
All of the rooms in the building
^PnCP
being due to the work that has been When rings my bell Its accents clear
ve making a special effort to dimin- ^,bm' nD(Tls FoyK' ”arthaDCbap; done upon the teeth each spring in Awake glad echoes far and near
Ish the number of cases of tardiness. ™n' Bapbara Boad"\an;. Rlchard the dental clinic conducted each year Good news I bring from out the sky.
One room has had no tardv marks ? 0 Tias' Kathleen Weed- Marguerite Tonsil defect is found in 19 cases and To the traveller who passes by.
'or four weeks. With the coopera- oa"b0^n'
,,
„
,
news of God. and wondrous love—
of this number 10 should have medi i Good
Hopes born In us from realms above.
‘ion of all the parents, this will mean ?rade °np'. Map Pprry- teachprcal attention before fall. Miss Law I Assurances of Yon Blest Shore.
’ess time lost in school work and a , Pbpi's hay,ng Perfect attendance rence is a registered nurse, and is one Loved ones to meet, and part no more.
solendid habit formed by the chil- Lor?b“ ™n h \prP doscp^ Anastas10' of the ablest in the employ of the
-|rpn
Robert Brooks. Maxine Cheyne, Alice
I stand for home, and things worth
State department.
while.
The use of the drum has been Bo?anL Clarence de Rochemont,
Tuesday afternoon in cooperation Belyved am I by all the Isle;
added to the music of the victrola RobPrt F°"arty' Marion Hall. Dudley with Dr. Woodman there will be held Adown the years my ministries
Abide In hallowed memories.
for marching this week. Dudlev J?ar.Ye^* Kc en John, Priscilla Macthe church rooms a health con
Henry Felton Huse.
’■’arvev is the drummer tov and Caslin- Vlola Nickerson, John Ny-' at
North Haven.
ference for mothers with children up
"lavs it very well although but six , s,rom Donald Payson. Kenneth Pay- , to school age. Especially is it desir
years old.
1 son- Mllton RobarLs. Roland Robi- j
Notes of the Church
• « « »
I shaw, Evelvn Seavey. Minnie Smith. able for those with young babies to
be present. This is a wonderful op
Grade Thrpe, Helen Perry, teacher. Donald
, „ , Walker.
„ ,, Joseph Widdecomb ] portunity for mothers with their small
Wednesday night at the church
Thpse pupils were neither absent and Barbara Cables.
children and it has a "keep the child was held a meeting in the interests
'o'- tardv for the last six weeks:
Three new names have been added well" program. Wherever this pro of the Red Cross. From funds in
William Ames, Harold Harvey June to the dental honor roll: Barbara gram has been carried out, as it has in hand it was voted to contribute $50
lohnson, Mary Lombardo, Robert Cables, Evelyn Seavey and Robert scores of places in the State, mothers toward the relief of the people in
McCaslin. Mary McClure, Kenneth ■ Brooks.
are deeply appreciative of the bene the states suffering from the year's
’’o't Linne Rivers. Belva Robishaw, ] These pupils have had perfect fits received. Remember the time and drought.
Martha Seavev. Ruth Staples. Ro- arithmetic papers for the week: place for this conference next Tuesday
The regular business of the church
’and Thompson, Pearl Webber. Rus- Marion Hall. Robert Kailoch, Harold at 2 o'clock, at the church rooms.
was held Monday night and reports
sell Williamson, and Dorothy Widde- Gregory, Clarence deRochemont,
of the secretary and treasurer read
....
combe.
Virginia White. Gladys Curtis, Rob- j
and accepted. Encouraging remarks
Work
On
Old
Church
There is onlv one case of 10 per- crt Brooks, Kenneth Payson, Joseph j
were made by Frank Beverage, Mrs.
As chairman of the committee Albert Beverage, Miss Albra Stone
cent underweight in this grade at Anastasio. Milton Robarts, Cynthia
nresent. and the dental honor roll Greeley, Dudley Harvey, Leona appointed last summer to canvass and the pastor.
sas these new names added: Charles Grindle, Roland Robishaw, and Evc- for funds with which to repair the
Next Sunday night the young peo
old Pulpit Harbor Church. Mrs. ple will have charge of the meeting.
Nvstrom, Mary McClure, Charlotte lyn Seavey.
’ohnson. Belva Robishaw and James
This grade has just finished the 1 Eunice Brown renders the following The Junior choir directed and trained
Curtis. '
study of the Eskimo. These pupils report. From 120 island people there by Dorothy Stone will sing, the or
The honor roll, pupils receiving an were much interested in the book j was collected $345; from 11 summer chestra will play as usual, and the
average of 90 percent or more for “A Queer Little Eskimo." They ! people, $255; three non-resident pastor will speak at the close. Sun
he six weeks' ranking period, con- have made some very pretty booklets island people, $80. The repairs con day morning the church school con
“'ts of the following: William to illustrate their volume, also an sisted of rebuilding the front tower, venes at 9.45. at 11 o'clock, worship
Clough, Victoria Anastasio. Poland Eskimo border for their blackboard. shingling it. repairing the bell-tower- with sermon by the pastor, subject,
Tbomnson and Charlotte Johnson.
Every Monday morning one of the deck, reflooring the vestibule, put "Paul at Athens.” The young ladles
Harold Harvey, Pearl Webber and members of the class reads a short ting new pipe into the furnace, paint j choir will sing. Attendance of the
Kenneth Post attained an average of story. Pupils having neat papers are ing the church and blinds, and other ' people at these services is urged as
items, totaling $626.50; remaining on nothing can help more in creating a
over 90 percent in arithmetic.
chosen.
June Johnson. Charlotte Johnson.
Virginia White, Dudley Harvey, hand a .balance of $51. In addition wholesome community life than in
and Ioleta Knight have not missed Clarence deRochemont. and Cynthia there is’ the $30 that the Willing terests of the church.
one word in spelling during this Greeley have been selected to play Workers 'have on deposit; and the I
--------ranking period.
in the rhythmic band conducted by check from Mrs. Bray of Owl's Head
.
’
Jr
Flexner's
charge that American
for
$24.72
to
be
used
later
for
some
G-adn Three is plad to welcome Mrs. Johnson at the Rubinstein
special object, possibly chairs for the education has become "a bargainhack Robert Smith and Loleta Club.
choir loft; also one pledge of $25 counter system” meets mith scant
Knight who have been out sick a
Grade Two. Mrs. Snow (Sub),
week.
Those who have perfect attend- yet to be paid. Thus the repairs credence among fathers who have
Last month this room hpld the ance for the last six weeks are: Shel- have been made and paid for and a sons and daughters in college. hanner for the best attendance for don Billings, Robert Dolham, Robert snug balance left over to meet the Arizona Producer.
♦he nreceding four weeks. It is Drake. Seth Hanley. Joseph Lamb.
honed to get it back next month.
Sumner Waldron, Evelyn Willis.
The pupils taking home the largest
Perfect attendance all year: Shel
number of good penmanship papers: don Billings. Robert Dolham. Seth
Mery Lombardo 17. Harold Harvey Hanley, Joseph Lamb, Evelyn Willis.
tnd Charlotte Johnson 16. Grace
Among those who received 100 in
Proctor. Dorothy Widdecombe and arithmetic this term: Flovd Young,
William Clough 15, June Johnson 1st: Leroy Firth. 2d: Jnmes Smith,
md Victoria Anastasio 14. Loleta ! Seth Hanley. Dorothy Fogg. Elmer
Knight. James Curtis and Linne Conroy, Phyllis Childs and Barbara
Rivers 12. This number is quite Bloom. Sri.
encouraging as the use of ink has
• « • •
a.
'ust beer, introduced and although
Grade Two, Thelma Russell,
't is fun, it usually takes some time teacher.
to gpt well started. Some of the
During the last six weeks of school
nunils are to use ink for their Inn- t*e following pupils have not been
tuage and spelling work this month, absent: Grace Blethen. Donald Borgerson. Clarence Butler. Richard
Grade Four. Susie Sleeper, teacher. Callahan. Russell Carter, June
Punils having perfect attendance Chatto, Robert Childs, James Econofor the past six weeks are: Rose mv. Beverlv Harmon, Ruth Lerman,
Athearn, Grace Athearn. Edith j Lucy Munro, Joseph Pletroski. ElliBerggren. James Bostick. Jean son Robinson. Louise Seavey, Harley
Clukey, George Condon. Katherine Simmons, Dorothy Stearns. Jennie
//i your Mention plans:
Delano, Joseph Dondis. Robert Har- Thompson, Lucy Thompson, and
non, George Harvev. Maurice John William Young.
Si tuated on the hull of Mexico:
son. Sisko Lehto. Eleanor Mattatall,
Louise Seavey leads the arithmetic
’♦irginia Rackliff. Arlene Sprowl. honor ro'l. closely followed by Clarwhere every' out-doorsport and
Cocile Tardiff. John Welch, Frances ] cnee Butler, Annie Brooks, Ruth
recreation may be enjoyed...
Willey. Carleton Walker..
Withe.m. June Chatto. James EconoIn the spelling contest the Reds my, Donald Cates, Madeline Hurd,
fishinq: Gulf-River-Ray.
are keeping ahead of the Blues.
James Moulalson, Elaine Ames and
Bathing: Surf in the butt of Mexico.
Since thp last monthly weighing Ruth Lerman.
nerind the following pupils have
These names have been added Io
Coif: Turf fairways; Crossqualified for gold stars: Grace the dental honor roll since last, fail:
Greens; unsurpassed in florida.
Athearn, Edith Berggren. Doris Donald Cates. Louise Seavey, Beverlv
Blood. James Bostick. Raymond , Harmon, William Young, George
HOTELS
Brann. George Condon, Erlecn Cates, Bodman, Richard Callahan, Alberta
Katherine Delano, Joseph Dondis, Johnson, Lucv Munro, Norma MeatPARKVIEW
Reino Kangas. Ione Iouraine. Vir- j ing, Lucy Thompson and Russell
AND
Tinia Rackliff. George Robishaw. Carter.
SAN
MARCO
Francis Robin'on, Herbert Smith,
• • » •
other comfort, rest and hxxle<]Linl to
Decile Tardiff. Virginia Ulmer. John
Grades Three and Four, Helen
Welch, Fi ances Willey. Annie Willcv. Libby, teacher.
any in Florida—-Our oan hums with all
Since the beginning of the year
These pupils have had perfect atfresh vegetables.. Eqqs, Poult ty. also
Maurice Johnson. Edith Berggren, tendance during the past six weeks:
I Sisko Lehto. Virginia Rackliff. Rob- Barbara Bodman, Helene Carnes,
delicious Strawberries doth'.
rrt Harmon, Jean Clukey, Erleen Eugene Conway. David Randman,
Tred J. Tiler. Uanagir.
Cates, Rose Athearn have held th" Robert Rogers. Earl Townsend, Clyde
highest rank in Arithmetic. Tho'" Achorn, Richard Ames, Austin
deserving mention are George Con- , Hidings. Maurice Escorsio.
don, Cecile Tardiff. Eleanor Mattaweight records are improving,
tall, John Welch. Tone Lcuraine. All but seven pupils have gold stars
Doris Blood. Bernice Munro. William now. Those who arc underweight
j Weed.
are encouraged to drink milk at
The pupils of this grade are verv school to bring their weight up to
IT GETS RIGHT TO WORK
An
Old
Family
I rateful to James Skinner who average.
THAT’S
Doctor’ll Favorite
j brought to school a victrola. It add'
These names have been added to
much to the interest of the music, the Dental Honor roll: William
vrlting and ptrnsical exercise periods, staples. Earl Townsend, Ralph Mun
roe Richard Ames, Beverly Bowden,
It penetrates, loosens, clears and
Sub-Primary, Adelaide Trafton. z-ida Russell, Barbara Bodman.
heals
like
nothing else.
No
i teacher:
Pri'cilla McGraw,
poisons -used copiously — safe for
children Sold everywhere In lib
These children have not been abThis room has the banner for haveral bottles. Nothing Just like It.
sent this term Stephen Cables. i,-g the best attendance for the past
Dorothv Foley. Clayton Fowlie. Lin- f0Ur weeks of school.
wood Harmon. James Johnson. Pearl
’ohnson. Inez
I awry. Lawrence (The efficiency of the interesting
°helps, Alice Pinkerton, Joseph Rob- grade school department will be In] ’nson. Wilbert
Robinson. Frank creased if teachers and pupils will
Ro'eon Richard
Thomas, Phyllis kindly write on only one side of the
1 Shaw. Garfield
Belvea, Barbara paper. This requestis also made to
Boadman. Donald Kallock, Stanley other contributors.—Ed. I

THE GRADE SCHOOLS

1--

/,

nclude

VENICE, FIORIDA

IT CHASES CROUP, COUGHS, CHILLS, AND COLDS

Ballard’s Golden Oil

THE HOUSE THAT SUPPLIES
THE RURALIST
WINTER ANI) SI MMER
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We’ve a remit?tion for reliability built on square dealing for over
6U years. If you need supplies, come in and see us. We suggest—
Brooders
Cream Separators
Incubators
Egg Testers
Butter Moulds
Churns
Stoves
M>lk Carriers
Cans
Feed Fountains
Feeders
Testers
Milk Coolers
Egg Cases
Leg Bands
Strainers
Fails
Bells
Poultry Remedies, Etc
If you cannot conveniently come in, send for our catalog
FARM, DAIRY

and

PGUITRY SUPPLIES

SLEDS

ENDALL 5 WHITNEY

THOXINE

FEDERAL and

TEMPLE

STS.,

PORTLAND

MAIISL

POULTRY
WANTED

Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
try Co. you arc selling direct to the Slaughter House. You can al
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have done
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. We will be up here the first two days of the week. Kain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
39 and our Representative will call on you.

MASSACHUSETTS
LIVE POULTRY CO.
REVERE, MASS.
6-18

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

General Knox Chapter, D.A.R.. j There was a »ood attendance at the
will meet Monday at 3 p. m. with observance of "church night ThursMrs. Kate Linneil. The change in day evening at the Baptist vestry. A
place of meeting is made necessary fine supper was served by the men of
because of the continued absence of the church and a business and social
Miss Hortense Wilson who is caring hour followed.
The Social Eight was entertained
for her sister Miss Edith Wilson in
Thursday afternoon by Mrs. Mary
Malden. Mass.
The Chataneet Club met with Mrs. Whitman
the Carleton homestead.
Thomas J. Young of Vinalhaven
Enoch Clark Thursday evening.
has been spending a week with his
Elmus Morse, who bought of Wal daughter, Mrs. Theresa Whitmore.
ter McLain
the
small
house
which
..
. .. , Mrs. Delora Morrill entertained
a
Wednesday evening at a radio
boat yard of C. '"A.
Morse & Son, friends
moved it Thursday to Hathorne's party and a pleasant time was re
ported.
Point in Cushing.
Steward Rhodes is confined to his
Earl Coates has received a telc- home by illness.
eram from the Sailors' Snug Harbor.
The weekly meeting of the TrytoStaten Island, informing him that hel c]ub takes place Mondav evehis uncle Ellis Thompson is critical'.; ning at the Baptist vestry, preceded
ill there. Mr. Thompson, whose by a supper at 6.30.
home was in Thomaston several
Mrs. Grace Drake of Camden has
years, and who since he has been at been guest of Mrs Ella Eaton for a
the Harbor has spent his summers
dBavs flt th Thorndike homehnre is
ic xi.
’pll knowm
L-nnim in
here,
well
in town
town
stead.
Mrs. James Felt who is passing
Further deals in connection with
through a period of illness, is im the Bok improvement plan have re
proving somewhat.
cently been consummated, that of the
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig who has been I purchase by Mrs. Mary C. Bok of the
with her son in Rockland a few Hiram Robbins residence on Mechanic
weeks is again with her daughter '■ street, and the transfer to Mrs. Bok
Mrs. William T. Smith.
of the Irving Fields house which was
Services Sunday at the Baptist recently bought by Rockland parties.
Church: Bible School, 9.45: morning
The Whitmore Boat Shop has just
worship at 11, topic. "God Speaking, completed a pleasure craft for Herbert
Man Listening;” at 7.15, evangelistic Simmons and is about to begin the
service, topic. "What Is Salvation?" construction of a boat for Mr. ThompFrank A. Beverage is leaving today son °f Medford. Mass., with several
forr Woodfords to visit his daughter other prospects in view which they
Mrs Orra Roney. Later he will visit expect to close in tha near tuture.
At the Methodist vestry Wednesday
his sons Charles Beverage of Brain
tree and Frank M. Beverage of Mal evening the ladies' aid will hold a
birthday party. A pleasing program
den.
is planned, refreshments will be
• • • •
served and a social hour will follow.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Strout enFred Crozier returned Tuesday to
tertained at supper Thursday Miss
York after
di
Olive Edwards of Rockland. Mrs a few days with his aunt, Mrs. Min
Ear! A. Starrett, Miss Marian Star- nie Crozier.
rett and Miss Dorothy L. Starrett.
Delmont Ballard. William Ingra, rMrTS^^le^nBhl^enh^nd^; ham and Emil Erickson, students at
ter Luthera who have been gu .
spending the weekend
of Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert are
oi m are speno ng uie weeko.u
to ljave Monday, the former for her ln
jnth Jhmr^parent^
A'l radios in town were tuned in
home in Billerica, Mass., and the latter for Orono to resume her studies
W^BZ. Bangor. Wednesday night
at the University of Maine.
a^
when the Camden-Rockport
General 'Knox Chapter, D.A.R.. Lions club broadcast an exce1*^'
will celebrate the birthday of George Program over that station It came
Washington Feb. 23 with a banquet in fine- The solo by Earle Achorn
and card party, both of which will be
Rockport was especially enjoyect
open to the public
King Llon Hutchins paid a fitting
Services at the Federated Church tribute to the scenic beauties of both
Sunday: Sunday School meets at 9.45 towns and the great improvements
a m ' morning service at 11 o’clock, that have been and are being made
subject, "The Psychology of Power." through the generosity of Mrs. EdThe evening service will be held at ward W. Bok.
7 o'clock topic. "Restoration and
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, popular teachGuidance."
er of the
sub-primary and first
Mrs Wilbur Senter of Rockland grade is ill at the home of her
had as dinner guests Thursday Miss mother. Mrs. Mayme Carroll, GlenEleanor Secber and Miss Alcada Hall cove. Doris Ballard is substituting
of Thomaston and Mrs. John during her absence.
Pomeroy of Rockland.
Miss Dorothy Upham was the guest
James Fales and friend Storey Wednesday of Mrs. C. E. King in
Billings of Eerwick, students at the Camden.
University of Maine, spent the weekA meeting of the Public Library Asend with Capt. and Mrs. James T. sociation was held at the selectmen?
Fales, Elliot street.
office Friday evening. Plans were
Miss Earbara Elliot is at home made for a membership drive early
from Oak Grove Seminary for the in February. For the benefit of the
weekend.
library fund a card party will be held
Honors were divided at the basket- next Tuesday afternoon at the home
ball games Friday night. Thomaston of Mrs. Leola Mann.
vs. Lincoln Academy. The boys'
• • •
team lost to Lincoln. 20-22, while the
girls team won 23-14.
Methodist Church. Rev. F. F. Fowle,
minister: Sunday morning, sermon at
PORT CLYDE
10.30, with singing by adult choir;
------Sunday school, 11.45; Epworth League
Mrs. Chester Fowles of Augusta and at 6 Flora Wellman leader; evening
Mrs. Fred Burke and son Arthur of service at 7, at which Earle Achorn
Malden. Mass., have been in town to ^vill sing a negro spiritual, "Ah. Tis
attend the funeral of their father, Me;„ quartet will sing “Calling.”
Frank Hopkins.
_
i Wednesday evening Ladies' Aid BirthHatton Wilson of Tenant’s Harbor day party; Thursday evening prayer
.'.pent Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. servjce a[ 7
Fred Seavey.
Baptist Church, Rev. George F.
Mrs. Grace Lunsden of Rockland currier, minister: Morning worship
has been visiting relatives here.
a{ 10.45, anthem by choir; children's
The electric street lights were, slory -The Sure Foundation;" serturned on Jan. 28. The young folks mon "G]-eat, Days and Creeds of the
celebrated the event by a display of Christian Church;" church school at
fireworks.
12; b. Y. P. U. at 6; at 7 o'clock there
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hupper rebe a unjon service at the West
cently visited in Rockland.
Rockport church; special music; subMrs. Ellison Hart is visiting her jec^ -how We Got Our Denominaaunt, Mrs. Betsy Maloney, in Saco.
tions;" midweek service of prayer and
Ashel Hupper has moved his family praise Thursday evening at 7.
into the Orris Hupper house.
____________

VINALHAVEN

Frank L. Hopkins
_____
The community has been saddened
a committee that later will develop
by the death of Frank L. Hopkins, 72. into an organization and to which a
which occurred in Augusta after a general invitation for membership
hort illness. Mr. Hopkins had been will be given, is planning a costume
in poor health for the past two years, party for Feb 13 in town hall. Prizes
but able to be about and was on a for costumes unique, old time, a best
visit with his daughter in Augusta representation, will be given. It will
when he was taken seriously ill, and not be a masked ball but decidedly a
died in a few days. He was a native 1 costume affair in which all may parof this place and had always made ticipate. The committee requests
his home here. He was a man re that all who plan to attend begin at
spected and liked by both young and once to plan a costume, which may
old and will be missed by everyone. be found in the attic. Refreshments
He leaves a wife Electa (Hart) Hop will be on sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman ot
kins, four daughters, Mrs. Mary
Fowles of Augusta. Mrs. Lettie Burke Liston Falls arrived Wednesday,
of Malden. Mass.. Mrs. Evie Ellis of called by the illness of his father, but
Bowling Green. Ky., Mrs. Lilia An who is now somewhat improved.
The Needlecraft Club met Wednes
thony of this place, and a son Alton
of Hallowell; and ten grandchildren. day with Mrs. Ola Ames.
Mrs. Emma Winslow will be hostess
Funeral services were held Wednes
day afternoon at his late home. Rev. Saturday to the Washington Club.
The subject of the lessen sermon
F. W. Barton of Tenant's Harbor
officiating. The floral tributes were next Sunday at the forenoon service,
many and beautiful. Interment was 10.45, of the Christian Science Soci
ety, will be “Love.”
in the Ridge cemetery.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes will entertain
at bridge Saturday evening.

SWAN’S ISLAND

Marian Van Horn had a sudden
Jack of appendicitis last Thursday
-id was taken to Rockland by airlane which came here for that pur- ,
jse. She was accompanied by her
other.
Mrs. Forest Stanley gave a party
uesday afternoon which proved a
■ry enjoyable affair. Those present
ere Mrs' William Frcethy, Mrs. Edard Sprague, Mrs. Levi Moulden.
!rs. Lew Conary, Mrs. Charles
errick, Mrs. Bert Wheaton, Mrs.
harles Burns. Mrs. Lewis Butman
ad Miss Phyllis Joyce. The afterson was spent at cards, honors goig to Mrs. William Freethy. Mrs.
harles Herrick and Mrs. Charles
urns. Mrs. Stanley served a defici
ts supper.
Mrs. Sadie Cross entertained the
idies’ Aid Thursday afternoon and
■rved a very appetizing supper for
le small sum of 15c. each person,
le proceeds of which were turned
/er to the aid.
The annual meeting of the stockaiders of Swan's Island Tel. A: Tel.
0. will be held at the office of F. F.
[orse, Feb. 10. at 7.30.
"hose alien gangsters that Secrey of Labor Doak is to send back
their several native heaths proby will carry with them the greater
t of Coolidge prosperity.-v-Richnd Times-Dispatch.

Every-Other-Day
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Australian Ballot Now
Universal in America
Australian ballot is the name
given to a system of secret vot
ing. The name arose from the fact
that the essential features of the
system were first introduced in 1858
in South Australia, one of the states
of the Australian commonwealth,
says an article In Pathfinder Mag
azine. A system of voting modeled
after the Australian system was
adopted in England in 1872. In
the United States this method was
first employed in local elections at
Louisville, Ky., in 1888, and in the
same year Massachusetts adopted
secret voting for all state elections,
beginning in 1SS9. The Australian
ballot, in one form or another,
finally was adopted by every state
ln the Union and it still Js em
ployed except where It has been
supplanted by voting machines,
which retain the essential features
of the Australian system.
According to the original Aus
tralian system, the names of all can
didates appeared on the same bal
lot, which was compiled, printed
and placed at the polls under the
direction of iiublie officials and at
public expense; in other words, the
ballot itself was strictly official.
The system had a threefold pur
pose—to prevent dishonesty In
counting votes, to insure absolute
secrecy and to protect the voter
from outside influence while cast
ing his vote. These were accom
plished by giving each voter a sep
arate ballot and compelling him to
go alone into a booth where he indi
cated his choice by making a mark
opposite the names of the candi
dates whom he preferred. The bal
lot then was folded and dropped
into a ballot box.

Diary Reveals Arctic
Tragedy of Long Ago
Away back in 1C33 seven Dutch
sailors were left on San Mayen Is
land in the Arctic by a whaling ex
pedition. When the whaling ship
returned the next year all were
dead. The bodies were placed in
wooden coffins nnd a cairn of rocks
built over them. For nearly 300
years the existence of this burial
place has been known, but It was
not found until a wireless opera
tor named Olonkin from the Nor
wegian weather service discovered
the calm. Only fragments of the
wooden coffin were found under
the stones but most Interesting of
all was the diary of one of the
seven unfortunates, Outgert Ja
cobsen, which told of their suffer
ings. “We are all ln bitter need
and dying," an entry early In April.
1G34, stated. "I crawl on hands
and knees and help the others as
far as I can." The last notation
was made April 30. It read: “Wind
as before. Sun shines. Who—"
That was the end. The band of
the writer bad failed him before
be could put down another word.—
Capper's Weekly.
Quaint Epitaph

The proudest boast of the obscure
vllluge of Boisover Is that one of
the quaintest epitaphs In England
Is inscribed in its churchyard.
The epitaph is that of a watch
maker buried nearly 100 years ago.
It reads:
“Here lies in a horizontal posi
tion the outside case of Thomas
Hinde, clock and watchmaker—who
departed this fife wound up, in
hope of being taken in hand by h'is
Maker, and being thoroughly
cleaned, repaired and set going in
the world to come on the 15th of
August, 183G, in the 19th year ot
his age.”
Nearby Is the two-line epitaph
of a butcher;
Here lies the body of poor John
Higgs,
A famous man for killing pigs.
Shaketpeare Home Seized

Researches in the calendar of Old
Chancery court have revealed a
document showing bailiffs were
once in possession of Shakespeare's
(old home at Stratford-on-Avon, to
receive judgment for debt. "They
did breake open ye doores of
ye studdy of said house nnd rashly
seize upon and take divers books,
boxes, deskes and moneys,” says the
document. But it was not Shake
speare's trouble. The house had
passed into the hands of his daugh
ter, and his son-in-law had con
tracted the debt. Shakespeare him
self had played his last part a few
years before the time of this doc
ument.—London Mail.

Hedge's Many Uses
One of the most important uses
of hedge plants is for screening
purposes and dividing the grounds
into different parts. For instance,
the service yard, drying yard, vege
table garden or garage court might
well be set apart from the rest of
the grounds with a tall growing
hedge.
Hedges for this purpose, If to be
clipped, can be grown from such
plants as buckthorn and honey
suckle. These two plants adopt
themselves to clipping and make a
dense, Impenetrable barrier. When
ever a screen, head-high, is needed
and there is little space available,
plant a hedge.
Average Human Hair

"Why are you going to church so
early, Mildred?”
“To pray for my sweetheart.”
?3ut I didn't know you had one.”
”1 haven’t—that's why.”

When you have a cold think of

EPHI ( F. 1.)
Guard against head colds, ca
tarrhal conditions and germ dis
eases as much as possible.
Ephi (F. I.) is sold by all drug
gists.
Price 50c
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
98 Exchange St. Bangor, Maine
At The Sign Of The Blue Bottle

According to one authority, the
average head has about 1,00(1 hairs
to the square inch. As the adult
scalp area is from 05 to 140 square
inches, this gives a figure of 05,000
to 140,000 hairs on a head. The
number varies according to texture
and other factors, blond hair aver
aging this higher number, while red
hair averages about 90,000. Wom
en’s hair averages higher than
men's. The annual growth Is esti
mated at 5’.4 to 6% Inches and the
weight of hair grown annually va
ries from .009 ounce per square
Inch on the thinnest-haired scalp
to .05 ounce per square Inch on the
densest.

BEGGAR BY DAY, Ht WAS
SULTAN IN CAVE HAREM

Probate Notices

Notices of Appointment

Lost and Found
FOUND—Adrift. Jan. 27. ln Georges,
river a skiff Inquire of HOWARD BICK
NELL. Main St.. Thomaston.
13-lt
LOST- Bunch ofA T3 keys.
Reward
If re- -------rx
rk’O
rriWTA
nt
TheBicknell Rockland W is-ns
13-15

STATE OF MAINE
I. Charles L. Veazle Register of Probate
Advertisements ln this column not to
To all persons interested in either of for t|ie County of Knox, in the State of exceed three lines inserted once for 25
the estates hereinafter named:
Maine, hereby certify that in the follow- cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
At
a nuumvc
Probate VUUll
Court HC1U
held at Rockland, lng CMiHCa
estates the
persons WCIC
were uppuillicu
appointed lines w5 cents each for one
10 cents
At a
U1C pCISUilS
— time,
----------- ----in and for the County of Knox, on the Administrators or Executors and on the for three times. Six words make a line I
day of January in the year of our dates hereinafter indicated:
Modern Jekyll and Hyde In Mexico 20th
,
LOST—The person Is known (with
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ESTATE ANNIE SPROUL. laje of RockWanted
proof) who took the Elgin wrist watch
Is Bared Through Jealousy
thirty-one and by adjournment from land, deceased. January 19th. 1931. Ed__________________
_
__________________
with
Initials E. E. C. from the organ at
day
to
day
from
the
20th
day
of
said
ward
K.
Gould
of
Rockland
was
apof Woman.
January the following matters having pointed Admr. and qualified by filing
WANTED-Small tiling cabinet, suit- Konie?meif°frMurned no‘q^estloiw^wlil
been presented for the action thereupon bond on same date
“nek sf CUV"" Wr‘te P " “3 WW £
otheerw^edsteP°s
"
Mexico City.—A crippled beggar hereinafter indicated it is hereby
HIRAM SMITH, late of Rockland, de t-nck St.. City.____________________ 14-16
prosecute MRS E E COVEL, Wiley's
:
on the streets by day and a sul Ordered
ceased.
January
20th.
1931.
Ava
Smith
That notice thereof be given to all
WANTED—Washings to do at home. | Corner. Maine.
13*lt
tan in his underground harem by persons Interested, by causing a copy of Rockland was appointed Exx. without wet
or rough dry. Called for and de
LOST—One ear ring, either ln Dad's
night was the double role lived for jf this order to be published three weeks bond.
livered.
MRS.
C.
W.
LEE.
256
Park
St
i
Lunch or from there to 23 Park St.. Jan.
CHARLES H. DECROW, late of Thom- Tel. 441-M. _____________________ 14-18 ! 24
iuecesslvaly ln The Courier-Gazette, a
years by an ingenious resident of newspaper
MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder
published at Rockland In said aston deceased. January 20th. 1931.
Coyoacan until betrayed through Countv that they may appear at a Pro- Lulu E. Decrow ot Thomaston was ap
WANTED—Medium sized peapod row leave at COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
12*14
ian Court to be held at said Rockland, pointed Exx without bond
boat. 75 lb. anchor exceptional value re-1
a jealous woman.
14*16
Jose Ramirez, now called “Don >n the 17th day ot February A. D. 1931. KATHERINE MATHER, late of Rock- quTred. HARMON. Rockland,
nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be land, deceased. January 20th 1931 GllJuan of the Wondrous Court,” was it.eard
Eggs and Chicks
____________
___ _
, ford B. Butler of Rockland was
w.s uappolntI..V- WANTED—At once long haired kltthereon If they
see _____
cause.
a successful beggar. But the man
ESTATF OF WILBERT R. NORTON, ed Exr and qualified by flllng bond on ^2"; ‘£,;e„n
™sVf,months- YO?,K,c
ate of North Haven, deceased. Petltlo.- same date.
KENNELS. lei, xra-w.___________ is-iu
was ambitious and not satisfied
WILLIAM II. SMITH, late of ThomasWANTED—One set second hand Comwith the results of his own efforts. lor Distribution, filed by Fremont Be.ton. deceased. January 20th. 1931. Char- putlng scales, old type. O. K If correct.
So, having charm for the fair sex, >ra;;e. Admr.
ESTATE WILEERT R. NORTON, late lotte M. Alley of Rockland was ap- Short lengths 3-16 to 5-16 chain. 15'8 to
he capitalized his attractions and
f North Haven, deceased. Petition to pointed Exx. without bond.
16 bbl bottoms. 29 staves. Price decides
enlisted in his service of begging Determine Inheritance Tax. filed by Fre
CATHERINE BICKMORE. late of St. sale. HARMON. Rockland._______ 13-15
six of his feminine admirers. These -nont Beverage, Admr.
George deceased January 20th 1631.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper In
ESTATE MARTHA S. STORER. late of Fred N. Hart, of St. George was ap- a smaU family or care of a semi-invalid.'
he sent into the streets for alms Warren,
deceased Petition to Determine! pointed Exr. without bond
P. CRONE, Rockport, Me.
and at night they returned to stiare Inheritance Tax. filed by Helen P. Rob El.I.EN E. WINSLOW, late of Thomas- MABELLE
13*15
Tel. 8611.
his caresses and to deliver their inson. Admx. c. t. a,
ton. deceased. January 20th, 1931. Jessie
ESTATE MARTHA S. STORER. late of Green of Andover. Mass, was appointed mMor^ERIC^HIURJULA. Thomxswn Ut
collections.
3. C. R I REDS—Baby chicks from
- without bond. Frank H. Ingraham
13*15
The court of the "beggar-sultan,” Warren, deceased, first and final account Exx
Agent in ,
standard
utility--------stock. -Maine
accredited.
lied for allowance, by Helen P. Robin of Rockland was appointed
..
__
, ,
w x
,I —
--------------------------------who found himself enriched by the son.
Admx. c. t. a.
Maine.
WANTED—Married man between ages They make healthy, productive hens.
contributions of his helpers, was
ESTATE WILBERT R NORTON late1 ESTATE LILLIAN A. HOMER, late of of 25 and 40 as a working partner in jew- price per 100. $20; 500, $19; 1000 and up.
Mass, deceased January 20th.
‘IL
I »18
S5?ne.,J;
maintained in a degree of elegance ifENonh HatTrndMeawd. HrM and finsU
not essential, no Capital required but I q TEAGUE, Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
not compatible with his means of iccount filed for allowance by Fremont 1931. Joseph G. Homer, of Boston. Mass must be able to furnish bonds and good barren
11-tf
Beverage.
Admr.
w
*
s
appointed
Admr.
without
fbond
livelihood in A eave near the town.
references. Will consider right man that -■
wn'tirq strain s c
HELEN M. PENDLETON, late " ““X,
nm'h,"M.f,n^°<'kland *“ “P can put part time into enterprise Write
BABY CHIX. WYLLIES STRAIN 3. V.
Here he dropped his pose of a ofESTATE
pointed
Agent
in
Maine
IL E F.. care Courier-Gazette.
12*14 R- 1 Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color.
Rockland, deceased, first and final ac
- state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
cripple and lived in comfort.
ESTATE MARY E. BLUNT late of
count filed for allowance by Arthur S.
Thomaston, deceased. January 20th 1931
WANTED—Washings, wet or rough | per hundred, postpaid for March until
Friction arose In the harem be Baker. Admr.
Oscar J . Hodgkins
of
Portland
was
apdr
>
’
Prices
50
and
75
cents.
MRS
EVy5th of April;
$1 less and 1000
.
..
. .
r
CD
V’T',P HB GRAY.
AV 19
11 lrvxlF Ci
19*1
, j 500
„ $2 less
ESTATE HARRIETT E BOWEN, late of pointed Admr.
cause Ramirez failed to divide his
ERETT
12 W
Willow
St.
12*14J pcr hundred
Safe arrivall «...
guaranteed.
without
bond.
deceased, first and final acattention equally and the slighted Rockland,
High
prices
|
FH.
WYLLIE
As
SON.
Thomaston,
ESTATE LAURA E. WADSWORTH.
WANTED—By collector
'ount filed for allowance by Almon P.
woman betrayed him to the po Richardson, Exr.
late of Camden, deceased. January 20th. paid for the following coins. Five dollar Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.1-tf
1931.
C
D
Wadsworth,
of
Camden
was
Bold
pieces 1815. 1819 1822. 1829; also
lice.
ESTATE NINA W
O'CONNELL
isoiowrVW1-.I-.X.OO of
ui Rock"“"V appointed Admr. without
bond. California gold pieces 1849 Issue or old
Officials visited the cave nnd and. second and finalaccount of Frank
put ate Mary e now
late
of
w«h
stamps
from CaliforESTATE MARY E. DOW. late of Wash- n,a lg4j>ontQenvelopes
1860; ^,s0sent
BDTthlnK
pertain
Miller. Trustee, tiled for allowance
ended Ramirez’ game. The “crip B.. Rodney
To Let
I. Thompson, Special Admin- tagton deceased. January 20th. 1931.
box’431
Rock..
.
.
.........
...
v
___
i,
Clara
S
Overlook
of
Wi.shlnarnr,
w
.ln
B
to
tne
early
Wi
si.
BUA
KOCKple" fled from the police. His com .strator of the estate of the late Frank Clara S. Overlook of Washington, was iahd
12*14
TO LET—Four room lower tenement,
3. Miller.
appointed Admx. d. b. n. c. t. a. and
panions were held.
...'
cs ,--------------------- 1---------- ; ' flush Closet, electric lights, garage, good
WANTED Salesmen. We need several , condition. Apply 196 I.1MEROCK ST.
ESTATE HARRY GUY CROCKETT of 9uallhed by filing bond on same date.
ESTATE SUSAN E MAXWELL, late of' men to sell highest grade auto and < Tel 875-M
13-15*
Waterbury. Connecticut* first and final
iccount filed for allowance by Alan l. ! Cushing.^ deceased. January 20th. 1931. tractor oils, paints, etc., to farming trade. • TO LET—A three room furnished
Builds Telescope Out
________
Rodney I. Thompson of Rockland, was o1' faI1
credlt* witlioiit note, inter- ;
nrtmpnt with free llehts and water
Bird Guardian.
ESTATE BENJAMIN K WARE, late of mm°Kl'tandAJanua%t22‘ndani93!',allhe:1 b> P">val wlth^tcst DrlXgV’’ WeekIyUdraw- ! THOMPSON'S. 16 Willow St._______ 13*15
of Plumbing Supplies
Washington, first account filed for al- fli‘ng bo"d January 22nd' 1931
lng account and full payment at end of . To LET—Two furnished rooms for
Pittsburgh.—Tools and materials lowance by Forrest H. Bond of Jefferson.
ESTATE ANNIE L. ATKINS, late of month. Apply by letter. A real propo-)
housekeeping, adults only. E. N.
Cushing, deceased. January 27th. 1931. sltlon. F. G. FOGG. Field Mgr.. 193 ! SYLVESTER, 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
used ln his work as a plumber have Admr.
11*16
ESTATE OF ALBERT O. EMERY AND
‘
Essex st- Bangor. Maine.
11-tf
aided Leo Scanlon, twenty-seven,
EMERY, of Rockland. Petition P?'
‘'Uallfied by flllng
WANTED—I buy shaggy kittens. Write
TO LET—Five room house, modern, on
to build a telescope recently dedi forHARLES
License to Sell Real Estate located bond on same date.
me
colors,
age
and
sex.
MRS.
WARREN
,
court
St.
Apply
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS,
at
cated.
JOSEPH G. DUNCAN, late of Merion, PEASLEE. Jefferson. Me.__________ 10*15 . Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
in Rockland, and described in said Pe
9-tf
Plumbing pipes, brass tubing, el tition. filed by Charles A. Emery. Pennsylvania, deceased, January 27th.
WANTED—Position as chef or all1931. The Girard Trust Company of
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tenebows and metal from discarded wa I juardian.
Pennsylvania, was appoint- round cook. Best of references Can ment. $22; 7-rooni tenement. $23.50.
ESTATE ANNETTE DENIO JONES, Philadelphia.
ter tanks are combined in the scien I late
5 Both have gas and electricity. Very
ed
Exr.
without
bond.
David
O.
Rodick
start
any
time.
HORACE
T.
PERRY,
of St. George, deceased. Petition for
7-tf pleasantly located in good neighborhood.
tific Instrument.
Probate of Will and for Adm. with the of Bar Harbor, was appointed Agent in Wadswqg^i St.. Thomaston
WANTED—Skates to sharpen.
We Aflply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577 . 4-tf
An observatory to house the tele Will Annexed, asking that Kate Dcnig Maine.
Attest
:
sharpen
them
while
you
wait,
and
sharp
 . TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
or some other suitable person be ______ CHARLES L_VEAZIE. Regjster_
scope also is completed nnd will Tower
en them right. CRIE HARDWARE CO . and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
Admx. c. t. a. without bond.
be the headquarters of a group of appointed
408 Main St.. Rockland.
9-25 COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
1-tf
ESTATE LENA COLSON, late of Rockamateur students of stars. Scan and
CREDITORS
deceased. Petition for AdmlnistraWANTED- Gentleman boarder, student
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
In the District Court of the United preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or MRS
lon was the guiding genius behind :ion. asking that William S. Colson, or
W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
other*
suitable
the
DistrictT /lH'
of ...Maine
call 163-M
7-tfI TeL 874-W.________________________ 1-tf
the erection of the observatory tel
• . a
.
a
*person be appointed States
TIn ♦the
1 Xfor BY.matter
f. ♦ • r. »- Z , F
1 AA. Grant. , --------------------------------------------------------of Lemuel
WANTED—Woman for house work in
escope. He was an organizer of Admr. without bond
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
Bankrupt.
ROSALTHA E ROKES late of Applefamily of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST.
Ad modern improvements. Inquire at
In Bankruptcy.
the astronomical section of the ion.
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
G-tf 12 ELM ST________________________1-tf
the creditors of Lemuel A. Grant
academy of science and art at Car bate thereof filed by Andrew J. Rokes ofToRockland.
Maine,
bankrupt:
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Petitioner. The Petitioner prays that
negie Institute.
Notice is hereby given that on the 15th
Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
will which is herewith presented day of November. 1930. the said Lemuel
For Sale
The eyes of professional astrono said
Lobster Co. Tel. 208._______________1-tf
may be approved and allowed, and that A. Grant was duly adjudicated bank
mers are turned with interest to letters testamentary issue to the said rupt; and that the first meeting of his
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
FOR SALE—Used pianos, factory re- copies
the homemade telescope. Dr. Frank Andrew J. Rokes, the executor named creditors will be held at the Knox
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
’and 7o’ur‘"pe«tio’ne7’ further ^TcourTHo“se"naRo?klande M^ne* ^ONINGTON PTORNi™£e CO™ 3ft home news, at Hotaling's agency, 308
C. Jordan, director of the Alle J^eln
"eSVaine “in^he'.J^^Td^
>«». ,daVJ
1931' «
KiT° ' 13-18 West 40th St,.
gheny observatory, and John \V.
/ -4Vne,u »
o clock in the forenoon, at which time --------------------------------------------------------Fecker,
professional
telescope
mn- attend prove their claims.
FOR SALE—Smelt house. Chevrolet
being an heir at law of said S?-?!'
estate, creditors
maker, are to attend the dedication ?.nd
appoint a i
e. examine the bank- car. fur coat, radio pole, sewing machine,
has no devise or bequest in said will and rupt and transact such other business as oil heater. C. W. LEE. 256 Park St.
services and test the Instrument.
was not mentioned therein in any way.
come before said meeting. Tel. 441-M
14-16
The telescope has a 10-incli lens, and asks this Honorable Court to deter may properly
FREMONT J C. LITTLE.
FOR SALE-Dry wood under cover,
which magnifies the stars nearly mine as a fact whether or not said
Referee in Bankruptcy.
□mission of the said Maude Robinson
Augusta Maine, Jan. 29. 1931.
14-lt long, $10; fitted. $14; junks. $12; limbs.
400 times their size as seen by the from said will was intentional or was
$10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21
14-tf
naked eye.
occasioned by mistake, or whether or
FORECLOSURE
no: said Maude Robinson had received
FOR SALE—Blood worms for smelt fish- I
Whereas Wilkes J. Maddocks. of Union, lng and minnows for ice fishing. NYE'S
a due proportion of said estate during
in the County of Knox and State of, OARAGE. Tel. 585 or 971
the life time of said testatrix.
13-15
Scotland Yard Keep#
Maine,
mortgage deed dated the i
NORA A. DONLAN. late of Rockland. 11th daybyof his
FOR SALE—Four incubators—two 550 '
August.
1928.
and
recorded
in
1
Murder Grips Packed Will and Petition for Probate thereof the Knox County Registry of Deeds, egg. one 330 egg. one 200 egg. first class
asking that same may be proved and al
190, Page 257. conveyed to me. the condition. Cheap. MRS. MELVIN CLINE. '•
London.—A Scotland Yard detec lowed and that Letters Testamentary Book
undersigned, a certain parcel of real . Spruce Head. Tel 58-21.__________ 13*15
issue
to Valentine Chisholm of Rockland, estate
tive sent hurriedly out of town to
in said Union in said ' FOR SALE—Registered Holstein bull t
being the Exr. named in said Will County situated
of Knox and bounded and de-1 calf. A nice calf cheap. Will exchange ;
Investigate a murder case just he
without bond.
scribed
as
follows:
for other stock. L. A. LINSCOTT. Wash
shouts to a messenger to bring him
ELLIE S. RICH, late of Thomaston, de
A certain lot or parcel of land with ington, Me.
13’1
a “murder bag” and dasliea off.
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate buildings thereon, situated in said
Altbouph little is known of these (.thereof
asking that same may m.he proved
Union .’“bounded
and .described
as , fol1 F°R s**fE ?ry eo'd wood. $10. ClJunks.
..
......
.
—
.
.Cl'J- urrtrtH fittxxH and nndor
J
allowed and that Letters Testamen- j low’s viz. Bounded on the North by land 512; wood fitted and under cover. $14, O
O
“murder bass” outside of Scotland and
-----... ..
............................
h. CRIE.
4-tt
tary .issue
to Effie Rich Richards of formerly Silas ..Bryant's
(now
Wayne Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
Yard, six of them are always kept Thomaston, she being the Exx. named in Uplnni I on the East by land formerly
FOR SALE—Blue doberman pinscher
said Will without bond
packed and ready for a call.
G. R Messer's I now Roswell Noyes) on bitch, spaved. 1'2 years old. easy terms If
ALICE S. GENN. late of Rockland, de the South b- land of Weston Carral's ; desired. ELIZABETH R. SEAVEY, 69 Park
Its contents are:
and on the West by the Mcdomak River, j st. Tel. 1080.
12-14
ceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
Two rubber aprons.
thereof asking that same may be proved and whereas the condition of said mort- 1 FOR SALE—House, barn and garage,
/"\NE hears of foreTwo pairs of rubber gloves.
and allow’ed and that Letters Testamen gage has been broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach good condition; 21 acres, with shore ’
Fingerprint apparatus. Including tary Issue to Celia M. Hnpworth of
handed young mod
privilege,
at
South
Cushing.
Me.,
on)
Rockland *he
beingbond
the Exx named closure
of «>» condition
thereof I claim a fores°utn
Me*; on
powders and brushes.
S^WWiliI
wlt*m
of said mortgage.
F°r~uusning
Pa«ic“1.»?.
B
erns
who
have the wed
FILLMORE.
77
Park
St
.
Rockland
Me.
One ipagnifying glass.
ESTATE LUCY M. CLINTON, late of lo£ated thls 20th day
J“Uary' A' ° ._________________________________ 12-17 .
One electric torch.
ding
invitations
ordered
Owls Head, first and final account filed v
F R LEIGHTON
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage.
One luminous compass.
for allowance by John F. Whalen. Cumberland, SS.
I electric lights and water, double lot of i
before
the
gentleman
lias
One pair of handcuffs.
Guardian.
On this 2oth day of January. A. D land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
ESTATE ADDIE L. ROBERTS, late of 1931. personally appeared the said F. R rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F.
Footprint apparatus, Including
“popped the question."
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for Ad- Leighton, and made oath that the fore- .STUDLEY, 69 Park St Tel. 1080 12-tf
zinc collapsible molds.
ministration. asking that Allston P. going notice subscribed by him is true
We frown upon this prac
FOR SALE—65 acre farm. 7 room house
Two 24-Inch steel flexible rules.
Roberts, of Vinalhaven. or some other
Before me.
i with fine cellar, barn, water in house. I
HOWARD DAVIES
A steel case for stationery, in suitable person be appointed Admr.
tice!
But they should be
ll-S-17
Justice of the Peace. i some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent
without bond.
cluding fingerprint forms.
plan. $1600, $16 per month. V. F. STUDordered early—and the
ESTATE
ELISHA
S.
ROBERTS,
late
of
LEY 69 Park St. Tel. 1030.
12-tf
Towels, soap, and strong disin Vinalhaven. deceased. Petit! -r. for Ad
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
order should specify “en
fectants.
Whereas Henry G. Farrow of Rockport
FOR SALE—Eight tons good hay, bar
ministration. asking that Allston P.
in
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
of
gain
if
taken
at
once;
also
soft
wood.
The rubber aprons, gloves, and Roberts of Vinalhaven. or some other
grave upon Linweave
HARRY
GOODWIN.
Warren.
12*14
Maine,
by
his
mortgage
deed
dated
the
suitable
person
be
appointed
Admr.
disinfectants are designed to pro
eighteenth day of June. 1925. and re
FOR SALE—Orthophonic Victrola. conWedding Papers ” For
tect the detective from germs while without bond.
corded in Kixox County Registry of solette
model, perfect condition, $20.
ESTATE OSCAR D. COOMBS late-of
b‘“k ‘VAg
conducting his Investigations.
12*14
oalena Townsh.R Indiana Petitioner L^th NaUonaliBank’ a bankinE corpo- See A. FOX. 477 Main St.
they are ultra-correct The
ArimtniKtrarinn
nsklntr
thnt
Alnn
T
worin
wauonai
canx.
a
oanKing
corpo
Administration, asking that Alan L ration existing by law and having its
FOR SALE—50 acre Lakeside farm,
rich vellum-like texture
Bird of Rockland, or some other suit
good
buildings.
Make
nice
summer
i
o
K
m
iamr
with™,?
P
!ace
of
business
at
Rockland
in
said
Rear Rabbits for Wool,
ib.e person be appointed Admr. without gounty of Knox certain real estate situ- home. For particulars write DEWEY
of Linweave speaks elo
WINCHENBACH. Waldoboro. Me
12*14
^°
na
ated
in
said
Rockport,
described
as
folNew Oregon Industry
ESTATE ALMEDA A CREIGHTON lows:—
FOR SALE—1927 Buick Standard 6.
quently of the taste of the
late of Union, deceased. Petition for
Beginning on the north side of
Olympia, Wash.—Baby Buntins's Administration,
Four-door Seflan, A-l condition. $250.
asking
that
Frank
G.
the
road
leading
from
Blackington's
bride-to-be.
Terms
or
trade.
ROLAND
E.
PAYSON.
rabbit skin lias now developed into Creighton of Union, or some other suit
Corner to Camden village on the line
East Union. Tel. Union 18-2.
12*14
rabbits’ wool for aviators and air able person be appointed Admr. without
of land of Robert Gregory; thence
The Courier-Gazettj
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven
N. 28*2 deg. W. 180 rods to a maple
plane passengers’ clothing. An bond.
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little
tree;
thence
N.
15
deg.
E.
32
rods
to
AUGUSTA
CHAMPNEY.
late
of
Rock

Oregon mill has been turning out
Tel 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
133*tt
stake and stones; thence N. 28’, 2
port. Will and Petition for Probate there
ML/ve.—.
something new In yarn, the first of of
deg. W. 64 rods more or less to stake
asking t^t same may be proved and
FOR SALE—Kitchen range oil burn
and
stones
at
Daniel
Packa
r
”
s
cor

Its kind produced in the United allowed aiftrthat Letters Testamentary
ers at reduced prices. DONAHUE &
WEnniNC PAPERS
ner; thence S. 87 deg. W. 19 rods to
RANLETT. Tel. 1033 Rockland.
9*14
States, from the wool sheared from issue to Edward A. Champney, of Rock the
pond; thence southerly by said
port. he being the Exr. named in said
Angora rabbits.
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
wood,
long,
$10;
fitted.
pond
168
rods
to
Hi
ranGregory
Will without bond.
$14; Junks. $12; soft junks. $8. L. F. ,
line; thence S. 29’.j deg. F 85*2 rods
The material Is expensive, but Is
ESTATE JAMES ROKES. late of Thom
TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
6-14
to corner of wall; thence N. 63 deg.
eight times warmer than ordinary aston. deceased, first and final account
E. 57 rods and 23 finks to stake and
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds, J
wool and equal to fur in extreme filed for allowance by Stanley H. Cush
stones; thence S. 28*2 deg. E. 49
also some nice hound pups. Now is the '
ing. Admr.
rods to the aforesaid road; thence N.
weather conditions.
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen- I
GRACE E. STARRETT. late
52’2 deg. E. on said road to first
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
153-tf
Growers receive from $3.50 to $7 of ESTATE
Union, deceased. Petition for Admin
bounds, containing 88 acres more or
per pound for the rabbit wool, ac istration. asking that Isaac E. Starrett.
FOR SALE - Fifty houses of all descrip
less, the .same being a part of lots
tions
ln
Rockland.
A
large
list
of
sum
cording to length of pelage. Sheared □f Union, or some other suitable person
2. 3. and 34 Fales Survey.
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
Being the same premises described
rabbits will again grow more wool. be appointed Admr. with bond.
estate.
Come
and
talk
over
my
list
11
in deed from Edward F. Clancy to
MARY C. TYLER, late of Rockland
Berets, blankets, shawls, sweat Will
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS
Laura E. Farrow dated February 15.
and Petition for Probate thereof
375
Malli
St..
Tel.
77.
______________
1-tl
ers, hoods, mitts and socks for air asking that same may be proved and
1916. and recorded in the Registry
plane service are made of the new allowed and that Letters Testamentary of Deeds for said County of Knox,
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms ano
Vi.l 172. page 387.
issue
to
Alden
L.
Tyler
and
Louise
M.
cottages for sale and rent, attractive,
fuzzy cloth. A rabbit will produce
Meaning and intending to convey
prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
Tyler Randall, both of Rockland, they
about 12 ounces of wool in a year. being the Executors named in said Will
the same premises conveyed to
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast, i
Charles A. Sylvester by Hanson ■ Maine.
1-tl I
with bond.
Gregory
by
deed
dated
May
1.
1861.
ESTATE A. F. MILLER, late of Cam
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7*,(
and recorded in said Knox Registry
Vanishing Swim Suits
den, deceased, Petition to Determine In
ui
vui. AU.
. h- D- °nd 2 h p- ln Rood shape; also:
of wveus.
Deeds. Vol.
10. rtthc
Page utu.
540.
heritance Tax. filed by Addie M. Ross, of
This foreclosure shall not apply to, 5i5SS2rcli4»o0,rTl>Vt’ino*.scamS,’
F‘ TIE'
Latest on Riviera Lincolnville.
Exx.
j that part of the above described prem- ! BETT^« 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
1-tl
ESTATE FRED J. TABER, late of iscs which was specifically released to!
Nice, France.—The newest and
deceased. Petition to Deter- , the said Henry G. Farrow by said Bank, f
naughtiest fad of the ultra-smart Rcckland.
Inheritance Tax. filed by The Statn October 16. 1926 by quit claim deed reyoung set on the Riviera is a magic mind
Street Trust Company of Boston. Exrs.
corded in said Registry, book 196. page
Miscellaneous
It may be a small run or
bathing suit which dissolves in wa
|_____________________________ _______ |
ESTATE A. F MILLER, late of Cam 463.
And
whereas
the
condition
of
said
:
inuM
a
t itwt
den. deceased, first and final account I
ter.
a
half
a million impressions
has been broken, now there- ;
maK’ i
The bathing suits meet all legal filed for allowance by Addie M. Ross. mortgage
fore, by reason of the breach of the con- T?,pJdav
mn n
a
Exx.
.
.
.
leaflets,
folders, broch
ditlon
thereot
said
North
National
Bank
I?
tel
*
713
M
*
6
'
1
?
°
requirements until they come In
152-S-tf
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER, late of claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
1
touch with water. Then they mys Union,
deceased. Petition to Determine
ures,
catalogues,
blotters,
EDWARD F. BERRY
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN '
teriously disappear.
Inheritance Tax. filed by Frank H. In
Cashier.
McCABE.
20
Oak
St.
Tel.
191.
Just
a|
graham
of
Rockland.
Admr.
letterheads,
handbills
or
The costumes are only used for
Dated January 15. 1931.
few steps from Main St.
14-tf
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER, late of
-----------------------------------------------------------'
STATE vr
OF mnii.u
MAINE
moonlight bathing. Made of a tis
what
have
you?
.
.
.
What

deceased. Supplementary account County of Knox. ss. January 15. 1931.
PATCHWORK—Dress percale clippings!
sue which melts in water, they are Union,
and additional to the first and final ac- Personally appeared Edward F. Berry (7 lbs.; $1.00). Smaller sizes for crazy!
ever
the
job
selling at a premium.
count filed for allowance by Frank H. and made oath that he is cashier of said patchwork (6 lbs. 50c.)Postpaid. Or
Ingraham, Admr.
North National Bank; that he is duly! pay postman, plus postage. LAWSON
ESTATE MILES CIDLINCER. late of authorized to execute the foregoing for TEXTILE CO.. 9 Aster St.. Providence.
—We Do It Right!
Men Lead in Suicidci
Union, deceased. Petition forDistribu- and in behalf of said Bank and that the R I.
14*16
Blackburn, Lancashire, England. tion. filed by Frank H. Ingraham. Admr. j
ARLES T ^SKIAI LEY
NOTICE—I hereby give notice to all
—Nineteen of the twenty-two per
Witness. MEL2ER T. CRAWFORD Es 8-S-14
persons that they are forbidden to ex- i
Notary Public.
tend credit to my wife Anne Finegold
sons who committed suicide here quire. Judge of Probate Court for l.nox
County. Rockland. Maine.
Friedman, as I shall pay no bills of her
this year were men.
Attest:
contracting after this date. (Signed)
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
ALBERT FRIEDMAN. Augusta. Me.. Jan. |
14-S-20
15, 1931.______________________ 10*Th-16 j
Servant* Willed Grave*
NOTICE—This is to notify all that
London.—A grave npleee was left
from this date I will pay only those bills
TENANT'S HAKBOR
to two of her servants In the will
contracted by mvself.
FLOYD B.!
of Hon, Sydney Hilda llution
The Sunday momlng subject at
CONANT. Port Clyde. Me. Jan. 22, 1931.
_________________________________
11*13 .
Thesiger.
the Baptist Church will he "How the
STORAGE. Good dry and clean, ln
Perfect Man Meets Temptation.”
barn; $2.09 per month. S. A. MACOMThere will be an anthem by the
BER, 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel.
choir. Plan to attend the sessions of
1158-W.__________________________ 9*14
the Bible School following the serv
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing. S. A
WARM AND DRY
ice. C. E. is at 6, topic, "The C. E.
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rocklanu.
Me.
Tel. 1158-W.
6*17 |
Society in the Program of the
Portland, Maine
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saw* • Get your car after the pictures or
Following the evening
Quality Work,
Family Washing* Church."
golf—warm and ready to go
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEsong
service
at
7
there
will
be
an
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010._______________ 1-tl j
Called For and Delivered
illustrated
lecture
covering
the
mis

Parcel Delivery Service
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goodi* ;
sion work in Burma. The pastor will
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St |
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES '
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R | be at the St. George First Church
Tel. 519-J.
1-tl
-s lor the evening.

t/ie, htct

z/TIED

Ihe Courier- Gazette

Suppose You

Place an Ad. Here

THE'* SCORE”
OR CONNtcTlON
OF MUSIC AND
MdORSJS
ORl&lNATEO iw
IfcOO A'D-

|n Everybody’s Column

GLOBE LAUNDRY

INSIDE EVENING
STORAGE
25c

And Stop It

If It Doesn’t Pay

Fireproof Garage

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 31, 1931

Fifty members of Winslow-Hol-,
brook Post and Auuxiliary met Thurs- Ila.day evening at Legion hall and listened to Miss Helen York give an
eloquent story of her trip to Europe
last summer. Miss York told about
the Passion Play which she witnessed
at Oberammergau. The entire trip
was presented to her hearers as a
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
1 series or
of pictures- so brilliantly
Brilliantly aia
did n.’
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. John I. Snow, Mrs. A. J. Bird ' Miss York tell of the events of her k
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
id Miss Ann Blackington enter- I trip. A social hour was enjoyed with i &
ment especially desires information of and
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. tained members of the Cardinal | refreshments served by the' ladies
Carol Deis, the young soprano of intimate friend of Mrs. A. R. Marsh
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be Club, husbands and guests Thursday . of the auxiliary.
gladly received.
Dayton, Ohio, winner of the fourth of this city, and Mrs. Marsh's daugh
evening
for
supper
and
cards
at
Mrs.
'
------TELEPHONE .......................... /770 or 794-W
national radio audition conducted ter, Mrs. George Clark of Lisbon
Snow's home on Masonic street.
Lloyd Clark, Jr., is home from the by Atwater Kent Foundation was Falls, is her namesake.
-------I Massachusetts Institute of Tech- heard with much interest and pleas
• * * *
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie entertained
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Perry attended \ nology for the mid-year recess,
ure last Sunday evening when she
James O’Hara is meeting with
the Thursday Auction Club and four the auto show in Portland Wednesappeared as guest artist in the At marked success in his capacity as
other guests at her home on Shaw day.
The Congregational ladies will water Kent Hour. Her opening organist at the New Oriental. The
avenue, with Mrs. Milton W. Wey
serve
supper
Wednesday
night
at
6
number was the "Bell Song" from atre in Boston (in the Mattapan
mouth of Sebago Lake as honor
Miss Olive Edwards was a guest at 1 with this commitee in charge: Mrs. "Lakme" which was her selection in district). He has just completed anguest. Prizes were won by Mrs.
a
supper
party
given
Thursday
eve\
Edwin
Edwards,
chairman,
Mrs.
the audition finals and she sang sev-, other song slide set, and it is being
Perley Damon, Mrs. L. E. Jones, Mrs.
Walter Ladd and Mrs. Benjamin ning by Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter ■ Ensign Otis, Mrs. Leo Howard, Mrs eral other songs of a diversified nature, j shown in the Publix Theatres. At
B.
B.
Smith,
Mrs.
H.
L.
Karl,
Mrs.
Strout,
Thomaston.
proving that this young singer is by the Oriental a lobby display is being
Philbrook, with a guest prize for Mrs.
George W. Foster. Miss Flora Fish, no means confined to one style of \ arranged for him, and he is being
Weymouth.
Mrs.
Henry
B.
Bird.
Miss
Annie
vocalism.
Mrs. Orrin Smith entertained the
billed as “The Mandarin of Melody,”
Frye, Mrs. Milton Griffin and Mrs.
Miss Deis has been singing since in keeping with the theatre, the
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Palmer were Tango Club for supper and bridge G. M. Derry.
a young girl in choirs and choruses Oriental. He holds one of the finest
Thursday evening at her home on
in Portland yesterday for the day.
and amateur operatic productions. theatre organ positions in Boston,
_____
1 Ocean avenue. Although the ladies
Atwood Levensaler, home from the opportunity came to her in the Day- has a wonderful instrument, and we
....
„ ! carried off honors for the evening,
Miss Heien Perry has gone to New the gentlemen proved to be the win- University of Maine for the mid-year ton local competition of the fourth know he plays it beautifully.
York'
ners in the series which ended that recess, has as his guest Leif Sorensen national radio audition. She won
» • • *
first place without question. Again
, night, and in the near future are to of Rumford, fraternity brother.
Some of the leading figures in
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to | be "treated’’ to a dinner of the highin the competition in southern Ohio
Miss Madeline Devone of Houlton her voice claimed first attention, and American musical education have
the Corner Club yesterday afternoon. I est type by the losers.
who has been stopping with her aunt, she was sent to Chicago to represent accepted an invitation to speak in
Mrs.
A. E. Morton for three months her section in the geographical dis the series of musicians’ relief sub
The postponed meeting of the
The N.&F. Club was entertained
scription concerts each Sunday from
left
yesterday for Staten Island, trict
______
__ where __
audition,
she again won WEEI from 1 to 2 p. m. The talks
Junior Harmony Club took place Thursday evening by Mrs. Ernest P.
N.
Y„
with
her
brother
who
is
deputy
fl^
t
'
place.
As
a
national
finalist
Wednesday evening at the BPW j Jones, Camden street, with two
will be aimed at arousing public inrooms with 25 members present, j tables of auction in play. Honors sheriff at Richmond Prison.
she journeyed to New York, and- Dec. i terest in bringing back the musicians
The lesson in music appreciation j were won by Mrs. Lawrence Leach,
C R Snraeue of Portland was a 14 WaS ,adjud?ed . theTT
i from retirement enforced by mteC. R. Sprague of Portland was a , Woman singer in the United States i „hani(,al rpnrndnetion the epnpral
conducted by Mrs. Faith G. Berry Mrs. Sherwood Williams and Mrs
lest
at
A ’ E.
Morton
’’S
Fndav and
and and ^arded?wo yearsjintenslfied
havlnj beln exLuncheon
was
served.
!
at
A
E
:
Morton
s
Friday
was on ear training, and with Mrs. , Lewis Coltart.
left this morning as engineer of the musical training and $5000 in cash
Leola Noyes in charge the members ■
tended
beyond
former
limits bv
Already she has entered the Curtis means of radio. The speakers will
presented interesting items pertainMrs. Evie Perry was hostess for ■ freight train to Brunswick.
Institute of Music of Philadelphia
ing to the life and compositions of the bridge party given under the
Clifford Ladd is home from Uni where she is a pupil of Emilio de include Wallace Goodrich director ol
Victor Herbert.
There was also auspices of the BPW Club Thursday
the New England Conservatory of
versity
of
Maine
for
the
weekend.
chora! practice. The next meeting evening at the rooms, with honors
Gogorza.
Music; Walter R. Spalding, head of
• • • •
will be Wednesday evening, with falling to Mrs. James F. Carver, Mrs.
the music school at Harvard; Leo R.
Mrs. Donald Perry, Mrs. Francis
pupils of Miss Mabel Holbrook, Miss Fred Achorn, Dr. Mary Reuter and
Many
interested
comments have Lewis, professor of music at Tufts;
Louraine
and
Mrs.
Frances
Ryder
Margaret Stahl, Mrs. Noyes, Mrs. Miss Ellen Daly.
have been vacationing from the come to me since the previous men- Archibald T. Davison, professor of
Emma Harvey and Mrs. Ruth T.
tion of Miss Helene Mosher’s concert choral music at Harvard. Phases of
Senter Crane store this week.
George furnishing the program.
in Bangor Jan. 22, and through a musical life in America will be dealt
Mrs. John M. Pomeroy entertained
at a bridge luncheon Tuesday eve- j Circle sooner at the Universalist' Thomaston friend we have her pro- with by Joe Mitchell Chappell, editor
Mrs. R. H. Britt entertained at ning at her home on Talbot avenue. ! Church Wednesday night at 6 gram. Her numbers were:
of the National Magazine and Isaac
luncheon and one table of bridge with two tables.
o’clock will be in charge of the men, n on Wings ot Song
Mendelssohn Goldberg, author of Tin Pan Alley.
Wednesday afternoon, with Mrs. C.
with I Fred Knieht as chairman ’> Estralita ......... arr. by Frank LaForge Mr. Dodge will also include at least
O. Perry carrying off the honors.
L. E.Dyer of Ash Pointwas called | Mrs. Orace Ronins8 president' of the i oas" wShLus'02""™.’....... ^Z' schS one. fine example of American comTuesday toBangor by the illness of ' woman’s Society lias called a meet- Freude Der Kinderjahre
Schubert position in the music ol tach proMiss Edith Stanley of Farmington his brother Eugene.
1 ing of the ladies directly after sup- 1
----------------IchuS gram
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. A. J.
per.
Adieu, foret (Jean D’Arc), Tschaikowsky
Murray, Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Harry L. Waterman has re
By a Lonely Forest Pathway ........ Grilles
Rosa Ponselle has passed the “su
............................................ Kelso
turned home from Knox Hospital.
stage
Mrs. Donald Karl entertained at Carnival
Christ Went Up Into the Hills, Hageman preme
,
. test”, ,on the same
.
. where
_
■
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Miles and
afternoon tea Monday as a birthday Love Went A-Riding...................... Bridge she jumped from vaudeville to grand
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of Ash surprise for Mrs. Fred A. Carter,
Mrs. Lucia Burpee were in Portland
For encores she gave “The Pool of opera 12 years ago. She has added
Point are attending the Auto Show ■ with ten guests present. Mrs. Carter Quietness,” “Statue," “The Bee" and the role of Violetta in “La Traviata”
Tuesday.
in Portland.
was presented with a bouquet of pink a group of two—“Without a Song" to her repertoire at the Metropolitan
Mrs. T. E. McInnis, Crescent street,
.
rosebuds.
and “Morning” fjjng, as she an- Opera. This Verdi work has always
Mrs.
H.
I.
Hix
and
Miss
Carrie
E.
■
_____
received word Thursday evening of
ncunced, to two persons in Califor- been considered by critics as the Specialties." He is especially noted
a bridge party is to be given by the nia, her father and mother.
the sudden death of her brother Brainerd are at Hotel Applegate. St.
acid test for coloratura sopranos. in Who's Who in America. He has
Joseph Lynn, at his home in Chelsea. Petersburg, Florida, for the winter. : activities committee of the auxiliary
The Bangor Daily News said that It was in 1918 that Ponselle then appeared before hundreds of clubs of
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. McInnis left They were joined Jan. 26 by Mrs. F. of Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.. “Miss Mosher demonstrated that the singing in vaudeville with her sister,' all sorts all over the country, and
M. Faber and Miss Elizabeth Fischer Monday evening at Legion hall, at 8. predictions made some years ago Carmela, attracted the attention of before innumerable schools and colyesterday for Boston.
of Peoria, Ill., who will spend three j Mrs. Myra Watts is chairman,
when she was a local (Bangor) sing- opera producers. They brought her leges.
_____
------■ er have been borne out by her sub- to the Metropolitan to sing opposite
» s * *
Mrs. Carl A. Christofferson was weeks in “The Sunshine City.”
Mrs. Grace Veaziewill behostess sequent success. Her mezzo-soprano Caruso in “La Forza del Destino."
hostess to the T Club for sewing
In connection with the Boston ap
Mrs. Delilah Cunningham enter to Lady Knox Chapter,D.A.R., Mon- V0jCe bas a lure and appeal, and her After that debut she was a star,
Thursday evening at her home on tained at bridge Monday afternoon.
day afternoon at 2.30 at her home, talented handling of it shows what Her versatility was considered sen- I pearance of the Chicago Civic Opera
Chestnut street.
Honors went to Mrs. Lillian McRae 12 Shaw avenue, with Mrs. Mary • hard work can do upon a basjs of , sational. and several works were pro- 1 Co., it is interesting to note that
and Mrs. Florence Keating.
Ladd and Miss Edith Bicknell as as- i natural ability.” The concert was duced for her, including “Gioconda," among the recent musical books is
Mrs. Maude Mather, Purchase
sisting hostess. The program leader i gjven' under the auspices of the “L’Africans,” "La Vestale“Don one pertaining to that organization—
street, entertained the Jolly Six
The
monthly
meeting
of
the
Wom

Will be Mrs. Clara Thurston.
1 otyokwa Class of the First Method- Giovanni” and "Norma.” She sang "Forty Years of Opera in Chicago,"
Thursday afternoon.
en’s Club of the Central Maine
------i ist Episcopal Church of Bangor of the difficult part in “Norma.' in 1927, told in an entertaining manner by
Power Company Wednesday evening
Chapin Class will have supper j which the singer was an active mem- ! the first time it had been produced Edward Moore, music critic of the
Mrs. Findlay H. Calder and Mrs. at the rooms was one of unusual in
in New York in 36 years. One critic Chicago Tribune. It is a volume of
■Fred Simpson of Camden enter terest. Miss Sue Carr of Augusta, Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. i ber wbeu she lived in that city.
" » « » ,
has said she is the only one who is 430 pages, well illustrated and hand
tained at a bridge luncheon Wed general chairman of the organiza E. F. Berry, Grove street at 6 o'clock. I
carrying on the traditions “of the bel somely bound by Horace Liveright,
nesday afternoon, with eight tables. tion, gave a delightful talk on her
Misses Florence Dean and Dorothy I Dame Nellie Melba, famous opera canto school of singing when a so New York. It is a valuable contri
Rockland guests were Mrs. Fred L. i last summer’s trip to California. In
bution to the history of music in this i
Linekin, Mrs. C. E. Gilley, Mrs. conjunction with this, moving pic Harvey have been presenting their singer, is reported as seriously ill. prano could sing any role written country, containing a wealth of anec
George E. Dunton, Mrs. Fred T. tures were shown of many features entertaining act “The Midnight Fan- The noted diva, now 71 years old. for a soprano, be it lyric, dramatic dotes, a store of statistical informa- i
Veazie. Mrs. Sumner Perry Mrs. L. ^‘theTrip. wTth Ralph Kennison'of tasy” at the Camden food fair this v/as so ill when she arrived at Aus- or colorature."
tralia Nov. 4 that the doctors forPonselle, of Italian lineage, was tion, casts, etc.
E. Jones and Mrs. Joseph Emery. Augusta operating the machine. week, meeting with marked success.
bade her to land. On the arrival of born in Meriden, Conn., and her
_____
Mrs. Linekm ranked third among One of the high lights of the meet- :
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues- the ship at Melbourne, Nov. 10. she
years were passed under
the prize winners.
SOUTH THOMASTON
ing was the vivid address given by \ day night with supper at 6.15. J was removed to a hospital. At that earliest
Miss Helen York covering her trip Charter members' night will be ob- time, however, it was stated that her vary humble circumstances. Her re
markable talent was recognized by
The Willing Workers’ committee to Europe last year with the Gold ’
The men of the village who have
condition had improved and that her her family who contrived in every
of the Universalist Church was en Star Mothers. Refreshments were; served.
been working at Clark Island have ail
_____
speedy
recovery
might
be
expected.
tertained by Mrs. Hervey H. Allen at served at the close of the program. J
possible manner to procure money
Mrs. Roy Estes is chairman of the
the Copper Kettle Thursday after Miss Hazel Wall was chairman of the
for vocal lessons. Today she is un been laid off. This has been a very
supper the Episcopal ladies are servThe sixth concert of its current questionably the greatest operatic long season for tliat kind of stone
noon, with the time devoted to mak committee in charge.
ing tonight at the parish rooms of i series at Jordan Hall (Boston) was soprano before the public.
business.
ing overdrapes for the vestry. Plans
Peter’s Church from 5 to 7—the given Sunday by the People's Symwere made for a public bridge to be
• • * •
Maynard Jackson was so fortunate
Mrs. Donald Perry and Mrs. Fran St.
given in the near fliture. Mrs. Allen cis Louraine entertained at dinner hours chosen for th“ convenience of j phony Orchestra under the direction
Tuesday as to shoot a very beautiful
Frau
Winifred
Wagner,
widow
of
of Thompson Stone. Of particular
served tea.
lox. Tne animal seemed to be a cross
and bridge Wednesday evening at shoppers and clerks.
interest is the announcement that Sigfried Wagner, is carrying' on the between black and grey fox and had
Mrs. Perry’s home on Grove street,
Bayreuth
traditions,
in
accordance
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler de- Marion Kingsbury, Eoston soprano.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Frank with eight guests. Honors were won
black ears, face and feet, its tody be
Gregory entertained at her home on b?MrsB7 f“ Burgess" Mrs. Louraine glared that; Professor Einstein is assisted the orchestra and gave with her late husband’s wishes. This ing a tawny gray. Mr. Jackson re
year's
program
already
has
been
North Main street. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs Rninb Rrmrn
monarch of the realm of pure thought pleasure by her performance of an
ceived an attractive price for the pelt.
p
thus excluding him from jurtsdicv.ui, air from Mozart's last, but by no fixed. The festival will run from
Albert Cables and Mrs. Elizabeth
July 21 to Aug. 19. “Tannhauser”
Mrs. Lulu Allen or Moira, N. Y.,
Mills, the occasion being the birth
over
some
of
the
shows
in
Gothom.
—
means
greatest
opera
—
La
ClemMiss Hattie Armstrong who has
day of Mrs. Cables. The afternoon been the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. Boston Herald.
i enza di Tito?” Mrs. Kingsbury is an will have five performances; Parsi arrived here Friday, called by the
fal
”
five;
"Tristan
”
three
and
the
critical illness of Pier foster mother,
passed away pleasantly and cheer L. Morris, at The Highlands, re
"Ring" four.
Mrs. Jean Ingram, whose death oc
fully.
During the supper hour, turned to Boston yesterday.
• • • •
curred Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Cables was quite surprised to
“
A
New
Jersey
doctor
says
there
have a nicely decorated birthday
Mrs. Susie Smith received the third
The choir of St. Bernard's Church
are
fewer
girl
sopranos
since
women
cake placed
and lourtn degrees in Wessaweskeag
, before her. Later in the
. i is giving the bridge at the Thorndike
I started smoking. That's the great Grange Wednesday night, with the
S 'Brill Wednesday evening, with, Miss
est argument we’ve heard in favor accompanying harvest feast. There
see friends and relatives come troop Celia Brault as chairman, Playing
of women smoking."—Southern Lum was good attendance and the fine
ing in, until there were 20 persons will begin at 8 o’clock.
berman.
present to offer birthday greetings.
combination victrola and radio dem
Guest: “Only once in history has onstrated by Arnold Allen was great
Mrs. Cables was the recipient of a
Miss Edna Walker of Island Falls
I the personality of a great singer in ly enjoyed.
number ui
of nice
nice pieaenvo,
presents, uiviuuins
including j jg visitillK at E W. Berry's for the re- j
uumuer
spired a great chef in the naming of
a shower of several pieces of a lovely , mainderBof the wlnter
Mrs F. J. Baum and others gave a
a masterpiece—when we got the
shade of green glass. A nice lunch ;
_____
deligntful card party Tuesday night
Peche Melba."
was served. The evening passed
Everett L Spear and Erwin M.
Flapper: “Oh, but I'm sure you're in the Grange liall for the benefit o’
quickly with games and other diver Spear were in Boston recently where
street lights. Refreshments were
j wrong
there.
What about the the
sions.
served and a sale of home-made can
they attended the Quiet May Oil
j oyster Patti?"—Cleveland News.
dy was held. Two delicious and beau
• * • •
Miss Kathleen Nosworthy enter Burner convention and auto show.
cakes were donated by those fa
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, educational tiful
tained the R. V. Club at her home
mous cooks, Mrs. Clifford Dennison
The annual charity dance of
director of the Community Concert and
on Fulton street Thursday evening, Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Mrs. Lotta Crowley, and were
was held at
Association of New York, has recent
the meeting being in a form of a Temple hall Wednesday
night, with
on shares, Miriam Wiggin and
birthday party for Miss Gertrude
ly been in Bangor arranging a drive sold
O. Hurd being the winners. Mr.
Phillips, who was presented with a more than 200 couples in attendance,
to obtain 750 to 1,000 members for S.
Hurd in turn generously auctioned oil
it the largest and most suc
gift from the club and a very attract making
the
newly-formed
Bangor
Com

his prize and donated the money to
ive birthday cake. Miss Betty Dun cessful of these affairs. Effective
munity Concert Association. The the proceeds of the affair, which alcan was guest of honor. The next decorations in a color scheme of
plan
presented
by
Dr.
Spaeth
is
pracmeeting will have Miss Avis Black black and white were used. Kirk's
i tical, co-operative and economical, togetner netted about $23.
Orchestra gave a half hour concert,
Mrs. Ivan Rackliff owns a Bible
ington as hostess.
and makes possible a minimum of
augmented by readings by Master
j three major concerts during the year. printed in 1827 (104 years old) which
Harold
Dondis,
vocal
solos
by
Mrs.
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett enter
Portland, Augusta and Lewiston are contains the Old and New Testaments
tained at sewing Thursday evening R. C. Wentworth and solo dances by
other Maine cities having community and the Apocrypha. In it are records
Miss
Gretchen
Fletcher.
Kirk
and
at her home on Rankin street.
i
concert
associations. The list of of the Robinson family dating back
his men passed out all the latest
artists
available
through the master to 1792. Other interesting old books
Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr., entertained and snappiest dance tunes. Refresh
I
association
is
a
formidable one— also owned by Mrs. Rackliff are: A
a few friends at supper and bridge ments were served by Miss Harriet
such
as
Florence
Austral, Amelita Report of Secretary of War on "Indian
Thursday evening at her home on Rankin, chairman, Mrs. Fannie
I
Galli-Curci.
Maria
Jeritza. Rosa Abairs,” printed in 1822; a Grammar
Brown, Mrs. Kenneth Legage, Miss
Talbot avenue.
Ponselle,
Marie
Sundelius,
Sophie of Geography, giving the census ol
By
GLADYS
LILLY
Izelle Andrews. Miss Hazel Keller
1810 Ttnd a history from 1607 to 1822.
Braslau,
Sigrid
Onegin,
Mario
ChamMrs George Stanton and Frank Wade
The Congregational ladies’ group and Leon Smith. In charge of the
lee,
Martinelli,
Tito
Schipa,
Lawrence
IMPLICITY is the keynote of nets arc frequently ornamented by
was entertained at the home of check rooms, were Carl Dyer, Ever
Tibbett, Paul Robeson, Mischa El also both own Eibles printed over
modern living. The comfort classic dentils and moldings, and
Mrs. C. E. Gilley Thursday evening, ett Maker, Otto Deisler, Thomas
man, Jascha Heifetz, Toscha, Seidel, 100 years ago. No doubt there are
able living-room long ago dis topped by graceful pediments and
with 25 present. Activities for the Fleming and Floyd Montgomery.
Harold Bauer, Ossip Gnbrilowitsch. many more valuable old books in
placed the stuffy formal parlor with finials. Like the woodwork of those
winter and spring season were dis Prize dances were won by Miss Har
Mildred Dilling (harpist), John town whic.i the correspondent would
its trailing lace curtains, heavy dark beautiful rooms of our early colon
cussed. It has been decided to meet riet Howard, Ray Eaton, Elmer Davis
Amadio (flutist), the London String be glad to hear about.
hangings, gold embossed wallpaper, ists, the bookshelves are always
once each month ’for a business and Miss Doris Williams. Favors
Monday night the annual instal
Quartet, New York String Quartet.
and multiplicity of ornaments and painted white. In any case, whether
meeting, and to put on various en including noise makers, horns, rattles,
La Argentina (dancer) and many lation of officers of Knox Lodge ol
bric-a-brac. In its place fashion has the room is of classic dignity, or
tertainments during the next few tambourines, serpentine, paper caps,
others whose names are familiar to Masons was held. The ceremony was
enthroned a large light room, so is delightfully simple and informal,
months. One of the earliest will be etc. were plentiful and added color
private but much enjoyed by the
us through their renown.
t
arranged that the family and guests the built-in bookshelves are treated
a musical entertainment under the zest to the occasion. Approximately
• • » «
members who attended. A light
may sink comfortably into the like an integral part of the room,
direction of Miss Marian Norton to $125 was netted, to be devoted to local
Dr. Spaeth captivates everyone luncli and ice cream were served.
depths of an upholstered lounge or which they rightfully are, and are
take place in February, although no charity. An expression of apprecia
wherever he goes. From ten minutes Ralph Clark and LeRoy Chatto ol
chair for an evening’s relaxation painted or enameled to match the
definite date has yet been named. tion is made to all who aided in the
of humorous entertainment to more Rockland impressively installed these
other woodwork of the room.
and pleasure.
Miss Norton’s committee is composed succes sof the affair.
than an hour of fascinating instruc officers: W. M.. Charles Watts; S. W„
ln rooms of the sturdy Tudor or
Among the many pieces of elabo
of Mrs. Fred Colson, Mrs. L. B. Cook,
tion at the piano he is invariably a John Ingram; J. W., Harvey Crowley;
Owing to the stormy weather our
rate equipment which have been Elizabethan period the woodwork
Mrs. C. O. Perry. Mrs. Fred T.
success. He keeps all happy with a treasurer, S. O. Hurd; secretary,
discarded for those of newer and is usually stained, and the book
Veazie, Mrs. Seymour Cameron, Mrs. “dollar sale" will be continued through
wonderful combination of music, Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.; S. D., H. A.
simpler design is the cumbersome shelves are treated accordingly. A
William Vinal, Mrs. Wallace Spear, the week beginning Feb. 2. E. B.
laughter and human understanding. Harlow; J. D„ A. F. Sharper; chaplain,
"bookcase” which used to occupy coat of varnish, however, is a wise
Miss Dorothv Snow and Mrs. Harold Hastings & Co.—adT
He holds an unique position among Milton Bassick: marshal, S. A. Rack
so much space under the gas jet precaution for built-in bookshelves
Coombs. Miss Olive Pride enter
the musicians and lecturers of the liff; senior steward, Leroy Wiggin;
in the parlor. Books are now tempt which are treated in this manner,
We are showing our attractive new
tained delightfully with a group of
country, for he is the one man whose junior steward, Fred Allen; tyler,
ingly displayed in open built-in since the shelf surface will then be
readings, and refreshments were line of white gold mountings with
shelves where a volume can be protected from the buffeting of
effectiveness with any gathering may James Williams.
served. The ladies are conducting a diamonds on the sides. Leon J.
i
reached without unlocking a glass stiff-bound books.
be guaranteed in advance, no mat
cake sale this afternoon at the Ful- White, jeweller. Main street, oppo
The placing of all built-in furni
door. Built-in bookshelves are fre
ter what the nature of the occasion
ler-Cobb-Davis store at 2 o'clock.
site Hotel Rockland.—adv.
MARTINSVILLE
quently placed flanking the fire ture should be carefully planned.
may be. He has written several
place, and they may be “furred" A symmetrical or balanced ammge- , books, the most noteworthy being:
Margaret Newton, distinguished
Julia A. Barker, distinguished
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel, Mr. and
into the wall, or may be attached ment is usually followed^, wtere
“The Common Sense of Music," "The Mrs. LaForest Teel, daughter Nellie
psychic, of Augusta will demonstrate psychic, of Portland will demonstrate
there are two sets of bookshelves
to it.
Songs You Forgot to Remember," and son Donald, and Miss Beatrice
spirit communication at G.A.R. hall spirit communication at G.A.R. hall
In rooms of dignified Georgian in a room. The shape of the room
"America's
New
Folk
Music," Nickerson, were Sunday guests of Mr.
next Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.— next Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.—
Colonial design, built-in book cabi will suggest places.
adv.
14
adv.
12-14
“Words and Music" and "Musical and Mrs. Farrington Hart.
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Use A Foundation Cream
For Your Daytime
Make-Up
>—tOUNDATION

cream

was

f-T1 introduced in Paris only a
few years ago. At first,
many women with poor com
plexions used heavy foundation
cream in an effort to cover blem
ishes, or as a “short cut”—think
ing if they put on a thick coating
of cream, and then applied pow
der and rouge, they wouldn’t
need to put on more make-up all
day. The results often were very
artificial looking.

We have learned much about
foundation creams since that
time, however, and now know
that a good foundation cream
should not he heavy, but light
and fluffy—almost the consistency
of whipped cream—in order to
do its job well. And of course
there is no need to hide a ne
glected skin under a heavy coat
ing of powder and cream, when
it is so easy to keep your skin
in good condition by cleansing it
daily with a good cleansing
cream, and then gently tightening
your pores with either a mild as
tringent or a skin freshener.
After cleansing your face, the
next step in making up for day
time is to apply a good founda

Barry beauty consultant

tion cream. You will find that
very little is required to give your
skin a perfectly smooth finish.
Perhaps it will seem difficult at
first to get a very small amount
of cream on evenly, hut this really
is easy when you know how:
First spread a generous dab of
foundation cream all over your
face and neck, and then gently
wipe away the surplus with
cleansing tissues. This will leave
a tiny film of foundation cream
on your face. When there is a
tendency to enlarged pores this
invisible film will keep the powder
from caking and getting into your
Dores. In this way, too, there is
no chance that a spot without
foundation rteam will be left on
your skin, only to show up later
under the powder.
If you prefer dry rouge, apply
that next, and then powder lightly
over it, but if you use a cream
rouge, always smooth it over the
foundation cream before powder
ing your face at all. The same
rule applies to both kinds of
rouge: always blend the edges of
your rouge with powder, and
never allow yourself to be seen
in public until you have carefully
powdered over the rouge. When
you have used a soft, light foun
dation cream on your face first,
rouge can he applied so skillfully
after a little practice, that it will
look very natural, and scarcely
can he detected.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Beautiful

Romance
of the

West!
Cattle, Outlaws and one igx
woman combine efforts
s
to tame one man.
Rf |

i

'I

From the novel
“Untamed"

“Fair Warning”
WITH

GEORGE O’BRIEN
—ADDED-

Paramount Sound News

Comedy

NOW SHOWING
“NIGHT WORK"
with
EDDIE QUILLAN
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

SHOWS
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Tele, Inna 892

Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 10.30

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Every-Other-Day
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High School Notes

Young Musicians Acquit Themselves
Most Creditable Before Rubinstein
(tub

POPPIES BLOOMING

SAUNTERINGS

In Sub-Zero Weather They
Unfold 10,000 a Day At
As this is not a good climate for
The annual student day program
Togus
of the Rubinstein Club, under the fruit growing out-of-doors in the

HINTS
FOR
THE

MOTORIST

By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
direction of Mrs. Gladys S. Morgan, winter time, let us saunter over to
Prom the office of Anne F. Snor
Rusted Cylinders And “Sludgy” Oil
I
took place yesterday afternoon in the the Harvard Museum and see if we EaslPr£ Divisiona, chalrman of the
Congregational vestry before a large can find some fruit indoors. Well.
____ _____ ...
Keeping
The
Crankcase
t
ree
Of
U'ufcr
Will
Prevent
Them
eatherine
members Darents
t
. .
~
national
committee, comes
gainering of
oi club
ciud inemoers pai ents.bere are four cases of glass truit, ...
, , poppy
,
At'J
THESE TWO SUBJECTS are treated in tlie same article because
music
teachers and
interested .
,
.
, ,
,
_ this statement.
from R.
...
.....
,
.
.
Sounds a bit Pharisaical, like Prof. friends, who were unanimous in pro the latest .importation
the rusting ot' internal engine parts and the emulsification of engine oil
„ .. ,
,, I
An additional order for 7i.000
Rogers' snob dopsn't it? But it's only nouncing it one of the best entertain Blaschka.
both depend upon the presence of water in the crankcase and the likeli
1929.
Horticulturally, j poppies has just been received at
the introduction to the chapter on ments of that nature given by the Prunuis is or.e of the most interesting Maine Poppy Shop and the material
hood ot this coudition is greater in cold than in hot weather, because
“Table Manners" in the sophomores' club. The program, a versatile one of all genera as it includes peaches, | has been ordered by Mrs. Anne F.
engine temperature is generally low in winter and water accumulations
new text book.
are not eliminated by evaporation, as they are when engines run hot.
for young musicians, served to dis nectarines, plums, cherries, apricots. Snow,
It' an engine, having water present with its oil, is left idle in cold
play the developing musical talent and almonds. Let us start with I “With the thermometer at eight
On the Mexican Border. 1 this column said on Feb. 11, 1928—
weather, its cylinders are very likely to rust ami if it stands very long,
Monday night at 7.30 our first in the community and the efficiency Prunus Persica. the peach. It is a ' degrees below zero poppies are
Before I forget it, on New Year three years ago:
rusting may go so fat that the piston rings will stick to the cylinder
Day I ran into a family from Alabama
Her name was Halima Faballala. hockey game will be played with of the music teachers in Rockland native of China. The specific name blooming at the rate of 10.000 a day
bores. A laid up engine sometimes cannot be turned over in the spring
Thomaston and Camden.
at the National Soldiers’ Home.
Persica. indicates Persian origin.
They were eating pickled pigs' feet She was about 22. Lithe, shapely, Union at Community Park.
if fresii water free oil was not put into its crankcase and cylinders,
One of the high lights of the proIndeed Theophrastus <322 B C.) Togus. Me. To be sure the blossoms
anti black-eyed peas. I asked about with piercing black eyes—not the
'.vheu it was taken on. of service. Frequent changing of oil and drain
verv efficient looking
young
Sram
was the
toy orchestra
under the, . SOeaks of the peach as a fruit of are not growing through the snow
the combination. With surprise they liquid, dreamy eyes, but the quickly, jThe
____
„
.
___
„
...
.
..
........... _ i___________............................... .
v
HivonTirtrt
IVfrc
Yfortrnorita
lnbn_
T-,
u..»
if
if
UnH
nulftnrl
ing of water accumulations are very desirable, in cold weather, as anti
but are being fashioned by the busv,
told me that in Alabama everyone shifting kind that had a twinkle of! lady
who brought around the notices
direction of Mrs^
Marguerite^
, Persia,
but
if
it
had
existed
lust precautionEngine oil, when beaten up with water, accidentally
ate pickled pigs' feet and black-eyed fun and harmless deviltry in them, j from the office this week was Mabel son. supervisor of music in the pub- Persia or Armenia as an original patient, sometimes clumsy fingers of
present with it, in the lubricating system, tends to emulsify or form
lie schools.
The 20 youngsters component of the flora, knowledge disabled World War veterans in the
peas on New Year Day because that She was becominelv and modestly \ Porter.
semi-solid material, known as "sludge," much as olive oil and vinegar,
chosen from the various grades one oi it would have spread very early to Poppy Work Shop under the mangave good luck and prosperity gowned, had pretty, even white
when beaten together form a semisolid salad dressing. When this
agement of the Legion Auxiliary of
The freshmen held a sale at the; of the town schools presented a col- Asia Minor and Greece,
throughout the year.
' teeth, and there lingered about het
occurs, not only are lubricating qualities sacrificed, but the sludge tends
mention Maine in cooperation with Col.
a faint, elusive, fragrant odor of lunch room Fridaythe proceeds of orful Picture in their uniforms ofHebrew writings do not
to stop up oil passages and cause lubrication failures. Oils vary as to
which weredevoted to
the Red white, with red capes lined with the peach and it does not have a Keith Rvan. Governe- of the Home,
You folks in Maine eat new garden myrrh and spice and frankincense, Cross. This class has also voted white, and red paper caps. Their Sanskrit name. The most reliable with Chaplain P. H. Hershey detailed
their tendency toward emulsification and only those which are free
as
the
Egyptians
do
not
use
perfume.
peas on the Fourth of July, but I
some money toward putting more first number was so well received records indicatethat the Greeks and for special duty with the Auxiliary ] from this shortcoming should be used, especially in.cold weather. If
She
was
introduced
to
m°
by
her
can t think what it is you eat with the
the oil drained from a crankcase is lumpy and contains semi-solid
that an encore was demanded—"Pop Romans did not receive
it until supervisor.
peas. They had never heard of such brother Tolba Abdllala Faballala the lockers in the boys' basement.
sludge, it is not a fit oil to use, and a better grade should he substiGoes the Weasel." Master Walter shortly after the beginning of the
"This is the third consecutive year
"Sheik."
a
guide
I
had
employed
last
a thing down here, of course, for they
uted lor it. Moreover, tlie oil pipes and passages should be thoroughly
of Maine's Poppy Work Shop, arid
Thedelectable odorsarising
from Butler. Jr, acted as director, with Christian era.
January
when
I
was
here,
and
on
can have green peas all the year
ileaned out. before the engine is again used, or some of them may
the lunchroom at noon lately offer Mrs. Johnson at the piano. Master The cultivation
of the peach in 130.000 . poppies are being made.
this,
my
second
trip,
he
seemed
very
around.
become obstructed.
friendly. And so sister invited me to an excellent illustration of glandu Dudley Harvey, aged six years, was America probablv began in Mexico, Orders for over 42.000 have been
have "tea" with her. I say " ca." but lar response to stimuli. Chef Mer the youngest solo performer for the I shortly before 1571. In 1928 there received from Auxiliaries in Maine
INOPERATIVE THERMOSTATIC. tested and replaced if found lnA native here invited me out to a there was no tea. Just a bite you riam knows there's nothing like hot afternoon, giving his little number were produced in the United States An effort is being made by thePosts
V (LYE
operative, oecause running the enMexican cafe for dinner this week know, and a little chat
soup to make the mouth water on a with assurance despite his tender according to crop reports, 68.360,000 and Units of Maine to increase the
ine overeooled gives highly inetK. M A. writes: I notice this I ?
and hinted to me that they had
cold day, and he's hit it right every years and the fact that he has taken bushels at an estimated value of sales of poppies this year sothat
winter that the engine ot my 1928 ficient results.
but eight lessons. In fact, each $67 360 000.
more material will be ordered for
wonderful lamb chops, and made a
time.
---------- car does not warm up as 1
In my short career I have eaten
young musician gave a splendid perVarieties of the peach in the case: this year's work shop. Mrs. Anne F.
specialty of them. I ordered some,
it used to. The heat indicator NOISY ItEVlt- Wl.KS CALL FOR
An interesting and interested formance, reflecting the
efficient Red Magdalen, American Rivers, Snow of Rockland. Maine's Poppv
and they seemed to be very good. muskrats, monkeys, and many other
never registers nearly as high as it
BETTER LUBRICATION
chairmen, is Eastern Divisional
After the meal I remarked to my strange things, but I was now to be visitor at the school Thursday was teaching being given by the local Green Original.
did last winter and it takes a
Unusual growling or grinding
Diseases of the peach: Scloro- chairman of the national poppy com
number of miles of driving to bring noises fron. the rear-end of a ear,
friend that they surely did serve very introduced to the dried locust. Mrs. Caroline (Achorn) Merriam of music teachers.
afternoon f.r. a fructieena. one of the most mittee. which includes general su
it up into the “normal range.” in cold weather, should be heeded
large portions, as I had been given Really, girls, they looked just like big the class of 1886. Although she was Accompanists for the
Does this indicate anything wrong? at once, for they are often signs
fruit-destroying
molds, pervision of the poppy project for
five chops for one order. He re cockroaches. We had locusts and class prophet that year she said her were Mrs. Alta Dimick, Mrs. Florence common
_______________
_ ____
and Auxiliary
in the____
New
Sanborn. Botrytis cinerea. a grayish fuzzy the Legion
marked that goats were plentiful honey, and sticky dates, and dried, wildest prophecies did not Include McMillan Mrs. Ruth _E _________
that the gears and bearings of the
i rear-axle are not receiving ade
down here. And then I saw a great pulled figs and sweet'cakes. and some any such changes in the school as Miss Helen Stone of Camden and growth which attacks the center of England States and New York. New
funry
sort
of
fruit
that
was
a
cross
Miss
Elizabeth
Creighton
of
Thomthe
peach
and
causes
it
to
grow
Jersey,
Pennsylvania.
Delaware
quate lubrication. Even though the
light. He had invited me out to get
had already occurred.
aston The program:
[soft. "Peach leaf curl:" Three Maryland and Washington. D. C."
housing is l'ully supplied with lubrime filled up on billy goat chops, and between a peach and a, mango—
Bllbro stages of this disease which even-----------------had waited for me to discover the but no wine. The true Mohammedan
The winter carnival is occupying Plano—Little Weitz
i’ll HavE ^6
Dudley Hanev
affects the twigs where it will last
COOKING THE COOT
trick. I am so fond of Worcester is forbidden wine or intoxicating everybody’s time and thought this
SEE TO THE
Petite Reunion (Children^ Party) j ai] winter to cause outbreak of the
shire sauce and A-l sauce that I use drink of any kind.
week. Mrs. Flanagan, assisted by
AGAIN?
Dorothy Eovnton Burgmuller infection in the new twigs in the Many ,O(lk Askance At the Bird
These locusts were placed on a the mothers of the pupils particithem freely on all steaks and chops
little
sort
of
pie
plate,
like
nuts.
(Pupils
of
Mrs
Ruth
E.
Sanborn)
I
Spring.
But
Here
’
s
a
Biologist
With
a
and I had doctored up these chops to
.
.
,,
. pating will serve a noon lunch at the
,
j will take up the matter of the
d Mandolin duet—Memories of Strauss
Recipe
the extent that I didn’t detect the They were crisp and crackley and £cbain buildlng today and a
Dorothy Din,tek Eleanor 8^“" other fruit in the cases at a later
baked bean supper after the meet.
trick. That was my first meal of
Doris Hyler)
date.
Many amusing recipes have been
billy goat. I have eaten monkey and smeared him around in a little At the social tonight all the visitors Plano—Valse(Mbs
in E-fiat
Durand \ The story of the peach was new
published
at the expense of the coot
• 'An-«er: There is a thermostatic ,
meat without knowing it at the time plate of honey and bit him in half. participating in the sports will be
Frances Storer
and interesting to me. And when
valve in the cooling system of this I
(Mrs. Nettie Averill)
.
and some years ago a fishing party Every time I took a bite I thought of guests of the school.
and those who cook it. but biologists
Violin
—
Melody
........
Moritz
Moszkowski
j
you
can
see
the
fruit,
with
thcar. which should prevent flow of
of men was entertained up in the a Iar8e- b!ack Florlda cockroach, but
branches, and the effects of disease j of the United States Department of
Margaret McMillan
water through the radiator antil |
flats of the Detroit river, and we mv hostess was 80 gracious and so
Junior High assembly Wednesday
upon
both
fruit,
and
leaf,
it
is
more
Agriculture
say
that
it
is
not
to
be
the water in the cylinder Jackets cant, if this is so stiff that it will
were given a dinner of stewed rab- intensely interested in my enjoyment conSjSted of vaudeville sketches piano—The Hunter s Horn
Harker
becomes warm enough to insure not llow. the ring-gear will simply
than interesting.
Grant Davis
despised as food under any circum
bit. It was fine. After the meal.
1 Cvu w°^rej directed by Miss Nichols. Devotional
an efficient operative temperature i cut a channel in it and will finally
Th» Saunterer
(Mrs. Rita Robinson)
and cigars, the host informed us we ^use' While 1 did not relish the food exercises were conducted by Marga- Vocal—Slave
stances.
An
excellent
recipe
for
Song .................. del P.iego
for the engine. You may find that ' run practically dry. thus failing
N. C. C. No. 2.
Dorothy Nutt of West Rockport
had been eating stewed muskrats. at
wa® °^e °y
most inter" ret Pendleton who acted as chairthis thermostatic valve has failed to carry lubrication Io the other
cooking coot is furnished by George
Somerville. Mass.
(Mrs. Lilian S. Coppingi
caught among the reeds of I.ake St estl*?g, teas that 1 “ave ever at" man. The first number presented Toy Orchestra
to work and leaves the water free gears and the bearings. Many a
E. Mushbach, superintendent of the
—Le Secret
Gauthier
to circulate through the radiator at rear-end has been seriously damClair, and that they were perfectly tended.
.
| was “Oral Examinations in the Twenty pupils from grades one of the
ANOTHER “INSIDE STORY"
Bear
River
migratory
bird
refuge,
all times, no matter how cold the aged through failure to supply it
clean and wholesome, as they lived
However, the most nourishing,
of the pay After the Day
town schools
jacket water n ay be. You better with gear oil. which will distribute
maintained by the Biological Survey
on the grass there. Maybe. But T tasty and wholesome foodIhave ever After Tomorrow.” Janet Gaynor, im- Directed by Mrs Marguerite Johnson,
The Boston Herald says that Major
supervisor of music
have the thermostat and valve ("when it Is tery cold.
would never have eaten rats if I had enJ<>yed has heen bought,cooked, < personated by Alice Hapworth and Piano—The Wayside Rase .....
Ficher | General Clarence R. Edwards, popu in the northern marshes of Great
Geneva Hooper
known it at the time. Now I come ana eaten in Rockland.I ^ary Pickford by Rose Flanagan
Salt
Labe,
Utah.
Mr.
Mushbach
lar
commander
of
the
26th
<
Yankee
>
(Miss Alice Fuller)
down here to get fed on billy goat
<$$><•
danced an Irish jig. A “mellerdram- Cello-In Dreamund
..
W EL Squire Division, will wrif the “inside story" say* that cooked in the following this is not necessary as skinned coot lump of butter. Get pan hot and
Ed Dean is always right.
*
I have been unjustly accused, in ' mer" called “The Fatal Quest” folMarjorie Taylor of Camden
2
‘rdJnK,2an^,J: “LC00t ls CCiUal t0 any duck has no strong or unpleasant flavor. then pour in a half to one cup of
life..
Lillian
S.
Cotton.
Thomaston)
. . • •
your issue of Jan. 15. On your first' lowed. co-starring Howard Crockett
Tarenghi gallant old veteran of New England's we have
Roll damp meat in flour and place cold water (quantity to be gaged by
page, in bold type. Mr. Boze inti- as the king and Edward Hellier as Piano—Serenado^Tnste
own
division
is
now
in the Phillips
Betty
Brown
Skin the birds and cut off legs and ja frying pan over a slow fire. Cover size of pan and number to be served),
“Cabron" is goat in Mexico, and mates that this defendant is a ma- the handsome duke with their love(Mrs Ruth T George. Thomaston I
House.
Eoston.
recuperating
from
a
breast. Split breast in two parts ppan
an anc
j aallow
iiow toto fry
and
fry slislowly in either Replace tight cover and allow to
“Capri" is goat in Italy. The Mexi licious and promiscuous prevaricator ly leading ladies “Williamina” San- Trumpet—The Lost Chord
Sullivan
serious intestinal disorder contracted Wash all parts thoroughly in cold bacon grease or lard. Keep pan steam about a minute or two. R°cans are very fond of young goats, He intimates that I tell stories of bom and "Richardina" Whitmore.
i clarence ^“shi
shortly after hepassed his list bir-h- water and. if desired, soak them a covered and after meat has cooked move meat, add sufficient flour to
and they roast them as you do suck birds getting bunned on fruit juices, assisted by an able cast. Several piano—The Fairy Frigate
Lemont day.
few hours in salt or soda water, but for about 30 minutes, add a generous \ thicken gravy, and serve.
ling pig in the north. A cabreria and that these tales should come songs were sung by the school after
Margaret Rogers
down here is a shop where goats' under the head of "romancing." which four members of the 7-3 literade BMlet ° V?. '
milk is sold. You will find goat Therefore I will conform to the well1 ture class dramatized a reading lesRose Moodycooked in some form on all Mexican known rules of the Fourth Estate.: son taken from a school reader of ......
'Mis- Margaret c Stahl i
menu cards. It is a favorite national and herewith enclose to you, for in- [ 50 years ago which illustrated what V!o ln ii^;eBarrrl.ori''T-1^masSon Drdla
dish. I am not going to eat enough spection. and for you to forward by nonsense children were sometimes
(MV-s Bertha Luce Thomaston)
of it to ever know whether I care for mail to the Doubting Thomas, the asked to read in order that they Piano—Fireflies ............. Grant-Schaefer
Frances Marsh
It or not. To me it is just one of evidence as herewith set forth, to might learn new words.
(Miss Mabel F. Lamb)
* 0 « «
those things that happen to a fellow wit, with no happus cappus or caveat
Piano—Scherzo ............. New&il-B&rboui
as he wanders around. Monkey emptor concealed.
Dorothy Lawry
"I hate the silly line of talk peo
(Mrs. Leola Flint Noyes)
meat, horse meat, goats, muskrats.
You will please note the picture of ple seem to think they have to hand Instrumental trio—Wood Sprites, St. C^a.
b
par meat, „„venison, reindeer,T wild this bird, the Yellow-Bellied Sap- out when they speak at assembly' Dorothy "-Harvey piano. Marian Ear >
......
trumpet. Florence Dean saxophone
2?. :2y:. ”2 22_22, 2.2?. 222 ?„2.2.22 sucker. He is of the same family as was the indignant comment of a
(Mrs. Emma Harvey)
rever eaten camel meat and I never
u™
Please High School student several years Piano—To a Wild Rose .......... MacDoweil
intend to. as I have no curiosity at i also note what this authority says i ago. The address presented last
Russell Young. Thomaston
all in that line after getting in touch about the bird, as printed below the Thursday would certainly have es(Miss Alcada Hail. Thomaston)
duet—The Country Dance. Eoffa
with the camels along the Suez canal picture: ..The Y=nOw-Bellied Sap- caped that criticism. Even the usual PianoFeme
Britto. Dorothy Flanders
between Egypt and Arabia^ Distance . Puccker drms numeroug holes jn
, prPliminary pleasantries were very
(Mrs. Sadie Leach)
lends enchantment or ma,ves the bark Qf trges Thesg flu up wRh
, brjef And yet the steady and pro.,
------------------------heart grow fonder, or something.;
ferments Not oniy
longed applause at the close showed'
whU2av^2«vmeTiTthemfirt
sapsucker imbibes from these holes, plainly that Carol Gardner, the chair- jobs ai* among students for admiu
anri m2
but other birds and insects also visit: man. expressed the real feeling of s.on into the better class of schoo.
I think of is fleas, and my second th£m gome haye actuaUy been Qb. | thc
in her graceful little, and colleges.
colleges. Mr.
Mr. Rounds
Rounds closed
closet
thought is more fleas. And. as you served in an intoxicated condition; speech of thanks. Rev. Walter S with the piain and simple statement I
know, camels' hair brushes are made from indulging too freely.”
Rounds is no stranger at High that it is well in these days for young
not of camel's hair, but from hair ob
poken people to take serious thought aud
. ,iy
School assemblies having
tained from the Russian squirrel.
several times before the school and early in life to decide upon a worthy
New Hi-test
And camels' hair coats are made
Thc address of the lady who glows ■
ycar giving a delightful half objective,
from something else. It is just a the green roses, is Mrs. Robert Lewis., hQUr of readings (rom the poems of
Mr. Blaisdell commented briefly on
TYDOL beats 12
403 North Broadway. McAllen, Texas. his one time college friend. Vache! the appropriateness of Mr Round.,
name.
.
This column verifies every statement Lindsey. Thursday morning he did address coming just after the quar...
.
. made about birds, animals, flowers. what few assembly speakers dare to terly examinations had once again
competing gas
But to get back to eating, me sub- Therefore nolle contendre, non vult to c!o. He took a thesis and devel- shown the pupils that it is of no us?
Ject of this article. Do you recan and sans recours
oped it by repeated examples just as to try and get something for notholines in quick
tiis column in 1928 when I wrote of
____________
he would before an audience of ing even in school. He then read a
eating dried locusts in Egypt? No of
growm up people. The thesis was [ letter from Principal Wood of Casstarting test.
EAST UNION
course not. Well, a list of the odd
this: Any man or woman who has tine Normal School which wanr.td
things eaten would include dried lo
the
hearts
of
the
pupils
with
its
gen

one
overwhelming
desire
and
is
will
cust'-. Bombay duck (a dried fish):
Mr. and Mrs. W. George Payson
Starts at Zero in
praise of the behavior of t
blusush and codfish chesks codfish and son Grevis attended the automo ing to subordinate all other desires erous
two
teams
from
Rockland
which
to
the
attainment
of
that
one
su

tongues, monkey, goat, rabbit, horse, bile show in Portland this week.
3 4/io seconds.
bar. deer, reindeer, beef, sheep,
Tne Community Club will meet with preme aim inevitably becomes a man played basketball in Castine itcc..:. .
or woman of importance, a person
rats, porpoise, wild turkey, shark fins, Mary Payson next Wednesday.
HE SELECTED SOMES
And no premi
bird's nest soup no dog meat and no
Mrs. Ada Lucas and Mrs. Aleda Fas- to be reckoned with.
Mr. Rounds gave as examples a
camel, yet. and my fingers arc sett of Union were guests oi Mrs. Mil
The
Consolidation
Engineering
Co
childhood's
chum
of
his.
whose
crossed: pi", robins legs, froas legs. lie Jones and Mrs. Lilia Morton
um to pay for it.
father's one consuming ambition was of Boston, which won the contract
blackbird pie. pieeons, (no crow yet); .Thursday.
for
the
new
House
of
Representatives
pheasant, -had eggs, goose eggs.
James Dornan and Mr. and Mrs. to make money. This ambition led
Building, has notified David
sturgeon eggs, cuek eggs, mackerel Howard Brooks went to Martinsville to the sacrifice of many other de Office
eggs and e gnoe and I hope some Wednesday night to install the offi- sires. even to the lowering of the Lynn, architect of the Capitol, that
family standard of living but the it had selected Somes Sound pink
day to get to
Eskimo feed and cers of Ocean View Grange,
from Mount Desert Island '
take a chance o whale blubber
Mrs. Alice Davis and Mrs. Maud man succeeded in his aim. He left granite
walrus flipper, a:. -rime igloo soup. Payson were pleasantly entertained an estate valued at $2,000,000. The for the base and terraces of the [
About 50.000 cubic feet c.l
with a dessert : Etaevik punch, - Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Willard ambition may or may not have been buildings.
a worthy one. It was achieved by the granite, worth between $225,000
which is said to have a mild kick.
Wellman in Hope.
and $350 000 will be used Granite oi
....
Mrs. S. E. Wentworth of Hope spent sweeping aside other desires. Then a type found at several places in
there 'was the famous statement of
the
day
Tuesday
with
Mrs.
Jennie
But lets go back to E •pt and the
Lord Roseberry who declared that he Maine was specified by the architcrt
locusts for a moment. 1 ce is what Payson.
meant to accomplish three things: in asking bids for the structure but
To own a horse that should win the selection of thc exact stone was left
Derby, to marry the richest heiress to the winning contractor.
in England, and to become prime
minister, and one by one he accom
M1CKIE SAYS—
plished these by subordinating every- !
thing else. And our own Abraham |
Lincoln whose determination to be, r VlEul.,FOLKS, I SEEM (2HASIW&
President made the loss of the senaWEWS ITEMS ALL OAV, AMP ALL
torship but a supping stone to his ;
Leave your car out all night It’s revolutionary. Because
BEATS 12 OTHER
I GOTTA SAM IS TWAT TW'GREAT
NEW
y o
ambition.
AMERKSAM PUBLIC AlktTGOT wo
at
zero ... fill the tank it combines, for the first
By popular lubicription among members end
GASOLINES!
. . .
"And
still."
said
Mr.
Rounds,
"al,
IDEA HOW MUCH RUUMIWG 'ROUUO
friends of the Knights of Columbus, a magnifi
with New Hi-test tydol time, instant starting with
though we live today in a world in |
AMP ASKIM’ QUESTIOWS AMP
cent hotel was erected, furnished and opened
By impartial stop-watch
ferment what is true of people is j
... step on the starter . . . the super-power, sputtertelepwomihg aw' Check ihg up
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"The Coops they lick their fingers.
And the Coops they lick their knives;
Thev spill their broth on the tablecloth—
Oh. they lead disgusting lives!
The Coops they talk while eating.
And loud and fast they chew;
And that is why I'm glad that I
Am not a Goop—are you?"
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